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Iran
warns

Israel over
pact with
Thrkey

Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

IRAN has warned Israel against

using a military accord with Turkey
ro strike at Teheran, saying it would
retaliate if attacked, a newspaper
reported yesterday.

"It is not believed that Turkey
poses a threat against us, but we are

watching our enemies' slightest

moves and will use our retaliatory

capacities if necessary." air force

deputy commander Gen. Shahram
Rostami was quoted by the daily Iron

as saying.

Rostami was commenting on the

military cooperation agreement con-

cluded between Turkey and Israel in

February which allows each country

to use the other's airspace for pilot

training.

Iranian newspapers have carried

Western press reports of some Israeli

officials suggesting the possibility of

an air strike against Iran’s nuclear

sites.

Rostami said Iran's air force

would stage major war games to dis-

play its power and evaluate its com-

bat readiness.

Western military experts have said

Teheran has tried to develop a long-

range strike force by acquiring

Russian-built Sukhoi Su-24 fighter

planes in a program to overhaul its air

force after the end of the 1980-1988

Iran-Iraq war. Meanwhile. Jordan's

air force commander, speaking as US
air crews ended a training mission,

said yesterday in Azraq he looked

forward to the day when Jordan

would be able to hold joint exercises

with the Turkish and Israeli air

forces.

Gen. Mohammed Ababneh told a

news conference at the base in

Jordan where American forces were

just ending a three-month mission

that joint training with Turkey was

possible once the two countries

anreed thev would both benefit
" He said joint air exercises with

Israel would depend on progress in

the peace process, but he favored the

idea.

It was also announced at the press

conference that the F-16 jets Jordan

purchased from the United States

will not be improved by Israel

Aircraft Industries and then sent to

Jordan as originally planned Instead

rhey will be improved in the US.

Kfar Sava man
tries to kill

daughters, then

kills himself
RA1NE MARCUS

A KFAR Sava man killed himself

vesreniay after attempting to mur-

der his two teenage daughters. The

girls. 14 and 17. suffered tight neck

wounds.
. . ,

The man s neighbors heard

screams coming from his apartment

earlv vesierdav morning. A neigh-

bor broke in and found the girls m
bed ehokine. with plastic cuffs tied

around their necks. The neighbor

succeeded in releasing the cuffs,

and the girls were brought to Meir

Hospital-

Residents called police who

launched a search for the rather;

who had fled. His body was found

haneine in a nearby field bv his .1-

vear-old son. Full report. Page 12

Netanyahu: The choice is peace or terror
PM to Christopher:

We’ll talk to PA
in coming days

DAVID MAKOVSKY
PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu yesterday pledged to

US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher that he would hold a
dialogue with the Palestinian

Authority "in the coming days.”

But he gave no indication when and
under what conditions he would
meet .with PA Chairman Yasser
Arafat or order an IDF redeploy-

ment in Hebron.

According to officials in the

Prime Minister's Office,

Netanyahu told Christopher pri-

vately that when talks with the PA
are held, the first item on the agen-

da will be PA action againsfterror-

ism.

One official denied that this con-

stitutes a precondition. ‘Terror is

not a precondition for holding talks,

but rather the issue of terror is piv-

otal for progress on peace."

However, a senior Clinton

administration official said

Netanyahu did not say that the ter-

rorism issue be resolved before

other peace process questions could

be addressed. Other sources said

US officials asked a series of ques-

tions on how the new government
will handle a variety of peace
process-related issues, but received

few answers.

Netanyahu suggested the dia-

logue would be held by diplomatic

adviser Dore Gold and top Arafat

aide Mahmoud Abbas.

There is speculation that

Netanyahu agreed to provide

answers to both questions - Arafat

and Hebron - when he meets
President Bill Clinton at the White
House on July 9. In an unusual step.

Netanyahu's office issued a state-

ment saying that Israel needs time

before it provides answers on spe-

cific peace issues. ...
On the plane en route here.

Christopher .reportedly said he
would urge Israel to establish an

unspecified dialogue with Arafat

and adhere to the international

commitment to an IDF pullback in

Hebron.

Yesterday’s meeting gave each

side an opportunity to break the ice

amid a widespread belief that the

Clinton administration showed

public support for Shimon Peres.

Moreover, Netanyahu is known
to be piqued that he was denied a
White House meeting with Clinton

during the four years he led the

opposition.

Netanyahu and Christopher spent

about an hour in one-on-one talks,

fueling speculation they agreed to

start a new chapter. Moreover, in

the private setting. Christopher

would have been most likely to

brief Netanyahu on secret aspects

of the Israel-Syria talks.

After their meeting, the two
moved to broader talks, which
included Foreign Minister David
Levy. Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai, US special Middle East

peace coordinator Dennis Ross,

and Ambassador Martin Indyk.

Christopher also held separate

talks with Levy yesterday.

After a reception in Christopher's

honor at the King David Hotel last

night, be and Netanyahu dined with

select aides.

In an apparent gesture to

Netanyahu while standing along-

side him during their press confer-

ence, Christopher used two phrases

favored by Netanyahu: “peace and
security" and holding peace talks

“without preconditions." This was
not lost on officials at the Prime
Minister’s Office.

'Terrorism is incompatible in the

advancement of peace." said

Netanyahu. "It’s either terrorism or

peace - you cannot have both."

While Christopher said that

peace is not possible without secu-

rity, he added: “Security without

peace is impossible."

"There are many problems in

search ofpeace between the PA and
Israci;” Netanyahu said. “But, the

lack of communication will not be
one of them. We will expand the

channels and the dialogue.”

Netanyahu also said Israel wants

to resume peace talks with Syria

and Lebanon.

T told Secretary Christopher

we’re studying tire issue of
Hebron,” he added. "The security

problem in Hebron is cardinal. It’s

very serious, very complex, and
very complicated."

Prime Minister Bmyamin Netanyahu escorts US Secretary of State Warren Christopher into their private meeting at the PM’s
office yesterday. /Brian Hendhn

Levy angered by FM
official’s attempt to set up

meeting with Arafat
FOREIGN Minister David Levy yesterday instructed Ilan Baruch,

director of the ministry's Autonomy Division, to immediately sever

all contact with representatives of the Palestinian Authority. Levy
sought ciarifkratiotrof Basuch's efforts to arrange" a meeting between
him and PA President Yasser Arafat
In recent weeks, Baruch - whose role is to coordinate political,

security, and economic matters with the PA- met several times with

PA security heads Mohammed Dahlan and Jibril Rajoub and other

members of the PA's security apparatus. In several of those meetings,

he apparently tried to sound them out on the possibility of a Levy-
Arafat meeting. Dahlan and Rajoub were reported to be interested in

such a meeting.

Baruch reported some of the contents of these meetings to his

superiors, but sources said he never reported on his attempts to

arrange a Levy-Arafat meeting. Levy, it seems, had never given per-

mission for the effort, and only learned of it after the fact. (Trim)

Husseini: Arafat,
to meet with

Netanyahu soon
BILL HUTMAN

Day of tragedy on roads leaves 5 dead
FIVE persons were killed and 23 injured - six

ofthem critically - in road accidents throughout

the country yesterday. The day's toll brought to

J 2 the number ofthose killed on the roads since

Monday morning.
Kiryat Gat residents Ilan Tal, 41. and

Radislav Dvayduv, 16, were killed and seven

others injured, when their car was struck by a

truck around 5:30 a.m. yesterday. One of the

injured was listed in critical condition in

Beersheba’s Soroka Hospital.

A 2 1-year-old Revaya man was in critical

condition with head injuries after he lost control

of his car and it overturned in the morning at the

entrance to Moshav Menahemya in the Jordan

Valley.

Kiryat Gat resident Nissim Yakar was killed

and five others were injured, one critically,

when he lost control ofhis car and it jumped the

divider into the opposite lane, where it was

struck head-on by an oncoming car. Yakar. 17.

had received his driver’s license less than a

week ago.

One man was killed and two were injured,

one .critically, in a two-car collision near the

Megiddo interchange.

A 42-year-old Givatayim man was killed in

the afternoon when his"motorcycle was struck

by a pickup truck near the town’s entrance.

"Four persons were injured, three critically,

when their car ran off the Tel Aviv-Ashdod

highway and overturned.

YOCHI DREAZEN and Kirn

Beit She’an's second accident in as many
days left five people injured yesterday after-

noon, when their van was hit by a truck near a

roadblock.

The small Jordan Valley community of
Petzael suffered a double tragedy yesterday.

First, 18-year-old Ayala Hammel was killed

shortly after midnight Monday when her car

overturned near Moshav Masud. Later in the

day. a 20-vear-old resident was killed on the

way to her funeral when his car was hit by a
truck.

Two trucks collided Monday on the old Tel

Aviv-Haifa highway, critically wounding driver

Ziad NogedaL He died of his injuries while on
the way to the hospital. . .

Noted poet Miri Ben-Simhon. the author of
three books, was killed Monday night when she

was hit and dragged by a car while waiting for

a bus outside Moshav Petahya near Ramie.
Later Monday evening, a car traveling on the

Nesher-Nachshon road struck and killed a
pedestrian.

A 50-year-old Romanian worker was killed

Monday night when he was struck by a minibus
while attempting to cross a street near RehovoL
A passenger burned to death Monday night

when his car veered into the opposite lane and
was struck by another car and a truck near

Mehola in the Jordan Valley.

President Ezer Weizman responded to the

grim 24rhour toll by criticizing both traffic law
enforcement and the behavior of the typical

Israeli driver.

Tve got a feeling that drivers sit behind the

wheel of a powerful car. some more and some
less, and relate io the car as if were a weapon of
destruction. They’ve just got to pass, got to get

in from, got to show what they can do with the

car. I appeal to the youth and to new drivers to

drive carefully," Weizman remarked during a
swearing-in ceremony for judges at Beit

Hanassi.

In another response to the road deaths. Meretz
faction leader MK Ran Cohen appealed to

Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi and
Transportation Minister Yitzhak Levy to help

pass legislation which he and Hanegbi had co-

sponsored at the end of the 1 3th Knesset to help

fight road accidents.

He said he hopes the Likud and other right-

wing parties which supported the bill while they

were in the opposition would support it now as

wellJiUl Humum adds:

Improved driver education, and not more
policemen on the roads, is the key to dealing

with traffic accidents. Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani said yesterday.

“I have spent much of my time over the past

several years working in education, and see it as

the most important area where improvement
(Continued on Page 2i

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian

Authority President Yasser
Arafat will likely meet “within a

month," because there is no
choice if the peace process is to

get back on track. Faisal

Husseini, the senior PLO official

in Jerusalem, said yesterday.

“We must start" a direct dia-

logue again." Husseini told The
Jerusalem Post at Orient House,
the PLO headquarters in

Jerusalem.

“I don't know if Mr. Arafat
likes Mr. Netanyahu; I don't
know whether Mr. Arafat likes

Mr. Netanyahu.” Husseini said.

“But this is not important. We
are talking about politics. And in

politics, you can’t decided for

the other side about his own
leadership."

"It is not up to Mr. Arafat to

accept Mr. Netanyahu, and Mr.
Netanyahu to accept Mr. .Arafat.

It is a must [that they accept each
other!.” he added.

Husseini said he thinks there

will be an Arafat-Netanyahu
meeting in “a matter of weeks. I

hope in a number of days. But
for sure in less than a month. I

think that meeting must take
place here ... Maybe on the bor-
der, at Erez. for example."

Husseini did not rule out the
two leaders meeting abroacL "It

would also be good to have it in

Washington. But the point is that

we start talking again directly. If

this means going to Washington.
Why not?" he said. “From our
side there is no difficulty in tak-

ing such a step. It is difficult for

Mr. Netanyahu to have such a
meeting." Husseini said.

On the matter of Orient
House. Husseini said he does not

believe Netanyahu will carry

through his threat to close the

PLO headquarters. If he did so.

PLO operations in Jerusalem
would simply be moved else-

where in the city. Husseini said.

"Every house can be the

Orient House. I can have visitors

here. If the Israelis will forbid it

in this house, the first door I

knock on, they will let me in.

and we will meet there.”

Husseini said. “Our house is not

the building. Our house is the

spirit of Jerusalem.”

Husseini also categorically

denied reports originating in the

Prime Minister's Office on
Monday that Israel applied pres-

sure on officials ar Orient House
to cancel a meeting that day
involving PA officials. He reiter-

ated ihai the meeting was moved
to another location, because ren-

ovation work at Orient House
had caused a power outage.

“There is no limit on who we
can see in the Orient House."
said Husseini. However, he said

he agrees with the government
that the peace accords forbid PA
activity there and insisted none
was taking place.

“It doesn't matter whether the

Likud or Labor is in the govern-

ment. In the end there will be a

Palestinian state with Jerusalem

as its capital." Husseini said.

He also offered a "formula"
for peace: "Israel wants full

security, and full security means
full control, and full control
means full authority. Whoever
has authority has control.

Whoever has control, can give

security. If Israel wants security,

then it must give us full authori-

ty and full control, so there can
be full security."

Yeltsin continues army purge
in preparation for election

World’s last Yiddish daily to disappear

MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russian President Boris

Yeltsin, who like any other Kremlin leader keeps a

close eye on the people with the guns, yesterday

sacked seven army generals who had close ties to for-

mer defense minister Pavel Grachev.

The sackings, the latest stage in a purge of top brass

and security bosses, came eight days before the July 3

runoff election pitting him against Communist

Gennady Zyuganov.

New security supremo Alexander Lebed had named

four of the dismissed generals last week, accusing

them of planning to pressure Yeltsin to ny to stop him

from sacking Grachev.
. .

“Yeltsin, under pressure from Lebed, is getting nd

of those generals Grachev had installed," said Alexei

Zaichenko, commentator for the newspaperSevodnya.

’Those generals have JrilJe behind them apart trom

wives, children, and property.” Zuichenko said, dis-

missing the chance that top military leaders could

object To the sackings

Lebed said last week that five generals. Grachev s

press secretary, and the Georgian defense minister had

tried to convince Grachev to put the army on alert to

put pressure on Yeltsin.

Lebed initially called the plotters “GKChP 3” in a
reference to a hard-line coup attempt in 1991, but he
and other top officials later tried to play down the

affair. Some of the generals involved denied Lebed’s
charges.

Yeltsin, showing the seriousness with which he
views the incident, has now dismissed four out of the

five generals implicated by Lebed, including first

deputy head of the General Staff Viktor Barynkin.
deputy commander of Land Forces Vladimir
Shulikov. and head of the defense minister's personal
staff Valery Lapshov.

The personnel changes followed meetings between
Yeltsin and Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin,
Interior Minister Anatoly Kulikov, and Lebed, the sec-

ond meeting with his security supremo in as many
days.

Press secretary Sergei Medvedev told Russian news
agencies Yeltsin had discussed personnel changes with

Chernomyrdin. He gave no details.

PARIS (Reuter) - The world’s
last daily Yiddish newspaper.
Unzer Wort (Our Word), will

fold at the end of this month, a
victim of rising costs which
killed several bigger French
dailies in past years, its staff said

yesterday.

Unzer Wort had already dwin-
dled down to just three or four

issues a week in recent years.

It was staffed by half a dozen
full-time personnel, most in their

late 70s, aided by volunteers who
sought to preserve the former
language of east European Jewry.

The newspaper, whose now-
aged French readers, were former
immigrants who came to France

from east European countries

during the World War n era, got

a new lease on life with the fall

of communism seven years ago.

Subscription demands arrived

from east European countries,

where small Jewish communities

had survived both Nazi extermi-
nation and antisemitic
Communist pressures, and daily

circulation had crepr up ro 4,000.
But new costs made closing the

paper inevitable, staff said.

Sales were several times high-

er in the 1950s. when three

Yiddish dailies appeared in Paris.

A Yiddish-language weekly still

survives in the US. and there arc-

periodicals elsewhere, including

Argentina, specialists say.

Unzer Wan's editorial line

was strongly favorable to

Israel's Labor Party, which
helped create it after World War
11 to spread the Zionist message
among Paris Jews before the cre-

ation of the State of Israel.
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Netanyahu-Christopher
meeting disappoints PA

JON IMMANUELPALESTINIAN Authority officials

were not encouraged by yester-

day’s meeting between Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and

US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher. * But PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat will meet with
Christopher today in Cairo, before

offering his own assessment on
Israel's attitude toward peace talks.

The PA believes a meeting
between Arafat and Netanyahu is

essential before any serious talks

can begin on the future of the peace
process.

Israeli security sources also

expect that such'a meeting will be

necessary before any Israeli rede-

ployment in Hebron.
“We are looking for high-level

talks, and that means Arafat and
Netanyahu,” said Arafat aide

Nabil Abu Rudeineh.
When it happens. “I am sure the

first meeting between Netanyahu
and Arafat will be difficult, but 1 am
sure it will be less difficult than the

first meeting between Arafat and
Yitzhak Rabin.” said Dr. Ahmed
Tibi, a close adviser to Arafat.

Meanwhile. Arafat and
Christopher will likely be joined

in their meeting by Egyptian
President Ho.sni Mubarak.
The Palestinians put great store

in the declarations of the Arab
summit hosted by Mubarak in

Cairo last week. "The summit
confirmed the Palestinian posi-

tion, and we are demanding that

the Israelis advance the peace

process." Abu Rudeineh said.

He said the PA had heard Israel

is preparing a list of alleged

Palestinian violations of the Oslo
agreements and would demand
their rectification before proceed-

ing further in peace talks. The PA
ha's drawn up its own list of Israeli

violations to present in response.

“If they have 49 objections, then

we have 490. but let’s sit down
and negotiate," Abu Rudeineh
said.

Government coordinator Maj.-

Gen. Oren Shahor met with PA
Civil Affairs Minister Jamil Tarifi

last night and transferred a list of

some 20 violations drawn up by

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai. These included issu-

ing Palestinian passports to

Jerusalem residents, starting work
on a terminal at Rafah airport, and
misusing Israeli-authorized Vfp
travel passes.

Israel's failure to redeploy in

Hebron, to release ail women
prisoners, or open the safe pas-

sage between Gaza and the West
Bank would head the PA’s list of

violations, Abu Rudeineh said.

The security ramifications of a

Hebron redeployment are being dis-

cussed by the government, two
women prisoners were kept in jail

because President Ezer Weizman
refused to amnesty them, and the

safe passage accord is almost ready.

Israel is most concerned about

the PA’s willingness to act against

terrorism, its failure to extradite ter-

rorists. and its ambiguous amend-
ment of the Palestinian Covenant.

The PA’s response is that it is doing
all it can on terrorism, it is under no

obi igation to extradite wanted
offenders it has already jailed, and
that the covenant was amended
according to the letters exchanged
between Arafat and Rabin in

September 1993.

The first real challenge of the

next round of peace talks will

come when Israel and the PA sit

down to discuss further IDF rede-

ployment in area C. which is 70
percent of the West Bank and falls

under full Israeli security control.

The redeployment from an unde-
fined section of area C is sup-

posed to take place in three stages

six months apart, starting in

September.

Egypt: Netanyahu
confirms Arab fears

CAIRO (Reuter) - Egyptian Foreign MinisterAmr Moussa said yes-

terday that Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu had confirmed
Arab fears for the future of Middle East peace by declining to com-
mit Israel to swapping land for peace.

“Comments on the resumption of peace talks without precondi-

tions indicate Israel’s attempt to throw overboard the principles

agreed in Madrid and circumvent the principle of land for peace, and
this is the governing and basic principle,” Moussa told reporters. “It

represents a negative direction.”

Netanyahu, speaking in Jerusalem after meeting US Secretary of
Stale Warren Christopher, declined to say if his government would
stick to the principle of handing over captured Arab land in return

for peace.

“I think we should have no prior conditions,” he said.

“It confirms our worries over the future of the peace process,”

said Moussa, whose country hosted a summit of Arab leaders at the

weekend.
Moussa said President Hosni Mubarak are to discuss Netanyahu's

comments in more detail with Christopher when the two men meet
in Cairo today.

Secretary of State Warren Christopher meets with Labor Party leaders Shimon Peres and Ehud Barak last night In Jerusalem.
(Yitzhak Elharar;

Labor: Netanyahu will have to meet
Arafat, leave Hebron if he’s serious

PRIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu will

have to meet Palestinian Authority President

Yasser Arafat and redeploy the IDF in

Hebron if he is serious about continuing the

peace process. Labor Party leaders said yes-

terday.

MK Ehud Barak, responding to Netanyahu’s

statements after meeting Secretary of State

Warren Christopher, blasted his desire to go
back to the Madrid Conference, calling it “an
illusion. The Madrid Conference is no longer

relevant.”

Barak dismissed Netanyahu's statement con-

cerning advancing negotiations with no pre-

conditions, noting that such a stand might be
plausible before negotiations, “but today
Netanyahu should remember we are in the

midst of negotiations, and there is no place for

such utterances.”

Barak said the Hebron issue is complicated,
and when Netanyahu studies all the material

MICHAL YUDELMAN

involved, “he will carry out everything we
planned to. In a week, we shall see him chang-
ing his militant tone and saying very different

things. Otherwise, the peace negotiations will

be quagmired."
MK Haim Ramon said a meeting between

Netanyahu and Arafat is inevitable, and the

sooner it takes place the better. “The Israeli

government must honor international agree-

ments. as the prime minister has stated. This
obliges him to talk to the head of the PA,
whether he likes him or not,” Ramon said.

“If this government means what it says about
continuing the peace process and the talks with
the Palestinians, such a meeting is inevitable

and must be held as soon as possible. The
longer Netanyahu delays, the greater the dan-
ger for the peace process.”

Commenting on Netanyahu's promise, at the

end of the news conference with Christopher,

to install air-conditioning in the Prime
Minister’s Office by Christopher’s next visit,

Ramon said: “Is that the great government
reform Netanyahu had promised?”
Meretz leader Yossi Sarid said, “It seems to

me that Netanyahu is still in his election cam-
paign. I hear words, words, words, but they’re

meaningless and it's impossible to understand
anything from them about his intentions. What
we saw today was evasions, not answers.

“It is said all the time that Netanyahu is hold-
ing his cards close to his chest. I’m beginning
to wonder whether he has any cards all.”

Scoffing at the idea of reviving the Madrid
Conference, Sarid said, “Netanyahu cannot
take us back to the Madrid period. Who will go
there with him? At the most he can take Sara
[his wife] to Madrid. But I don’t know a single

Arab leader who would join him. So what does
it matter what he thinks about it?”

Poll: PA should provide info on MLAs
Some 75 percent of the public think the release of additional Palestinian
prisoners by Israel should be conditioned on the receipt of information
from Yasser Arafat about Israeli MIAs, even if this delays the peace
process, according to a new survey by Gallup Israel, which was com-
missioned by Independent Media Review and Analysis. The survey,
which has i 4.3% margin of error, also found that 84% of Israelis

believe Israel should insist on getting information about the MIAs dur-
ing the opening stages of negotiations with Syria. Evelyn Gordon

Syria: Arabs, not
Israel, decide

Middle East fate

Women in Green: Learn from Indians7 experience
Women for Israel’s Tomorrow’ (Women in Green) held a small demon-
stration opposite the American consulate yesterday in Indian headdress-
es. The theme of the demonstration, directed at US Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, was that “land for peace” proved a dismal failure

for the Indian tribes who signed such deals with the US, and that the US
should not be pressuring Israel into a similarly poor deal with the Arabs.

Evelyn Gordon

m
In deep sorrow, we announce the death after a long illness of

HINDA MARKOWITZ ,rjj

The funeral will take place tomorrow, Thursday, June 27

(10 Tamuz), at the Eretz Hachalm Cemetery,

near Shimshon junction, at 9:30 a.m.

The coffin is arriving on El Al flight 014, at 7:55 am.

Please call 08-8503781 , 02-231254, for information.

Husband: Mayer Markowitz

Sons: David Ben Meir, Avf Markowitz

DAMASCUS (Reuter) Syria said yesterday that the Arabs, not Israel,

are the ones who decide the fate of the Middle Easi.

The ruling Ba'ath party newspaper al-Ba'ath said the warning from
last weekend’s Arab summit in Cairo to reconsider Arab ties withlsrael,
if it does not observe the principle of land for peace, shows Arabs are
ready to “face all challenges.

“The Cairo summit has given a clear and honest statement from the
Arabs. And whether Israel rejects or accepts, this statement is the one
that will decide the future of the region which will be nothing but an
Arab future," al-Ba'ath said.

It said Netanyahu’s tactics did not scare Arabs.

“Israel should perceive that its obstinacy and hardness could not ter-

rorize Arabs or force them to retract their principles,” it said.

The Syrian newspaper also accused Israel and Turkey of “plotting”

against Arabs and condemned their “expansionist ambitions” on die

Arab lands.

Ties between Syria and Turkey, at loggerheads over water rights from
the Euphrates river and Turkey’s accusation that Syria plays host to

Kurdish rebels, deteriorated further this year when Ankara signed a mil-
itary training pact with Israel.

“Arabs are facing pressures, ambitions and threats not only from

Israel but also from Turkey, which wants to control the water resources

of the region and restore its bygone influence in the Middle East,” al-

Ba'ath said.

Wednesday, June 26, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Sharon backers to

demonstrate outside

PM’s Office
MK Ariel Sharon’s supporters

plan to demonstrate on his

behalf in front of the Prime

Minister’s Office on Friday.

United Torah Judaism, mean-
while, is threatening to leave the

coalition if the Housing
Ministry loses departments to

help create a national infrastruc-

ture ministry for Sharon.

No way out of the impasse was
apparent yesterday, despite asser-

tions by those around Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
that “Arik will soon be inside.”

However, it was difficult to pin-

point where progress had been
made after Justice Minister
Ya'acov Ne’eman's hectic medi-
ating. Ne'eman was assigned by
Netanyahu to stitch up die new
portfolio for Sharon.

Netanyahu and Sharon met after

midnight on Monday, and Sharon
reported that “we had a very good
general conversation, but did not

dwell on the portfolio.

“If there is a real - not a make-
believe - ministry that will enable
me to make a real contribution,

then I will join the government,”
he reiterated, “and if not,.I will

work hard in the Knesset”
This hard parliamentary work is

apparently what is worrying

SARAH HONIG

Netanyahu’s people. An inkling of

what may be in store was provid-

ed when Sharon’s supporters

gathered in Neot Afeka and con-

demned what they charged is

Netanyahu’s aim of keeping

Sharon out of his government.

They plan to demonstrate again

in front of die Prime Minister s

Office at 10 a.m. on Friday.

Sources close to Netanyahu

report that his conversation with

Sharon - the first after it became

apparent that Sharon was left

without a portfolio - was “pro-

ductive and cordial.”

They say it broke the ice

between the two, and they repeat-

ed their confidence that Sharon

will soon be in the government,
providing his demands are not

excessive.

Last night, however, it was dif-

ficult to see how even the most
modest1

portfolio could be put

together, as no minister is willing

to surrender any of his power to

make die formation of the new
ministry possible.

UTJ outdid all the others when
Deputy Housing Minister Meir
Porush warned that his party

might simply return the portfolio

and quit the coalition, if un end is

not put to the talk about remov mg

the Public Works Department and

the Rural Development Division

from the ministry.

Its stand has mystified the

Likud, which notes that the LTJ

would be left with a considerable

empire and with all it needs to

redress the housing grievances of

the haredi community.

Transportation and Energy

Minister Yitzhak Levy of the

National Religious Party suggest-

ed that “rather than tear off bits of

the ministry, it might be bener for

die taxpayer if the Likud just

rakes the entire portfolio. To do

official will have to answer to two

ministers or if rail transport will

be handled by one minister and

the overpasses, which cross over

the tracks, by another.”

Agriculture Minister Rafael

Eitan of Tsomet wondered

whether “all this is not just some

media hype with no real substance

to iL Otherwise, 1 fail to under-

stand why no one has bothered to

talk to me about what is to be

taken away from the Agriculture

Ministry.”

Shahak visits Paris arms show
CHIEF of General Staff Lti-Gen.

Amnon Lipkin-Shahak paid a

short, unofficial visit to France

yesterday.

While visiting neighboring

Belgium, Shahak was invited to

come to Paris for a few hours by
the French Ministry of Defense.

WhQe there, he visited the inter-

national armament show
Eurosatory ‘96. and met with

French Chief of Staff Phillipe

Douen. In a gesture of goodwill,

.the French army sent an airplane

to Belgium to bring Shahak to

Paris.

Shahak started his stay at the

Israeli pavilion at Eurosatory.

This is the first year Israel is par-

ticipating in the show, considered

to be the world's biggest exhibi-

tion . of military industries:

A RESIDENT ofGaza who is sus-

pected by the Palestinian

Authority of collaborating with

Israel petitioned the High Court of

Justice yesterday against Israel’s

refusal to grant him residency

rights here.

Awad Shlalafa, 42, is a resident

of Beit Hanoun in Gaza, who has

been married for seven years to a

Beduin woman with Israeli citi-

zenship. Before the PA was even

set up, two of his cousins were
murdered in Rafiah due to suspi-

cions they had collaborated with

Israel. Shlalafa is also friendly

with another known collaborator

named Abed Abu Housa. Because

of these two factors, the petition

said, he has been suspected by the

PA of being a collaborator him-
self, and has been arrested twice -
once for 14 days, and a second
time for five and a half months.

Both times, he said, he was tor-

tured, and he still bears the scars

from his second stay in a PA jail.

After being released the second

time, in July 1995. Shlalafa and
his wife fled to Israel, despite

Shlalafa’s lack of a permit Six

months later, the petition said, the

PA destroyed his house.

Shlalafa asked the Interior

Ministry to grant him citizenship,-

or at least permanent residency,

based both on the fact that his

wife is an Israeli citizen and on
the fact that his life would be in

ELPAD BECK
Paris

Representatives of the 12 compa-
nies exhibiting at the pavilion

gave Shahak explanations of their

latest developments.

Later. Shahak visited the

Russian pavilion and was hosted

at the stands of major French

arms' producers. The French com-
panies have expressed the hope
that Israel will once again start

purchasing military systems made
in France. French companies
ceased selling arms to Israel or

buying military equipment from it

in 1968, when president Charles

de Gaulle decreed a military

embargo on Israel. When both

countries signed, defence and mil-

itary cooperation agreements two

danger under the PA.
He also claimed that he had done

Israel a service by warning- Abu
Housa that the PA was looking for

him, and that he should therefore

stay out of Gaza. Shlalafa said he

did this despite having been

offered a substantial reward by die

PA if he would help them catch

Abu Housa. His petition included

an affidavit from Abu Housa in

support of his claim.

However, die ministry refused

his request, citing “security rea-

sons.”

In his petition, Shlalafa said the

only security offense of which-he
was ever convicted was illegal

possession of a weapon, for which
he served 10 months in 1990. He
carried this illegal weapon, he
said, only because the murder of
his two cousins had made him
afraid for his own life.

He has also committed two
crimes which were not security-

related: He was convicted of car

theft in 1983 and of possessing a
tool for illegal entry in 1993.

The petition argued that the

ministry's decision is unreason-

able given the mortal
. danger

Shlalafa would-be in if forced to

return to the PA areas. He also

charged that the decision will dis-

courage other Arabs from assist-

ing Israel, if this is the treatment

he gets after having risked himself
io warn a known collaborator.

years ago, France renewed arma-

ment purchases from Israel.

The French government, facing

a harsh crisis in the country’s mil-

itary industry, desires to add Israel

to its customer list. The French

have proposed to Defense

Ministry Director-General David

Ivry that Israel buy French-made

Jaguar and Tiger helicopters. Ivry

told them dial Israel is content

with the performances of its US-
made Apaches.

During his visit to the Russian

pavilion, Shahak .
met with

Mikhail Kalashnikov, inventor of

the legendary assault rifle, who
complimented Israel on the inven-

tion of the Uzi. However, he said

that the Gain rifle was an exact

copy of the one that bears his

PA Council
member

held briefly

for

incitement
JON IMMANUEL

ISRAELI police arrested a mem-
ber of the Palestinian Council at

the Allenby Bridge yesterday and
released him five hours later after

questioning him about inciting

youths at a rally last Saturday.

Abbas Zaki, a top Fatah official

who returned recently from
Jordan, addressed a crowd in

Samoa, south of Hebron, protest-

ing the expropriation of land for a
bypass road.

Shortly afterward, youths stoned
bulldozers and set fire to a steam-
roller:

Zaki was arrested in an area
under Israeli control on his way to

Jordan. He was later allowed to

continue his journey.

Government coordinator Maj.-
Gen. Oren Shahor raised the issue

in a meeting with Palestinian

Authority Civil Affairs Minister
Jamil Tarifi last night to discuss-

violations of die peace accords.

Tarifi protested the arrest of a PA
Council member, but Shahor told

him that it is the responsibility of
council members and members of
the PA to moderate passions, not
stir them up.

If there are problems concern-
ing Israeli activities, they should
be brought up through official

channels, Shahor said.

collaborator appeals

for Israeli residency
. EVELYN GORDON

ROADS
(Continued from Page 1)

can be made,” said Kahalani, who
held the education portfolio as

deputy mayor of Tel Aviv before

becoming a minister. 'The prob-

lem is the drivers' behavior.”

The recent State Comptroller’s
Report pointed out that there has

been an increase in manpower in

traffic police units over the past
several years, while the number of
accidents continues to rise.

Police have long maintained that

enforcement is only one aspect of
the war against traffic accidents,

and that improved driver educa-
tion, as well as driver awareness of
the dangers ofreckless driving, are
also essential.

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
THE WEEKLY MEETING of tlw I
Nsh -Speaking Jerusalem Rotary (
Will take place today at 1:00 p.m. u
YMCA, King David Street. Prof. Ge
Ben-David will speak an: ‘Stopping the
nage on the Roads."

Court: Treatment of administrative
detainees must be rethought

EVELYN GORDON
THE Supreme Court has sharply
criticized the conditions in which
administrative detainees are held,
and told die state ft must rethink
the way it deals with diem.
The court was hearing an appeal

yesterday by Sami Ovadia,. the
last remaining Jewish detainee.
Ovadia was detained for three
months a month ago, due largely
to various extremist statements he
had made, such as a statement that
former interior minister Haim
Ramon should suffer die same
fete as Yitzhak Rabin.
Justices Gavriel Bach, Mishael

Oieshm and Yitzhak Zamir reject-
ed Ovadia’s appeal against his
detention, saying classified infor-
mation indicated that he was a
potential danger.
However, Cheshin in particular

slammed the conditions in which
Ovadia is being held, according to

attorney Naftali Werzberg
Cheshin was angen

Ovadia is only being all
see his family twice a v

half an hour. Since detain
never been convicted
accused of a crime, it i

-j r ,svjiw:
Cheshin said that if it

saiy to ensure proper tre
Jjecial wing should be s
detainees where they w
as fer as possible, the prh
civilian life:' television,
pets, and unlimited visi!
with their families.

Government attorney
Blass promised that in lit

court’s comments, the sta
look into die matter
detainees are treated,

s

steps to improve Ovadia
turns.
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Police may probe
Ne’eman for

witness tampering
POLICE arc considering opening
an investigation into allegations

that Justice Minister Ya'acov
Ne’eman tried to interfere with a

witness in the trial of MK Aryeh
Deri, police sources said yesterday.

Attorney -General Michael Ben-
Yair on Thursday asked Cmdr.
Yossi Levy, head of Police
Investigations, to determine
whether an investigation is war-
ranted into the allegations, that

arose earlier this month during the

Deri trial.

Levy said yesterday that he is

still looking into the matter, but

declined to comment further. The
sources said the final decision on
whether to open an investigation

will be made by Levy and' Ben-
Yair, as is normally the case in

sensitive cases.

A police memorandum present-

ed in the Deri trial earlier this

BILL HUTMAN

month stated that British witness

Martin Brown said Ne'eman had
told him not to cooperate with

police. Ne'eman strongly denied

this, while Brown has refused to

confirm the statement, which he
allegedly made several years ago.

Meanwhile, former Tsomet
director-general Doron Shmueli
was questioned by police yester-

day about allegations he misused
classified IDF documents.

Environment Minister Rafael

Eitan is under investigation by

police on similar allegations.

Police sources said while the

alleged infractions were similar,

the cases are being handled sepa-

rately.

Shmueli, Eitan, and other senior

Tsomet members are suspected of

using classified army documents

revealing unfavorable personal

data about party activists to black-

mail them out of the party.

Police sources said that in

Eitan 's case, a recommendation
he be charged is likely to be

turned over to the Attorney-

General's Office soon.

Evelyn Gordon adds:

The Movement for Quality
Government in Israel asked Ben-
Yair to ask the Knesset to lift the

immunity of MK Raphael Pinhasi

(Shas). The last Knesset refused

to do so, but a new Knesset could

theoretically act differently.

The movement also asked Ben-
Yair to bar Pinhasi from chairing

the Knesset House Committee,
since it deals with immunity
requests. Shas has been granted

chairmanship of this committee,
but the party has not yet awarded
the post to a specific MK.

Supreme Court President Aharon Barak (left), President Ezer Weizman and Justice Minister Ya'acov Ne'eman make a toast yes-
terday at a swearing-in ceremony for new judges. (Efcum KiWndo

Barak: Judiciary must be made
independent of executive

Three remanded for

making, selling Ecstasy

THE judiciary should be made more indepen-
dent of the executive. Supreme Court
President Aharon Barak said yesterday.

Barak, who was speaking at a judges' swear-
ing-in ceremony, said the principle of separat-

ing the branches of government means the
judiciary must be made independent branch
and cannot be dependent on the executive. At

present, the judiciary's budget is set by the

executive, and directed via the Justice

Ministry.

However, he said there is no argument about
die fact (hat the judiciary must be dependent -
via the state budget - on the Knesset.

The new judges sworn in yesterday include

Nava Kapalinsy, Alisa Miller. Boaz Okon and

Meir Shenav. named as magistrate's court

judges in the Tel Aviv and the central area.

Sara Meiri was sworn in as a Tel Aviv Labor
Court judge; Miriam Rabas a northern district

magistrate; Ron Sokol as a Haifa Magistrate's

Court judge; and Shira Ben-Shlomo as a traffic

court judge in the Tel Aviv and central areas.

(him)

Defendant not obligated

to attend trial

THREE persons suspected of
manufacturing and selling thou-

sands of Ecstasy pills were
remanded yesterday for eight days

by Ramie Magistrate’s Court
The arrests followed a six-

month undercover investigation

resulting in the discovery of a

secret laboratory in Kfar Aharon,
near Ness Ziona, equipped to

manufacture thousands of Ecstasy

pills daily.

Hanan Rabin, 43, of Yavne,
Daniel Blum, 41, and his former
wife, Aliza, 40, of Rishon Lezion
were arrested on Sunday. All are

suspected of manufacturing the

RA1NE MARCUS

drug over the past year. Rabin is

also suspected of importing chem-
icals used in making the drug.

Police requested 'the maximum
15-day remand, arguing that other

arrests are imminent and that

detectives investigating the case

still have to examine chemicals,

text books, and machinery seized

from the lab. A number of Ecstasy'

pills were found at the home of

Aliza Blum, who has two chil-

dren. She is suspected of transfer-

ring drugs from one place to

another.

Rabin was arrested in the labo-

ratory as he was making the drug,

but police believe he also had a

hand in dealing huge quantities of
Ecstasy. Daniel Blum denied all

connection with the affair and his

lawyer said police have no evi-

dence connecting him with illicit

drug manufacture or trafficking.

Aliza Blum's lawyer argued
unsuccessfully that since his

client has a clean record and has

worked for Israel Aircraft

Industries for the past 18 years,

there was no reason for her to be

held in custody.

Shimshon Shoshani, outgoing
director-general of the
Education Ministry, has been
named director-general of the

Jewish Agency. Shoshani, 59,

will assume his new. post next

month and be responsible for

continuing the process of

reform begun by Chairman
Avraham Burg. lEfoum Kium*)

DEFENDANTS do not have to be
present at their trials if there is no
real necessity for their presence,

according to a High Court of

Justice rating.

The _ ruling was issued in.
response to a petition by three,

businessmen, Yitzhak Shani, -

Yosef Diamant, and Ephraim
Gilad, who are currently on trial

in Tel Aviv Magistrate's Court
The three argued that their obliga-

tion to appear at the sessions,

which are being held three days a

week, is damaging their business-

es.

The petitioners had originally

asked the lower court to permit

them not to attend, but the court

rejected the request saying their

presence is an obligation, as well

as a right They then petitioned

the High Court
Justices Aharon Barak.

Mishael Cheshin, and Dalia

Domer ruled that a defendant

.mustJte^present only,. if_ he... is

needed on a particular day - for

instance,- i£ a witness has to iden-

tify him. or if the court wants to

see his reaction to a particular

piece of testimony. They direct-

ed the lower court to re-evaluate

the petitioners' request in tight of
- this ruling.

Domer noted that the law which
forbids a trial to be held without

the defendant present is meant to

protect his right to a fair trial.

However, she said, this does not

mean a defendant cannot waive
bis right to be present

"Obligating the defendant to be
present at his trial infringes on his

right to freedom.
.
which is

enshrined in the Basic Law:
Human Dignity and Freedom,”
she wrote.

Such a requirement might also

infringe on his right to freedom of
occupation, which is also

enshrined in a basic law, she

added.

Barak also rejected the sugges-

tion that perhaps a defendant
should be forced to attend his trial

as a way of keeping him off the

streets.

“The criminal process is meant
to uncover the truth,” he wrote. “If

is not intended to impose hardship

on the defendant.”

(lorn)

Investment official indicted

for embezzling NIS 13m.
YOSEF Topol, former comptrol-

ler of the Amot Investment
Corporation, was indicted yester-

day by Tbl Aviv District Court on
charges of theft, fraud, forgery

and breach of trust.

Topol. 56, is accused of embez-
zling nearly NIS 13 million from
the company over a nine-year peri-

od. He has already admitted the

theft, but detectives believe Topol
embezzled more than NIS 30 mil-

lion. They have still not traced all

the money, but believe some was
invested in property in London.
Topol said he had spent it.

According to the indictment,

Topol would write checks payable

RAINE MARCUS

to himself and family members;
with copies and invoices made out

to Mifalei TahanoL a company
under contract with Amot, which
is a Bank Hapoalim subsidiary.

He would forge the second signa-

ture required on the checks. The
copies were then forwarded to the

company’s accounts department.

Thirty-seven checks were
issued in this way and deposited

in family members' bank accounts

before being transferred to

unknown destinations. Topol’s
son, Eran, and daughter-in-law.

Yasmin, were charged with fraud-

ulently receiving money. They are

accused of opening various sav-

ings accounts and transferring"

money from one account to anoth-

er.

Prosecutor Nava Schiller has
asked for Topol’s remand until the

end of proceedings and a hearing

on the request has been set for this

morning. Meanwhile, Amot is

suing Topol for NIS 30 million in

civil proceedings.

Police have described the scam
as “very sophisticated." Although
Topol offered to give evidence

against others who he claims stole

hundreds of millions, detectives

believe he acted alone.

Eitan begins learning about garbage New Telecard dedicated to preventing domestic violence

THE Hirya landfill near Tel Aviv

is a hazard to aircraft using Ben-

Gurion Airport, Airport Authority

representatives told Environment

Minister Rafel Eitan yesterday.

Eitan started his first field visit at

Hirya to study the problems of

solid waste disposal.

He refused to discuss the possi-

ble transfer of some of the matters

now under his jurisdiction to the

planned national infrastructure

ministry to be led by MK Ariel

Sharon' He was also reticent about

ihe police inquiry into him and

other Tsomet members, saying

onlv. "There are some people try-

inc to dig up anything against me.”

He did not make any clear state-

ment on his solid waste policy

either. Hirva, near Lod, should

LIAT COLLINS

have closed at the end of 1 995, and

the garbage from die central region

should have been transported to the

Duda’ira landfill near Beersheba,

but the Duda'im expansion has

been opposed by local residents.

Yesterday afternoon, Eitan visited

Duda'im and had a meeting at the

Beersheba Municipality to hear its

side of the issue.

Hanan Liss, deputy Airport

Authority director, said the height

of the artificial hill created by the

Hirya garbage dump is close to

being the maximum possible

without endangering planes

approaching and leaving the air-

port, and the birds who flock

above the dump present another

hazard, as they can be sucked into

the engines.

Despite the closure decision, the

site still takes in 6,000 cubic

meters of waste a day. Yosef
Givol, chairman of the Dan
Region Towns Association, said

the site can only remain open for

another two years at the most, and

the best solution is to turn it into a

transit site for garbage being
transported to Duda’im. He said

every step should be lalten to

reduce the amount of waste by
encouraging recycling and com-
post projects.

Eitan said he needs more time to

study the issue before making a

decision on when to close the

dump and to form an opinion on
expanding Duda’im.

BEZEQ has issued a new
Telecard dedicated to the preven-

tion of violence in the family. All

proceeds from sales of the tele-

phone card will be devoted to

WIZO's efforts to prevent family

violence, assist the victims and re-

educate both victims and viola-

tors.

Some 100,000 Telecards with

the slogan, "Help us say no to vio-

lence in the family," have been
produced. They picture four TV
stars popular among children:

Michal Yanai, Itai Segev, Oded

JUDY SIEGEL

Menashe and Pnina Dvortii. They
wifi be sold in Supersol and
Hypercol stores at the same price

as in postal branches, but the

chain stores will donate all profits

to WTZO. The phone card, usable

in public telephones, is expected

to become popular among
Telecard collectors.

Bezeq director-general Yitzhak
Kaul said he is proud to partici-

pate in such an effort. World
WIZO president Michal Moda’i

said there are 200,000 battered

women and 660,000 children who
suffer from active or passive vio-

lence in the home.
Last year, WIZO alone

received some 5,000 calls from
battered women, and its hostels

house 1,200 women and 2,500

BIBLE LANDS MUSEUM JERUSALEM

Aloni: Don’t return to cultural arrogance
SAYING that she has left culture HELEN KAYE
and the arts in better shape than

she found it four years ago. for- intellectual ghetto nor return to an

mer Arts, Science and attitude of cultural arrogance

Communications minister which dismisses everything out-

Shulamit Aloni (Meretz) had a pat side Torah and Trimud as chaff,

nn the back and a word of warning “It worries me that I have his

v^terdav for Education and books in my library, as it were, but

Culture Minister Zevulun that he has none of mine, those

Hammer (NRPi- ĥich Xiongs to creative Israel

-Tm optimistic. I think that and are unknown to his communi-

will try to prove he is ty. There are things that go

Tvervbodv's minister and so they beyond [the" cries] of ‘Messiah,

won't take axes [to cultural bodies], Messiah,’" Aloni said

iiiii thev may stranele some,” she Arts and Culture Authority head

1 -Let arts and culture flourish Yossi Frost said the national arts

" rvhndv They rank with sci- budget had increased by some 70
*

Shnoioey as the best and percent in real terms from NIS 90

^stTreati^-e ofSr endeavors " million in. 1 992 to NIS 265 tnll-

m
Hammer she warned, should lionfor fiscal *96

neS attempt to reimpose an "This sum is still for short ofthe

"^Greens protest public fare raise

LIAT COLLINS

, rar Environment, the umbrella group of all environmental associ-

LrFE and Envmmroe
^ the reported plans of the Finance

ul
,
lon

f.”\n „ise the fares on public transportation by cutting subsidies.
Ministry to rai

nfirehose tax on private vehicles. Fares would be
white

£
d“^rcenu

P
while the tax would be slashed from 95 percent lo

?,wd
J2nt

1

The oroup’s chairman, Yosef Thmir, has asked the govem-
^ the decision, which be said would be both environ-

ing to r«ono«f &^ial lo the most
mentaUy JSulation. He said the use of public transportation

of imptoving road safety. •

NIS 400 million we would be get-

ting today had the government
approved the NIS 300 million

Aloni requested in 1993." Frosi
said. The funding proposal was
submitted in tight of recommen-
dations from the nine ministerial

committees Aloni appointed to

examine the proper funding and
management of all the’ arts.

During her tenure Aloni estab-

lished the first professional Arab
theater in Israel, with a NIS 2 mil-

lion budget, and increased the

overall Arab culture budget from
NIS 2.9 million to NIS 1 2.6 mil-

lion; increased funding to the film

industry from NIS 3.9 million to

NIS 16.2 million; and deepened
Israel's cultural links with foreign

countries.

I4 CELLULAR PHONES
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children afraid to live at home.
Some 65 percent of the families

were treated in special center and
escaped from the cycle of vio-

lence.

Supersol president David
Alphandary said it is his compa-
ny's policy ro cooperate with

organizations that promote social

goals.
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SATURDAY NIGHT CONCERT
An Evening of American
& British Folk Music
with Daniel Ahaviel
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We also RENT
TV*, Video players,

and cameras.

VIDEO CITY
I 43 Jaffa Rd, Pon Sq.)

L Jerusalem 02-234539

A Variety of Celtic Music
and its American Progeny

June 29

Concert at 21:15

Wine and Cheese at 20:30

Admission NIS 35; NIS 30 to Museum members,

ofim. students, soldiers& seniors.

Proceeds benefit The Jerusalem Post Funds.
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YOSI PEKING
l

I GUtft Kosher Chinese Restaurant

!

Bring the entire family far the most cWIctoas Chinese cuisine.

5 Shimon Ben Sheiah St Jerusalem, Tel. 250817

-
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*Basel on minimum i

Calfardeals
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SINAI SAFARI 2 DAYS PETRA]
]

4 DAYS $1 99 including Wadi Rum
j |

$1 69 !

Last minute booking

!

5 star Hotel in Petra I

. 25 Granot St Jerusalem, Tel: 02 611066 -:
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Milosevic demands
Karadzic’s ouster

SERBIAN leader Slobodan Milosevic ordered

the Bosnian Serbs to oust their “president''

Radovan Karadzic immediately or face

reprisals from Yugoslavia.

The ultimatum from Belgrade yesterday was
denounced as a betrayal by hardliners in the

Bosnian Serb parliament, as it met in Pale to

review world pressure for Karadzic’s resigna-

tion.

There were signs the Serbian president's

strongarm tactics could backfire after hints

earlier that Karadzic, who has been indicted by

the UN as a war criminal, was ready to step

down.
“If they keep on insisting that the Bosnian

Serb republic offer more concessions like

Milosevic did [during the peace negotiations]

in Dayton, that would be counter-productive,"

a Bosnian Serb government official said. “We
are not ready for concessions.”

The Yugoslav news agency Tanjug said

senior Bosnian Serb envoys were told to get

rid of Karadzic at a meeting in Belgrade with

Milosevic and the presidents of rump
Yugoslavia - comprising only Serbia and

Montenegro - and Montenegro on Monday.

DAN DE LUCE

PALE, Bosnia

The West has threatened Milosevic and the

Bosnian Serbs with renewed sanctions if

Karadzic stays in power to obstruct the peace

process and inter-ethnic elections in Bosnia on

September 14.-

Tanjug quoted an official statement in

Belgrade as saying; “An acting president of the

Bosnian Serb republic with full powers must

be appointed immediately to prevent its citi-

zens' interests being further jeopardized in the

implementation of the peace agreement.”

It warned of unspecified reprisals if the

Bosnian Serb parliament did not comply, but

the Bosnian Serb republic depends heavily on

runip Yugoslavia for its economic survival.

The ultimatum was issued in the name of

Federal President Zoran Li lie in keeping with

Milosevic's practice of maintaining a low pub-

lic profile while wielding most power in

Yugoslavia.

When news of it filtered through to the par-

liament session, journalists, including Bosnian

Serb reporters, were immediately cleared from

the vicinity while deputies clustered in agitat-

ed groups.

The parliament has defied Milosevic before,

most famously in 1993-94 when it refused to

endorse international peace plans on which the

Serbian president had staked his credibility.

But Milosevic has shown that he can make
the Pale leaders obey him in a crisis. He forced

them to free 400 hostage UN peacekeepers last

year and also to let him negotiate the Dayton
agreement on their behalf.

He has turned a deaf ear for months to.

Western pleas for Karadzic's dismissal and
extradition to the UN court in The Hague.

Political sources in Belgrade said Milosevic
probably decided to become more amenable
when it became evident that communist
Alexander Zyuganov, his favored candidate in

Russia's presidential election, would probably
be defeated.

Without a sure ally in Kremlin, Milosevic is

much more vulnerable to the threat of a renew-
al of the 31/2 years of trade and oil sanctions

which helped destroy the Yugoslav*economy.
(Reuter)

Hawkish Yeltsin proposes
closer union with Ukraine

MOSCOW. June 25 (Reuter) -

With an election looming,

Russian President Boris Yeltsin

tried to steal some thunder from

his Communist rival yesterday

when he urged a close-knit union

between Russia. Belarus.

Kazakhstan and Ukraine.

“The political foundation of CIS
relations could be a union with

Belarus, Kazakhstan and lUkraine

.

- with the goodwill of the latter.”

Yeltsin wrote in an annual report

on Russian national security sent

to the two houses of parliament

Belarus and Kazakhstan signed

an accord aimed at closer union
with Russia earlier this year.

The report cited by Interfax

news agency, underlined any such

union would “respect territorial

integrity." but Ukraine opposes

any kind of union with Russia and

generally dismisses the CIS as an

ineffectual body.

The Kremlin leader's underly-

ing aim appears to be to steal

thunder front his Communist
opponent Gennady Zyuganov
before the second round of

Russia’s presidential election on
July 3.

Zyuganov, appealing to voters

nostalgic for the Soviet pasL has

said he would like to see a reinte-

gration of the Soviet Union and is

ambivalent on Russia's relations

with the west.

Yeltsin, who blasted NATO
expansion over the weekend dur-

ing a memorial service near the

Polish border marking Germany's
invasion of Russia in June 1941.

strove to highlight his hawkish
credentials in the written address.

He wrote NATO expansion
would "change the balance of
power in Europe detrimentally to

Russia, threatening Russia with

isolation.”

Yeltsin's popular new security

supremo. Alexander Lebed, won a
boost after Yeltsin named the

Security Council as the organiza-

tion which will “coordinate and
control” the formulation of
Russian security policy.

In a lightning purge of Russian

security structures over the last

week. Yeltsin appointed Lebed, a

tough-talking general who came
third in the first round of the pres-

idential elections, secretary of the

Security Council and made him
his national security advisor in a

bid to win over Lebed’s voters.

However, die Security Council
has yet to win formal status and is

attacked by the Communists as

“unconstitutional.”

On relations with the United
States, Yeltsin pandered to

wounded Russian pride, calling

for equality between the two.

“Prom the long-term perspec-

tive. the LIS must be interested

that Russian be a consolidated

enough center of power to play a
stabilizing rule in Eurasia,”

Yeltsin wrote.

US authorities believed Swiss accepted Nazi gold
LONDON (AP) - US authorities believed that

Switzerland’s secretive banks accepted mil-

lions of dollars of Nazi funds looted from
•Europe during World War - Hi according' ro a

‘fepbrt this week in the Obsenw !newspaper.

;Tihe.newspaJ>er quoted a recently uncovered

US government memo wrinerrm 1946 which
alleged Swiss banks had accepted Si 23 mil-

lion worth of gold from the Nazis at the height

of the war, knowing it was stolen from
Belgium.

After half a century of silence following

World War II. the allegations come at a bad
time for the Swiss Bankers' Association.

Jews have claimed Swiss financial institu-

tions accepted Nazi deposits stolen ffom Jews
and that private holdings belonging to Jewish

victims of the Nazis may have been
sequestered by the banks.

On May 2. the .association agreed with

Jewish groups to a* six-member independent

commission to review claims by Nazi
Holocaust victims.

However, the numbers involved in alleged

missing personal savings of Nazi victims pales

beside 'the banks' acceptance of Si 23.000.000
of Belgium gold.
- The Observ er reported k‘ had oblamed-.-the

memo from the World Jewish Congress, which
uncovered it last week.

The memorandum, headed “Office of
Military Government for Germany (US),” and
dated February 1. 1946. accused the Swiss

banks of knowingly accepting stolen gold

deposited to them by the Nazi regime.

The memo, which paraphrased a telegram

sent from the US State Department to the US
Embassy in London, was written by Donald
Heath, director of the office.

“It was known to monetary statisticians

everywhere." the memo stated, “that at the

start of the war the Germans possessed mone-
tary gold reserves of about $70,000,000 in

gold which had been spent by Germany at the

latest by 1 943 in her war effort.

“If the Swiss accepted the 100 tons of gold

offered them by the Germans in 1943 which
was worth $ 1 23,000,000, how can it be con-

ceded to the Swiss that they acted in good new problems which made it

faith?”

The memorandum pointed out further evi- ;

dence-tharthe^SwissJcriew the gold deposits- PriYirP PhltflpC
.
carratfrom the-Nazi looting of-Belgium. The ,

• ' *
. T ^ TT .

"article 'did 1 mot make clear whether the visits N. Ireland 1

money came from the Belgium National-
Bank or a mix of commercial banks and pri- BELFAST (AP) - Prince Charles,
vate funds.

. under tight security amid concerns
“Moreover." the memo stated, “how can the about IRA violence, sought to ease

Swiss claim they acted in good faith when this the sharp divisions in Northern
gold was acquired at the time they knew that it Ireland by bringing together
had been refused for those very reasons by the Catholic and Protestant teenagers
Swedes?" yesterday.

However, the memorandum recommended The prince began a three-day
that pressure on the Swiss to come clean over visit to the province by visiting a
the origins of the gold would be counter-pro- Belfast youth club set up to bridge
ductive. The Allied powers had then begun the gap between the two religions,

negotiations with the Swiss over Nazi treasure The prince’s charity, the Prince’s
looted from European states. Trust, partially funds the club, and
“Name calling can serve no useful purpose.” other such centers in N. Ireland,

the memo recommended, stating that the Charles was enthusiastically
Swiss would be sensitive bver their status as a received as he left the club in the
neutral nation. mostly Protestant area.

Republican presidential challenger Bob Dole (right) chatswith Cardinal John O'Connor yester-

day outside SL Patrick's Cathedral in New York, before meeting with him at O'Connor’s resi-

dence. The cardinal, a fervent foe of abortion, said later that he was satisfied with Dole’s stand on

the abortion issue. fReuien

Havel: Czech cabinet pact

stuck on minor points
PRAGUE (Reuter) - President Vaclav Havel said - new coalition agreement," he said,

yesterday that minor points were keeping the three He declined to elaborate except to say die prob-

parties in the ruling Czech conservative coalition lems were not connected to the structure or personal-

from sealing a deal to form a minority cabinet after ides in the cabineL
inconclusive elections. Klaus has been Dying since the elections three

Speaking after meeting Prime Minister Vaclav weeks ago to rebuifd lus center-right coalition, which
Klaus and die leaders of the junior parties, Havel said has pushed through sweeping economic reforms over

a long-awaited agreement was within reach, but said the past four years.

two new sticking points had emerged beyond a pro- None of the party leaders was available for com-
pacted row over cabinet seats. ment after leaving the meeting with Havel at Prague

“The coalition negotiations about the government Castle,

are intensively going forward, but I have to say they Thlks immediately before the new parliament con-
have not reached a final point yet.” he told a news vened yesterday failed to produce agreement, bogged
conference. “There were two minor things which are down in arguments over who getswhat posts in the

new problems which made it impossible to sign a new cabinet.
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Egypt thwarts militant violence, arrests 12
CAIRO (Reuter) - The Egyptian government has unearthed, a
group of Moslem militants who planned to cany out acts of
violence, official sources said yesterday.

An Interior Ministry spokesman said the ministry would release
a statement on the case today. He declined to give any details in
advance.

An Arab diplomatic source said over the weekend that the
Egyptian authorities had arrested 12 men planning violence to

coincide with the Arab summit which took place in Cairo on
Saturday and Sunday.

Iraq, Iran exchange remains of war dead
BAGHDAD (Reuter) — Iraq and Iran exchanged the remains of
several hundred soldiers killed during their 1980-88 war, the
official Iraqi.News Agency said yesterday.

Iran handed over the remains of 200 Iraqis while Iraq delivered
the bodies of 1 44 Iranians. INA said.

.

The exchange, which was based on a memorandum Of
understanding the two sides signed last September, took place in
Shalamcha, just inside Iran on -the Shatt al-Arab border river near
the the Iranian port of Khoiramshahr and the Iraqi port of Basra.
The area was the scene of some of the most fierce battles in the
eight-year war.

Soviet FM criticizes US over Boutros-Ghali
MOSCOW (AP) - Russia’s Foreign Ministry chided the United States
yesterday for publicly opposing Boutros Boutros-Ghali re-election asUN chief, saying the matter should have been handled privately.
Spokesman Mikhail Demurin said at a briefing that the US State

Department statement that Washington might use its veto to block
Boutros-Ghali’s re-election as secretary general “cannot but cause
surprise.”

The statement “is inconsistent with the UN practice of Security
Council member states having confidential consultations among
themselves about the appointment of a secretary general and never
making their position public.”

Turkey alliance deal eludes Ciller, Islamists
ANKARA (Reuter) - Negotiations to end a nine-month power
vacuum in Turkey barely advanced yesterday after conservative
leader Tansu Ciller and the Islamists failed to conclude an alliance
deal.

. Senior Ciller aide Necmettin Cevheri said aftera third round of
ralks that no deal had yet been reached. Any agreement would give
Islamists their largest chunk of power in the secular NATO-
meraber’s modem history.

“The work will continue between the two-groups. We are
working on some points,” Cevheri told a news conference after a
90-minute meeting between Ciller and Necmettin Erbakan, leader

i

of the influential Islam-based Welfare Party: i

Ciller, a formerprime ministerand leader ofthe conservative
True Path Party (DYP), left parliament without talking to reporters

Cevheri did not say when the two parties would renew talks but
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Syria, Iran laud summit results

T
News agencies

HOUGH it didn't get ail its
own way, Syria emerged as
uie biggest winner at the

weekend Arab summit by dictat-
ing its agenda; a united Arab front
demanding Israel’s pullback to
1967 lines.

The two-day summit delivered a
message that all Arabs support
Syna on a full and comprehensive

that any backtracking
would cost Israel its most pre-
cious peace dividend, normality
with its neighbors.

Syna is the main winnerin this
summit,” said one Arab diplomat
"This summit primarily benefited
Syria. President [Hafez] Assad
managed to get a strong ’Arab
backing in his conflict with die
new government”
Syria’s state-run press seemed

to concur, lauding the summit
which ended Sunday, as a
“tremendous success.” Its ally

.

Iran; which totally opposes the
peace process, praised the Arabs
for standing up to Israel.

In Baghdad, the state-run press
slammed the summit saying its

decisions were anti-Iraqi. Iraq
was not invited to the two-day
meeting in Egypt
The Damascus daily, Tishrin,

said the summit had “put Israelin
the spotlight and cnt the road
before all maneuvers that aim at

misleading the Arabs.”
It said there was now no room

for Israel to indulge in “further

detours and cheating ” and that it

should “take a final and decisive
stand on the peace process.” The
newspaper said the summit was a
“tremendous success.”

In Teheran, the English-lan-
guage Teheran Times said the

Arabs “should be patted on the

back for taking a reasonable stand
against the archenemy of the
Moslem community, the Zionist

regime."

Iranian Foreign Ministry
spokesman Morteza Sarraadi had
said that “from Iran’s point of
view, the summit was positive

because it seems die Arab coun-
tries have realized the sinister

goals of the Zionist entity and
abandoned their unwarranted
optimism.”
Radical Palestinian groups

hailed the Arab leaders’ commit-
ment to link peace with Israel to

its withdrawal from territory and
the establishment of a Palestinian

state.

But the groups, who oppose the

PLO-Israeli peacej-dgaJ«s also -

Hamas may be
speaking with

Jordanian accent
ANALYSIS

PINHAS INBARI

Syrian President Hafez Assad (center) attends the Arab summit on Sunday.

urged Arabs sates iirq^OTafe^joV(

halt normalization ' or ties with"

Israel and to admit the right of
Palestinians to wage armed strug-

gle against the Jewish state.

“We welcome the Arabs’ com-
mitment to a return of Arab lands

from Israel,” spokesman of the

Popular Front for the Liberation

of Palestine Maher al-Taher said.

“We wish the summiT had also

decided to ensure Palestinians'

right to all forms of struggle

including the armed one as long
as Israel does not abide by
international legitimacy resolu-

tions,” Taher said.

“Achieving a comprehensive
and just peace in the Middle East

requires that Israel withdraw
from all occupied Palestinian

land, including Arab Jerusalem,
and enable the Palestinian peo-

ple to exercise their right to self-

determination and set up an
independent Palestinian state

with Arab Jerusalem as its capi-

tal,” die Cairo summit statement
said.

Tbher said: “It is normal that

they are committed to Palestinian

rights, but we also urge them to

halt all forms of normalization
with Israel until it implements UN
resolutions and returns the

.

Palestinian rights."

He added that Arab summits
should not be held to answer the

Israeli government program or to

react to its policies.

. “Aig.bsjieed to meet periodical-

their political con-

t&mS^Tbher' said.

A spokesman of the Democratic
Front" for the Liberation of
Palestine also welcomed the Arab
leaders' commitment to ensuring
the Palestinian right of self-deter-

mination and setting up an inde-

pendent state.

“The Arab decisions are steps in

the right direction, to return bal-

ance to the Arab position which
was shaken” by the PLO-Israeli

peace deals, Ali Badran said.

“We urge the Arab countries to

stop rushing to normalize with

Israel until the liberation of our
lands and the return of die right

[ofexiled Palestinians] to return
”

Badran said.

“We urge Arabs to hold a new
summit at the beginning of next

year and to revive the boycott of
Israel as long as it was stiJJ occu-

pying our lands,” the DFLP

spokesman said.

The PFLP and the DFLP belong

to a 10-member radical

Palestinian alliance which has
vowed to wreck the PLO-Israeli

peace deals.

Other members of the alliance

include Islamic Jihad and Hamas,
which launched suicide attacks

this year killing 59 Israelis.

In Baghdad, the state-run press

lambasted summit host Hosni
Mubarak for not inviting Iraq to

the summit
The daily Al-Jumhuriyah said

(AP)

the summit’s final communique
“more or less adopted the worst

of the American, Zionist,

Kuwaiti and Saudi stands against

Iraq.”

“Instead of requesting that the

UN lift the sanctions, they

requested that Iraq comply with

LIN resolutions,” especially those

concerning the release of missing

Kuwaitis, the newspaper said.

Iraq denies holding any
Kuwaitis, a denial repeated by Al-
Jumhuriyah, which called the

Kuwaiti claims “lies.”

Security at summit was a ‘nightmare’
SECURITY at tbe fbst Arab .summit in six years
was a nightmare .for delegates andjournalists alike,
bat Libyan leader Muamnjar Gaddafi, keeping

' alive his reputation for boW gestnres, provided die

mostcolor and outspoken remarks!
’ Gaddafi - flew into Cairo;^ Saturday for a the-

atrical last-minute appearance at the summit. On
Sunday he flew back to Tripoli; claiming a person-

al exemption from the UN-imposed flight ban on
Libya..

MTo go myself orf the jjfcaie is oat of this

mpba^gp,T.J» (bidCNN television.:',,.
-

.. . . ..

cWheirbe was met by;reporter on the staircase of.

iris. fepfal, Gadda#..said that, as far,as Libya was
corideitied tbcn^wasriolhipj* to choose -between

die new government "of Bmyamin Netanyahu and
'the.previotKgoveriunent.'

.
“1° West'Africa Md Libya we .don’t even know

the difference between Likud and Labor.- We only
know that IsraeHs occupying ourJand,” be said. .

“Did they have to treat u^lBce terrorists^asked a

Libyan official after security bundled one of
Gaddafi’s female aides into a car; denying her the

right to walk cm the red carpet along with her boss

and summit host Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.
Gaddafi's own security kicked out three Israeli

journalists from a news conference. “This guy goes
out, he's Israeli.” said a Libyan security man.

When journalists rushed to see Gaddafi as he
walked down a staircase, the Libyan leader bent
over to pick up one reporter who hipped.

, .Security -at the hotel where heads of state were
staying were involyed in several clashes with jour-
nalists and-officials;, A senior Golf delegate was
stuck on tire fire escape with security guards refus-

ing him access to any hotel floor. “I later com-
plained to an Egyptian minister ” the delegate said.

Algerian security were more aggressive and got
involved in a brief shoving match with their

Egyptian counterparts who tried to stop them enter-

ing an elevator to join theirpresident (Reuter)

I
N his inaugural speech to the

Knesset. “Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu said

Israel does not consider Islam an
enemy. He said Israel distinguish-

es between Islam the religion, and
terrorist movements using its

name.
It could be understood that

behind this was an appeal to

Hamas to come to an understand-

ing with Israel. If- Hamas would
call a halt io terrorism, it could

organize, with Israel’s blessing, as

an ordinary political party permit-

ted to operate in the Palestinian

territories.

After a short pause, Hamas's
military movement Izzadin

Kassam published a leaflet in

Gaza calling on the Netanyahu

government to agree to a cease-

fire (
hudna) with Hamas under

certain contritions - the release of

Hamas prisoners, primarily the

leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, and

a halt to military activity against

wanted Hamas activists.

At first glance it looked like an
immediate response by Hamas to

Netanyahu's hints, but scrutiny

of the' text gives a disillusioning

picture of the true Hamas posi-

tion. There are even doubts over

the leaflet's authenticity. The cru-

cial point was the leaflet’s

emphasis on conducting any
cease-fire via the Palestinian

Authority.

Relations between Hamas and
the PA are strained, especially

since Hamas publicly accused the

PA of torturing its jailed activists.

It is unlikely a genuine Hamas
leaflet would disregard this ten-

sion. If Hamas were to negotiate a

cease-fire, it would aim to achieve

it through direct contacts with
Israeli leaders, bypassing the PA
entirely.

In this mutually acceptable sce-

nario, the new Israeli government
would achieve relative security

without referring to the PLO.
Yasser Arafat’s prestige would be-

seriously dimimshed - to the sat-

isfaction of both Hamas and
Israel.

The authors of the leaflet were
careful to establish that if “opera-
tions” continued after a cease-

fire, they would be the acts of
“irresponsible individuals." The
implication is that it may be
Amman that is mediating with
Hamas to stop terrorism. In this

way the Moslem Brotherhood
leadership in Jordan would take

the place of the Hamas leadership

in Gaza.

During the savage days of the

mass terrorist attacks in Israel,

Arafat blamed Jordan-based

Islamists for sponsoring the offen-

sive. And, in the wider context of

regional rivalries, Egypt too is

well aware that Jordan would be

happy to sideline Arafat by
becoming a channel of mediation

between Hamas and Israel. Hence
Cairo would not be a venue for

The release of Hamas leader

Sheikh Ahmed Yassin has
been a key demand of the

group. ( IDF Spokesman I

mediating Israel's security con-

cerns, but Amman.
It should be dear, however, that

even if the Jordanian Moslem
Brotherhood could be persuaded

to accept such a deal, other

Islamist organizations, like the

one operating wiih the support of

Iran through lmad al-Alami would
probably continue on the terrorist

path.

How, could the Moslem
Brotherhood in Amman persuade

the pro-Iranian faction to eschew
violence?

The only way might be to con-
vince such organizations that the

new Israeli government is aban-
doning the Oslo agreements and
moving to a new channel of
political activity vis-a-vis the

Arabs.

The hidden agenda of Hamas
after all has always been to derail

the Oslo agreements.
• Hamas leaders could .convince
their .colleagues this has' been
achieved with the departure of the

Shimon Peres government/''^‘lYi

which case. Hamas might be per-

suaded there is no point on carry-

ing on militaiy activities lethal to

Israelis, which have the conse-
quent effect of bringing tremen-
dous damage to the Palestinian

economy.

Kuwait’s Gulf war missing
are not forgotten

Ti
IHE victims of the Gulf war
have not been forgotten, at

least not in KuwaiL There

the Martyrs’ Bureau, an official

government office, has an exten-

sive program to deal with sur-

vivors’ families and to keep alive

the memory of the victims.

During the war, 404 Kuwaiti

civilians were killed by Iraqi

occupation troops. According to

one senior Kuwaiti police official,

many of the victims were brought

to their houses then executed in

front of their horrified families.

And since the end of the war, 54

people have lost their lives from

undetected land mines.

The Martyrs’ Bureau, estab-

lished in June 1991, has been

mandated to care for the families.

In the area of social welfare, for

example, the bureau is responsi-

ble for housing, whether it be

repairs and maintenance of an

existing dwelling or securing a

governmental house. Victims’

families are also entitled to gener-

ous educational benefits including

.

scholarships for snidy abroad.

The definition of a surviving

family includes not only spouse

and children, but also parents. In

that regard, special community

procrams have been airanged tor

older parents left without the

helping hands of their children.

The Kuwaitis are trying to care

for every aspect of life. Legal ser-

vices are arranged for survivors,

and psychologists monitor fami-

lies to look for any unusual prob-

lems. Even Haj trips to Mecca fall

within the domain of the Martyrs

BUreai
[he Iraqis went through

JAY LEVINSON

Kuwait killing apparently without

reason, the Kuwaitis exercised an
informal but very effective victim

ideotification program. All

Kuwaiti adults bad been finger-

printed, so many people secretly

took the fingerprints of the dead.

Those prints were then used after

the occupation as a basis of ascer-

taining the names of the fallen.

But the dead were not the only
victims. To this day there are 604
missing persons - missing but by
no means forgotten. The Kuwaitis

are convinced that some of the

missing might have been abduct-

ed to Iraq. To date only one such

body has been returned via the

Red Crescent despite repeated

requests. The person had been
shot and killed on August 2, 1 990;

the body was only returned more
than four years later.

There is also a fear that missing

persons might be anonymously
buried in the desen sands.

Thousands of sites have been sur-

veyed.

Reminiscent of the Israeli expe-

rience in Sinai, every rumor of a

possible grave is checked. In one
case a suspected desert burial area

for 19 martyrs was excavated only

to yield a large stock of weapons
left from the fighting.

Remembering the missing and
the dead is an obligation formally

given to the Martyrs’ Bureau by
government decree. The bureau’s

job is “to convey die martyrs’

heroic deeds constantly... on every

occasion.” This has meant naming
streets and buildings after the

martyrs, recalling their deeds in

school curricula, and using
international forums to spread the

message.
Memories remain, but life in

Kuwait has moved forward. Most
of the war damage has been
repaired. Equipment plundered by
Iraq has been replaced. And
progress has been a guideline. The
fingerprints of all citizens had
been kept on manually retrieved

cards; now the system is comput-
erized.

Despite the passage of time,

enemies (or perceived enemies)
have not been forgotten. Mail,

trade and aviation links are stiil

severed with Jordan, a country

thought to have sided with-

Saddam Hussein. Hatred of Iraq is

as strong as it was during the war
itself.

The mono of Kuwait is clear.

The imprint left by the martyrs on
Kuwaiti life will not be forgotten.

Egyptian judge dismisses
case against film

Ajudge this week dismissed
a case by Moslem funda-
kmentalist lawyers who

were demanding $300,000 and the

banning of a film which they
alleged ridiculed Islam.

Judge Amwail Samuel of the

North Cairo Claims Court threw
out the case at its first session. He
cited a law passed by Parliament

last month which blocks people
from filing court cases who are

not personally affected by diem.
“These lawyers have no person-

al stake in this case," Samuel said.

"The law has given freedom to

thought and art.”

The new Jaw is aimed at stop-

ping Moslem lawyers who have

been attacking films and books on
the theory that any Moslem can
file suit if he feels Islam is being

insulted. Secular intellectuals

accused the Moslem activists of

Dying to muzzle free thought
Youssef el-Badry, a former mem-

ber of Parliaijient and four other

lawyers demanded the film. The
Birds of Darkness, be banned, and
wanted $300,000 as compensation.

The film, scarring comedian
Adel Imam, deals with Islamic

militants trying to overthrow the

government and end corruption.

The film has already been
dragged through the courts by
Moslem fundamentalist lawyers

who demanded actress Youssra be
jailed, charging scenes of her in

the film were indecent. The scenes
- tame by Western standards -

show her in a negligee which
leaves her arms and legs bare.

The campaign by lawyers has

come as Islamic radicals have

been fighting to overthrow
Egypt’s secular government and

replace it with strict Islamic rule.

In the past four years, more than

950 people have been killed in

violent confrontations between
militants and police. (AP)

‘Father’ ofArab movie realism

dies in Egypt at 81

DIRECTOR Salah Abu Seif, considered the father of realism in the

Arab movie industry, died in Egypt this week of complications
resulting from pneumonia. He was 81.

Abu Seif was one of the Arab cinema’s most prominent directors,

receiving many Egyptian, Arab and international awards.

He directed his first film in 1946 and leaves a library of 41 full-

length features as well as a number of documentaries and short films.

His highly popular films include The Vacant Pillow starring the late

Abdel -Halim Hafez, and A Stan and an End starring Soad Hosni. Reruns
of his films are favorites on Egyptian television and Arab channels.

The Middle East News Agency said Abu Seif had been hospitalized

for nearly three weeks, suffering from pneumonia. He is survived by
his widow and four sons. ~ (AP)
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The economics of terror

E
VEN before US Secretary of State War-
ren Christopher landed in Israel yesterday

for his meeting with Prime Minister Bin-

yamin Netanyahu, he made it clear that, in

addition to raising the issues of the IsraeLi-

Palestinian dialogue and IDF redeployment in

Hebron, the Palestinian economic situation

would be a high priority.

Given the grave condition of the Palestinian

economy and its unquestionable effects on the

peace process, Christopher’s concerns certainly

deserve high priority. If, however, the secretary

of state sincerely wishes to implement policies

that will give die Palestinian economy the push

forward it so desperately needs, he would do
'

well to work with the new government on

styling a fresh Palestinian economic assistance

policy. This should be based on American prin-

ciples that both Christopher and Netanyahu well

understand: accountability and market
economics.

One does not need an MBA to comprehend

the fact that the Palestinian economy needs

immediate intensive care. Palestinian per capita

GDP may drop by 20 percent this year. The

closure, following the suicide bombings in Feb-

ruary and March, has cost the Palestinian econ-

omy over $300 million, and it continues to lose

$4 million to $5 million a day, according to

figures published earlier this week by Peace

Watch. The report notes that the closure has had

an especially deleterious effect on the Palestin-

ian labor force in Israel, on the construction

industry in the Gaza Strip, as well as on Pales-

tinian fishing and agriculture.

The Palestinian Authority is constantly trying

to set up public works projects that will at least

provide the unemployed with the barest of sub-

sistence wages. This was not the economic
future envisioned by the US and the EU in the

heady days of the signing of the Oslo agree-

ment, when a pledged $1.2 billion in economic
assistance to the Palestinians was expected to be

the first step in the construction of the “new
Middle East”
What went wrong since then is in no small ^

part due to eiroueous policies adopted by both

the PA and the donors. The term “accountabil-

ity” can be interpreted in both a broad and
narrow sense. In the broader view, the Palestin-

ian economic condition cannot be uncoupled

from the security situation in Israel. Closures

have been imposed by Israel on the West Bank

and Gaza Strip in response to actions taken by

terrorist organizations that were not effectively

confronted by the PA.

Only visible and effective PA fulfillment of

its commitments under the Oslo agreements to

fully fight terrorism - by disarming militias,

preventing terrorist-related individuals from en-

listing in its police force, effectively punishing

terrorists, and carrying out the extradition of

wanted terrorists to Israel - can begin to restore

Israeli security confidence sufficiently to bring

about a significant easing of the closure. Indeed,

any progress on the Israel-Palesthrian trade is

dependent on the PA living up to its commit-

ments to fight terrorism. The Netanyahu gov-

ernment is unlikely to go ahead with the Hebron
redeployment or begin high-level talks concern-

ing the next stage of redeployment, due later

this summer, without first having satisfied itself

that the PA is serious on this issue. The Clinton

administration should also make it clear to the

PA that further economic assistance will depend

on its fulfilling these conditions.

In the narrower sense, the donor nations, with

the US in the lead, must return to their original

demands of economic accountability on the part

of PA Chairman Yasser Arafat The abandon-

ment of this demand has led, as many predicted,

to the loss of millions of donor dollars within

the Arafat-controlled bureaucracy, and to the

spending of precious resources on grandiose

projects such as a sea port and airport in Gaza,

which have done little to better the condition of

its residents, who desperately need sewage sys-

tems, schools, hospitals, and sources of income.

Finally, the US can play a role in assisting the

Palestinians by strengthening the Palestinian

private sector. The problem with the vision of a

“new Middle East” was that truly strong eco-

nomic ties cannot be achieved between a mar-

ket-based, democratic, industrial nation and
centralized, tightly controlled administrations.

US economic assistance aimed at supporting

private market initiatives, rather than the top

levels of Palestinian bureaucracy, could befthe

most effective American gift to the Palestinian

economy. Similarly, American support ofgreat-

er Israeli-Palestinian trade and investment in the

private sector, rather than leading to an Israeli

economic hegemony so feared by elements in

the Arab world, could bring the beginnings of

longer-term economic hope for the fledgling

Palestinian autonomy.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LUDICROUS STATEMENTS

Sir, - Former Likud official

Moshe Amirav’s admission of his

“long series of meetings with Faisal

Husseini and other PLO figures'’

came as both a shock and a dreadful-

ly disturbing fact as the Likud once

again returns to power (“From ideo-

logical pain to compromise,” June

14). For him to publicly flaunt his

violation of the law, when in 1987

he met with these enemies of the

Jewish State and people, was shock-

ing enough. But to hear the content

of the “message" he sent them was

nothing less than appalling. He ad-

mits readiness to “give up He-

bron,” and to “moving” our ene-

mies by “showing them the

ideological pain he felt at the sacri-

fice of our ancestral heritage.”

How could Amirav be shocked at

the PLO’s “enthusiastic reaction to

dialogue with a representative of

Greater Israel”? Anyone who is

aware of the PLO's 1974 Plan of

Stages knows that this is the road to

implementation of the PLO’s plan to

dismember and destroy the State of

Israel. Their plan is to first obtain as

much land as possible during a ne-

gotiated settlement, and then use

that area as a staging ground for

attack on Israel. One doesn’t
achieve step one of the plan without

a negotiated settlement, hence their

delight at the willing and talkative

Mr. Amirav.
Amirav’s suggestion that sacrific-

ing one’s ancestral heritage has any

comparison whatsoever with the

world’s leading terror organiza-

tion’s willingness to “give Up a

claim to Galilee” is just unfathom-

able. The Jewish people are a nation

which became permanently tied to

the Land of Israel. In the milleimia

of Diaspora, our one hope as a peo-

ple was to return to the Land of

Israel. Tell the Jews persecuted, tor-

tured, burned and slaughtered

throughout the centuries your
thoughts of “historical compro-
mise,” Moshe. You’d be ashamed
to even think such thoughts in their

presence.

Amirav stressed his origins in the

Betar movement, but displayed his

obvious lack of knowledge of Jabo-

tmsky’s ideology. Jabotinsky, first

and foremost, stressed the proud,

strong Jew, one who fought against

the nations of the world if they tried

to attack or destroy the Jewish peo-

ple or homeland. His desire to aban-

don those vital things which created

and held the Jewish people together

is hopefully not shared by his col-

leagues in the Likud.

Better late than never to begin

talking to our enemies as we should
have all along - from a position of

strength, not surrender, and from a

position of Jewish pride, something
sorely lacking in both the Rabin and
Peres governments^, and lacking in

Amirav.

, ,
-SHAYNA SCHECHTER

Jerusalem.

STEREOTYPES
Sir, - Although Mr. Newman’s

article of June 13, “seeing is believ-

ing,” rightly points out the divisions

between observant and secular Jews

in Israel, I was troubled by his com-
ment that he does not wear his kippa

all the time any more because it

stereotypes him into which group he
belongs. The purpose of wearing a

lrippa is to show a man’s “fear of

God” - a sign that he acknowledges

God's existence and sovereignty

over mankind. When one wears a

kippa for the right reason, one is

unconcerned as to others’ percep-

tions of which political group or

religions group he belongs to.

I would be delighted to hear from

Mr. Newman in his next article that

he has accepted my suggestion to

wear his kippa all the time and if he

puts anything away in his pocket, it

should be his round-rimmed eye-

glasses, which can always be traded

in for contact lenses.

BEN ROSE
Rehovot

BLANK BALLOTS
Sir, - It seems wrong to change

the rules of blank ballots after the

game is over and lost. But maybe
there is reason to reconsider the

rules for future similar situations.

Three considerations for reflection:

1. It is clearly not the intention of

the voter who casts a blank ballot

not be counted. If that were the case,

be would choose the easier way: to

stay home and not cast a ballot at all

2. If the blank ballots are not

counted, there is no way for the

Yoter to make _his disapproval of

both candidates effective as far as

the result of the election is

concerned

3. When there are only two can-

didates, the paragraph in die law

stipulating that when neither of the

candidates gets 50 percent of the

votes, the election has to be repeat-

ed, loses its significance when blank

ballots are not counted.

Tel Aviv. fWf- D.I. JACOBS

DISHEARTENED
Sir, - Never could I have antici-

pated how disheartened I would be
by the results of the elections. Ne-
tanyahu represents die very worst
combination ofAmerican-style poli-

tics and retrospective Israeli macho
toughness. How many more Israeli

lives must be lost to have Israel

show the world how “tough” it is?

The world had acknowledged Isra-

el’s courage and is no longer neces-

sary to prove it again.

When Peres and Rabin shook

Arafat’s hand on the White House
lawn, the earth moved. We gain so

much more with peace and negotia-

tion than we ever can with Netanya-

hu’s promise of a “gun in each

Israeli's hand” and a vow never to

shake Arafat’s hand.

Israel has given the Arabs exactly

the leverage they need to prove die

value of their mindless terrorism.

JEROME J. SCHAUFELD
Farmingfaam, Massachusetts.

ETHICAL JOURNALISM
Sir, - 1 thought Mr. Bar-11]an was

rightfully indignant when Shimon

Peres quoted an imprisoned Hamas
mass murderer to prove that suicide

bombings were designed to over-

throw his government. But when
Hassan Salameh, another Hamas
mass murderer, said that his orders

were to stage only minor attacks

before the elections in order not to

overthrow the government, Bar-Il-

lan quotes this greater inanity as an

obvious truth.

Then on June 7, Bar-Hlan wrote

that a radio report of two Hamas
activists seeing Sheikh Ahmed Yas-

sin in prison to receive orders not to

attack Israelis until the elections

were over was further proof that

Hamas was not trying to overthrow

Peres. But surely the Hamas activ-

ists were brought before Yassin pre-

cisely. because the government be-

lieved this was their strategy, which

Only Yassin could change.

I conclude that Mr. Bar-Hlan is

driven not by passion for truth, but

by an agenda, and that his stance on

behalf of ethical journalism is a

sham.

HERMAN MINTZ
Tel Aviv.

Mr. Miniz seems to forget that

Mr. Peres relied on the testimony of

a Hamas prisoner in a Palestinian

prison, while Salameh spoke at an

Israeli hospital. - Ed. JJ*.

Off to America

Cairo: Land for threats
THE government ought to be

more concerned by
Monday’s radio report that

the IDF favors ’‘evacuating’*

Hebron than by any announce-
ment from Cairo on the perils of
reneging on agreements.
Announcing the military’s

stand on controversial political

issues isn't normal practice in a
democracy, although the chief of
staff, who represents the army to

the political echelon, is empow-
ered, indeed obliged, to make
recommendations To the govern-

ment only.

However, he has no business

reporting his opinion on a sensi-

tive issue like Hebron to the

Palestinian Authority. No senior

IDF officer has the authority to

reveal, prior to the reopening of
negotiations with the PA, the

army’s concern that its failure to

leave Hebron may cause an

upsurge of violence. Even if this

assessment is correct, publiciz-

ing it can only encourage
Palestinian terrorism.

The previous government’s
undertaking regarding Hebron
didn't mention evacuation, only

redeployment And the practical-

ities of that will be determined

by the new government current-

ly facing another pitfall: the

question of redeployment in

Area'B, which covers most of
Judea and Samaria. Oslo 2*s date.:

for redeploying in that area is

September 7, and the way it’s

done in Hebron will serve as a
precedent, for the implementa-

tion of the agreement's next

stage.

Our politicians and press,

adopting Arab terminology, talk

about the “evacuation” of
Hebron, when the correct term is

redeployment. Worse, they refer

to the Oslo agreement as an inter-

national treaty.

Secretary Christopher, a

lawyer, is quite aware that the

Oslo accord is not recognized as

an international treaty under the

definition of the Vienna
Covenant. Certainly all coramit-

MOSHE ZAK
ments should be honored, but

always and only on die condition

that each side complies.
_

-

Christopher also knows that

Israel didn’t go to Madrid on
the basis of “land for peace,” as

Mubarak claimed at the Cairo
summiL What president Bush
spoke of at Madrid was territo-

rial compromise in the frame-
work of a comprehensive
peace.

Who’s afraid of

Arab summits?

It is crystal-clear that Oslo was
a bilateral commitment. So when
Muammar Gaddafi quotes
Yasser Arafat as having told him
that the Palestinian Covenant
hasn't been amended, and when
the PA refuses to extradite to

Israel murderers who struck on
Israeli soil, there are good
grounds for conditioning the
continuation of redeployment on
Palestinian honoring of commit-
ments made.
At the Cairo summiL moreover.

Farouk Kaddourai claimed that

the ‘Pafe&iriiSn reprfesehlatiVei' iit

the
-

summit,were not PAbut PLO;
and thatfle; 8$head of.'the PLO’S

-

political department, was dissoci-

ating himself from the Oslo
agreement

THE PA is wrong if it believes

that the support it mustered in

Cairo will enable it to impose
conditions on Israel.

Arafat should lookback to May
1990, when a summit convened
in Baghdad on his initiative dis-

cussed emergency Arab measures
to counter the flow of aliya from
the USSR. The election in 1996
of Natan Sharansky and his peo-

ple to the Knesset and the growth
of aliya, underlines the failure of
the decisions the Arabs took in

Baghdad.
Even before Arafat was elected

PLO chairman, Arab summits
resolved to divert the Jordan and
the Yannuk rivers to diminish our

water supply. They established

joint commands for “the war
against Israel” but these'

remained on paper.

In 1989, an Arab summit in

support of the intifada, con-
tributed very little to the

Palestinian cause.

No Arab summit gave the Oslo
agreement to the Palestinians,

and no Arab summit will help

Arafat gain Jerusalem- as capital

of a Palestinian state.

Had our government not
responded to the Cairo summit in

any way, its silence would have
echoed for louder than any state-

ment from the premier or the for-

eign minister.

It would have sent this message
to all the Arabs: “Don’t threaten

us. We are ready to talk to every

Arab party on its own, but we
refuse to become involved in

your shows of unity. We know
that behind the trappings of unity

lies great dissension - but that’s

your affair.

“If you want a dialogue with
Israel you’ll have.to forgo all

threats about “an alternative to

peace,” not to mention your ulti-

matum - implementation of
your requests within eight

weeks.
“We don’t believe you have an

alternative to peace, and we our-

selves aren’t looking for any
alternatives to peace, despite

your stockpiling of long-range

missiles.”

It is regrettable that the govern-
ment felt it had to react to the

Cairo summiL more regrettable

still that the radio announcement
of the IDFs position on Hebron
gave those assembled in Cairo
the impression that making
threats to Israel was a useful
thing to do.

The writer, a veteranjournalist,
comments on current affairs.

The great screen scream
TMAGINE what the black-

I smiths of 1896 felt when they

Jjooked up and saw their fust

automobile. I know. I am a news-
paper columnist in 1 996. and for

the last six months I've been try-

ing out the NeL The future - mine,
anyway— is bleak.

My colleague Richard Harwood
is convinced that “whatever suc-

cess the electronic faction

achieves in the millennium to

come, the newspaper will remain
an important pan of our lives and
our culture.” I hope he is righL I

think he is wrong. I have been
over into the future, and it works.
The future is not prinL
The great advantage of newspa-

pers, of course, is that they are
familiar and convenienL You can
hold ’em. You can fold 'em. You
can carry them around, divvy
them up between readers, and,
when you are done, use them as
kindling.

Computers are clunky. It takes
time and bother to get on the Net,

time and bother to find what you
are looking for, time and bother to

download.
True, but at the turn of the cen-

tury starting an automobile was
also hard. It was much easier to

mount a horse than crank up the

starter, release the hand brake, get
in gear and start yourself rolling

down the road. Then came the

ignition key.

It will come for computers too.

Search engines are becoming
more powerful and easy to use.

Customization will soon allow

you to tell the computer what
kinds of stuff you want - Orioles’

box scores, vegetarian recipes,

articles by columnists whose last

name begins with K— and it will

have them waiting for you with

your morning coffee.

Michael Kinsley, who launches

Slate, his new online magazine,
this week, notes that around 1989
you stopped asking people, “Do
you have a fax number?” In 1996.

you stopped asking people, "Do

CHARLES
KRAUTHAMMER

you have an e-mail address?”

The Gutenberg age is going to

end with the 20th century. First to

go will be the newspaper. Thai the

magazine. Then the book.
• Their paper versions, that is.

They will all find a new life on
screen, on disk and online. What
is dying is printing, not writing. It

is our way of transmitting words

Text will survive video

but paper won’t

survive the computer

— not words themselves— that Is

obsolete.

Nor win
.
pictures, conquer the

word (as portrayed, for example,
in Fahrenheit 451). Not even
moving pictures will. Writing will

survive video because video is 90
percent junk, great for die senses,

but, for conveying ideas, a huge
waste of megabytes.

Think of, say, a TV news report
on the rise in gasoline prices: nar-
ration tarred up with perfectly use-
less pictures of tankers, refineries

and people pumping gas. Close
your eyes and you miss nothing.

BUT WHILE text will survive
video, paper will not survive the

computer. At the turn of the centu-

ry text will forever leave paper
and take up residence online.

No need for mourning. Clay
tablets gave way to papyrus,
sheepskin scrolls to bound books,
illuminated manuscripts to
Gutenberg type. In the end, each
revolution was for the better.

For the typical newsmagazine,
for example, only 20 percent of
the costs are editorial, i.e^ paying
the writers and editors to pur the

stuff together. Eighty percent goes
into the physical transformation of
droughts into ink and paper and
lugging them about until drey get

into your hands.

Print will die of this waste and
expense. It will die, too, because it

is so- slow to transmit— the speed
of tracks vs. the speed of light—
and so environmentally unsustain-

able. (One would think that foe

progressive intellectuals who
make their living spreading ink on
what used to be trees might bis

more sensitive to the ecological

consequences of their nostalgia

for print.)

Online reading, however, has
one last hurdle to overcome before
its final triumph: scrolling.

“Reading large bodies of text

scrolled up on a computer screen
is a tedious, inefficient and proba-
bly unhealthy activity,” writes
Harwood- “The human eye is ill-’

suited for that kind of work.”
Right on. It is curious that the

most advanced form of informa-
tion transmission should be
reaching back 2,000 years in
reading technique. Look some-
thing up in a Torah scroll, for
example, and, if you happen to
start at the "wrong end, it can take
you 15 minutes (although it will
provide you with an excellent
upper body workout).

.

Here's my prediction:; Internet

publishing conquers the world as
soonas the nerdscome up with,the
perfect computer simulation of
book reading. How? Pm.the text
on foe screen in foe form’ of two
facing pages - with a mouse click
on the. bottom right comer to turn
foe page, or on a choice of page
numbers if

.
you .want to skip

around. •

.

I give this advice out for free. I

know it will make somebody very
rich. But I just don't feel right
profiting from -foe demise of my
fellow blacksmiths.

(c) Washington Post Writers
Group

US
should

rethink

Lebanon
strategy

DAVID MAKOVSKY

S
ECRETARY of State

Warren Christopher should

seize, .upon the change of

leadership in Israel as an opportu-

nity to crown his tenure with a

daring
,
yet feasible, achievement:

gelling Israel and Syria to come

to terms on an IDF withdrawal

from -southern Lebanon.
The previous government’s

assumption was that the IDF
would, stay in Lebanon until

there was a “package deal"

involving a peace treaty with

Damascus.
- -Yet, since the election of

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, almost everyone
believes the Syrian track - even
if it is to be revived from its its

moribund state - will be more
motion than movement.
Therefore, there should be new
US thinking on southern
Lebanon.
This is particularly important,

because the Netanyahu govern-

ment has no discernible exit strat-

egy from southern Lebanon.
There is neither a grand political

package deal in the offing nor. as

Israel’s last. 14 years in Lebanon
have proved, is there a military

option of defeating Hizbullah,

which has public support for its

guerrilla warfare.

WHILE defense officials insist

a unilateral exit from the securi-

ty .zone may create border
threats, they - like many in

Labor and even the Likud -

The little known
secret of Damascus
is that it prefers the

IDF to remain in

.
southern Lebanon

believe Israel should get out of
Lebanon. J:*

This, on condition the

Lebanese Army deploy south-

ward and does to Hizbullah as it

did to a dozen other militias in

Lebanon over the past few
years: disarm them.
A.creative move for US diplo-

macy would be to galvanize a
broad Arab coalition, led by
President Bill Clinton, which
would publicly throw down the

gauntlet to Damascus: enable foe

Lebanese Army to deploy in

southern Lebanon and disarm
Hizbullah, with a prior commit-
ment by Israel to exit after six

months of successful disarma-

ment. .

Should Damascus decide to

reject these terms, the US would
make it clear to one and all that it

holds' Damascus responsible for

Israel continuing to occupy Arab
soil.

This would unmask before the

world foe little known secret of
Damascus - that it prefers the
IDF to remain in southern
Lebanon. It sees the IDF deploy-
ment in the security zone as
ensuring that Israel bleeds and,

.
therefore, as its most important
lever to geta militarily powerful
Israel to yield the Golan
Heights.

Everyone else has an interest in

getting Israel out of Lebanon.
The Lebanese would be able to

extend their sovereignty in foe

South. The Arab world could
point to Israel leaving Lebanon as
a victory. For its part, Israel has
always said it does not covet a
square centimeter of Lebanese
soil and that it would leave once
security arrangements are in

place. Moreover, - Netanyahu
could show himselfto be a peace-
maker and, at foe same time,

remove a thorn that has cost Israel

too much blood.

.According to remarks by
President Bin Clinton last week,
Damascushas miscalculated over
foe last four years and lost oppor-
tunities to obtain the Golan. YeL
with the Golan talks in deep
freere. it is either Lebanon or
nothing.

Syria must be faced with a
choice: to be seen as the countryto brought about Israel’s exodus
from Arab soil or be blamed as
foe country that ensured Israel’s
remaining in Lebanon for the
indefinite future.

nimin*?
a*jsloPher succeed in

piming together secure terms for
ending 14 ofm southern Lebanon,

this alone would justify his 24
*> the Middle East and

S™* bis contribution to the
region.
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BGU gets the Weidenfeld clout
The visionary

British publisher
Lord Weidenfeld
is now focusing on

Ben-Gurion
University,

David Isaacson
writes

I
N these times, when the former prime
mmister fancies himself as a prophet, and
a 106-year-old kabbalia can determine the

result of a general election through quasi-mys-
hcal charms, it’s edifying to meet a genuine
visionary, one whose foresight has repeatedly
wen borne out by events.
As a 13-year-old in Vienna in the 1930s,

George Weidenfeld espoused Zionism while
numerous Jews were being baptized in a des-
perate rush to assimilate.

In 1 945, as a refugee in Britain, he published
uie young Harold Wilson's The Future ofCoal
before Wilson was even an MP. (As prime
minister, Wilson later elevated Weidenfeld to
the peerage.)

Fifty years later, recognizing both/ its

inevitability «and even perhaps its desirability,
he advocated the reunification of Germany.
Chancellor Kohl is said to have sought
Weidenfeld's advice on the issue.

And it's more than 11 years since he pre-
dicted the rise of Binyamin Netanyahu, Yossi
Beilin. Ehud Olmert and Avraham Burg.
In Israel recently to accept bis new position

as chairman of the Board of Governess of
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Lord
Weidenfeld has been turning his attention to

the university's future.

The key to learning in the modem world, he
believes, is interdisciplinary studies; or. as he
puts it in characteristically worldly-wise and
eloquent style, "flexibility that's not calcified

through vested interests and bureaucracy.''

In die tradition of CP. Snow, whose 1960
published lecture The Two Cultures and the

Scientific Revolution was a landmark in advo-
cating greater understanding between the sci-

ences and humanities, Weidenfeld says that

“more and more, the sciences and humanities
are becoming interwoven.

“The Internet raises problems of intellectual

copyright, so that’s a legal issue. Then there

are ethical problems - can you have pornogra-

phy? And the Internet also raises educational

issues."

Weidenfeld: Sciences and humanities are becoming interwoven more often. (San iindyi

Weidenfeld points out that developments in

the Middle East are particularly appropriate to

the interdisciplinary approach as history, poli-

tics, comparative religion and languages
merge into each other's spheres.

According to Dror Ze’evi, head of the
Department of Middle East Studies at Ben-
Gurion University, “Lord Weidenfeld’s visit

.
inspired the university; his enthusiasm spread
to contributors and faculty alike."

Ze'evi says the university is becoming “a
regional center in a very real sense. We bring

researchers from Egypt, Jordan. Tunisia to

teach and work for a whole semester. This is

probably a first in the country when it comes
to Middle East studies."

One of Weidenfeld's main aims is to raise

tiie university's international
'
profile. He’s

looking, he says, to “a massive program of
visiting professors, important intellectual

giants and ambassadors of goodwill such as

[British historian] Bernard Lewis and [strate-

gic expert] Edward Lutrwak."

Such is the British publishing magnate and
socialite's international clout, it is difficult to

imagine anyone turning him down. His con-
nections are legendary, the stories about him -
ever since his Vienna days, when he fought a
saber duel with a Nazi - are legion.

In 1949 he was president Chaim
Weizmann’s personal aide cum political coun-
selor. “TTiey thought I could help mitigate the

tensions between Weizmann and Ben-
Gurion," he says. *T would have lived here

were it not for Weidenfeld and Nkrolson [the

publishing house which he was in the process

of establishing in London] and my financial

commitment to other people."

Hie following year, in charge of fighting

moves to internationalize Jerusalem, he went

to Lake Success to persuade the UN of Israel's

position. His Operation Jerusalem was “an
intensive campaign to combat the UN initia-

tive to deny Jerusalem, even the new city, to

die State of Israel."

And in the 1970s, in the wake of a disinfor-

mation campaign being waged against Harold
Wilson, he returned to the"US to meet with
then-CIA chief George Bush, and to get a

“kashrut certificate” for the Labor govern-
ment.

His gift for diplomacy - particularly behind
the scenes - is perhaps his greatest talent. He
brought together leading international opin-

ion-formers Lloyd Cutler (an adviser to

President Clinton). German Jewish communi-
ty leader Ignatz Bubis. British Eurocrat Sir

Leon Brittan, Lord Rothschild, David Kimche
fa former director of Israel 's Foreign Ministry)

and Shlomo Avineri (Israeli writer and acade-

mic) to help foster “good relations between
Germany and Jews, Germany and Israel, and
Jews and Christians (especially Catholics)."

This, he says, is one of the things about his

long career with which he's most gratified.

Following the controversy surrounding the

Carmelite convent at Auschwitz, he is said to

have played a leading role in reconciling the

Vulcan and the Jewish world through his

warm relationship with Pope John Paul EL

Weidenfeld’s history of support for Israel on
the diplomatic front is almost without parallel.

An influential player in the British establish-

ment, he has been erne of Israel's leading sup-

porters in the House of Lords.
So the new prime minister (another long-

time confidant of the British peer) would be
well advised to heed Weidenfeld's words on
the peace process. Although Weidenfeld

describes himself as “a congenital optimist"

who feels that “in the long run, peace is prob-

able. the process irreversible," he confesses to

being “frightened in the short term, not due to

crises resulting from policy decisions but from

the unexpected, or the danger ofpsychological

mistakes. Face-saving is very Important.”

He quotes the 19th-century statesman
Mettemich's definition of diplomacy (later

echoed by Henry Kissinger) as “building a
ladder for the other fellow'to step down grace-

fully." The potential problem is that the ladder

could be badly built

But he won’t be drawn on this country’s new
administration. “Committed and active

Zionists abroad must work for [Israel's] demo-
cratically elected government unless or until

their conscience doesi't allow it because the

government's actions are ultra u'res." Such

actions have never happened; Weidenfeld

avers that“Nothingany Israeli government has

done has given me any twinge of conscience."

Ways to connect
with the kids

Bringing democracy to Africa

PARENTING
RUTH MASON

K
S busy parCTts,'most 'of'us .

spend our time with the raos

.simply getting through (be

routines of the day': helping them
dress, making their meals, getting

them to and from school, car-pool-

ing to dance classes, .raking them to

the doctor or to a friend's house,

helping with homework, bathing

them and putting them to bed.

In between, we've got to do die

dishes and the laundry, clean die

house and shop for groceries - and
hopefully say more than two words

to our spouses.

In the midst of this hectic exis-

tence, how can we find- time to con-

nect to our kids? And if we manage

to find the time, bow do we success-

fully make that connection?

When we want to spend emotion-

ally gratifying time with a friend, we

sit over a cup of coffee or have a

meal together - or even just speak

on the phone — and talk. But as any

of you who have tried to connect

with young children know; it doesn't

usually work.

“Kids are different from adults,"

says Dr. David Yammer, a psychol-

ogist at New York’s Abraham
Joshua Heschel School, who recent-

ly spent a year in Jerusalem. “We
measure our connection by words.

They measure it through play."

If, like me, you are the kind of par-

ent who just doesn’t get off on push-

ing matchbox cars around the living-

room floor or dressing and undress-

ing Barbie doUs. don’t despair. You

can spend satisfy ing time with your

children doing what you like to do.

Ask vourself- What activities give

me the most pleasure? And then ree

which of those you can share with

vour children. My list included

kinging, walking in nature, reading

and ves, talking.

The following are the first four or

10 activities I can suggest for you

and vour child to enjoy together.

(The second five are in next week s

column, y

SINGING
The best thing about singing is

that it doesn’t take up any ume. You

on sing while doing the dinner

dishes or driving to foe siore.

Mv husband- Bob, and I have

always suna to our babies and
Dana,

now ll. wis singing before she was

“wten Hana was five. I maned *-

sss?«SSS
ire exquisite

our eyes
voices blend pe -.. ^
niec, and we ^
dianns now ^o» boui^

. [he

jfoer da
-. ofher cassettes

kitchen , ..
>vlorru please

wxptayingand- .^iyour0 hear

every verse. It s great.

COMPUTERS
One day. Bob and Yosef, then

seven, were in the middle of a heat-

ed argument about a handmade
bookmark made for Yosef by a

friend that Bob had accidentally

tom. Yosef was in tears. Minutes

later he was sitting, relaxed and

smiling, on his Dad’s lap as they

tried out a new computer game
together.

Yosef: “Nuts! You lost your rope.”

Bob: “Twenty-five thousand gold

doubloons! You have a lot ofmoney,
Yosef."

Yosef (smiling with satisfaction):

*Wow! You're right."

Bob: “Ooo. Add 1 .200 doubloons,

two hostages, rope and food to your

booty. You're a great pirate,

Yosefa”
Yosef (softly, with another

delighted smile): “I love this.’’

READING
Even during the busiest of times, a

night-time snuggle with a good
book is a wonderful, relaxing way
for your child to end the. day.

Screenwriter Leora Barish

(,Desperately Seeking Susan) loves

to discuss characters with Max, 1 1,

and Eliza, eight. “We talk about

what we like and what we don't like

about them, which we identify with

and which reminds us of our

friends," says Barish.

“In Little Women, Jo isn't jealous

of a boy’s crush on Meg. Isn’t that

interesting? We talk about which

characters would be jealous and

which wouldn’t or how a favorite

character is dealing with a conflict

with a friend.

-It’s a nice way to talk about

important tilings because it’s indi-

rect There's no emotional heaL We
can disagree more easily and I learn

a lot about foe way my kids see

themselves and the world."

TOUCH
A five-minute bedtime back-rub

can relax both you and your child

and give your child foe comfort of

your" touch and quiet presence.

Some children who are otherwise

reluctant to talk about problems may
open up during this time and tell you
what’s on their minds.

“My son had to have his tonsils

out when he was seven.

I had done everything to prepare

him. including going to visit the

hospital together, but he wasn't

talking about it at all," recalls

Vimala Schneider, author of

Infant Massage (Bantam. I9S9).

*The night before foe surgery, l

gave him" a back-nib and asked.

-What did you think about our trip to

the hospital?’ He started talking.

“He asked lots of questions,

Would he die? Would he be able to

talk when he woke up? He needed

ihe permission to be vulnerable that

massage eives him. He opened up

and got die reassurance he needed.”

THE radios are everyr
where: Men in this pre-

dominantly Moslem
nation cany them to prayers.

Wjpnxjn %ten in foe,(markets.;;

YjjungstSs *6(e tmyJ.luansistoEs-.

^•fh^faftpglong tlje street,,,

Malians have long depended
on radio, but since democracy
arrived five years ago, foe popu-
larity of that form of entertain-

ment and information bas
boomed. In 1991 Malians had
only one station - long con-
trolled by the country’s autocrat-

ic regimes. Today they have 40.

The ubiquitous radios are per-

haps the most striking of many
signs that Mali has transformed
itself into a working democracy,
built on freedom of expression,

foe beginnings of a market
economy and Mali's own histo-

ry as an ancient African empire
whose artifacts still litter foe

villages.

The changes in this landlocked
West African nation of 10 mil-

lion people - a sparsely populat-

ed stretch along foe edge of the

Sahara where nomads still roam
on lumbering camels - are espe-

cially significant on a continent

where many democracies that

formed in recent years have
stumbled, returning to authori-

tarian ways.
“It is as if Mali has looked at

the mistakes of other African
countries and has decided that

its democracy will not fall into

foe same traps,” said a Western
embassy official.

Six years ago, as foe Cold War
was ending, it looked as though
West Africa might embrace •

democracy. Mass demonstra-
tions swept capitals from Dakar,
Senegal, on the westernmost
bulge, to Libreville, Gabon,
nearly 3,200 km. east on the

equator.

Single-rparty governments
across foe region promised -
under domestic and international

pressure - to hold elections.

Mali’s own democratic revolu-

tion came in early 1991, pro-

pelled by student demonstrar
tions. '•

Since then, however, most of
Mali's neighbors have devel-

oped wobbly democracies at

best; most of those have seen
their new. systems fall into disar-

ray.

Military coups have shaken
Niger and Gambia. The strong-

men who dominated Togo,
Gabon and Cameroon remain in

tight control after holding elec-

tions widely considered to be

fraudulent In Ivory Coast, foe

president Has muzzled all oppo-
sition — especially the media —

and dozens were kDled in vio-

lence that gripped the country

during elections late last year.

The region's cornerstone -

powerful, populous, - oil-rich

Nigeria - has vowed since a mil-

itary coup in 19S5 that a return

to democracy was imminent

But timetables have been

scrapped, elections nullified and

promises broken, and the coun-

A. newspaper vendor In Bamako, Mali, offers a number of

options where until just recently a government-run paper was
the only one available. (Stephen BuckleyWashington Posi)

try remains under repressive

military rule.

Aside from Mali, only Benin,
which in March held its second
free presidential election, has a

seemingly viable, long-term
democracy in place. Benin’s
constitutional court announced
that ex-Marxist military ruler

Mathieu Kerekou had defeated

incumbent President Nicephore
Soglo.
Indeed, Mali’s mdve to permit

foe media free rein defies a trend

throughout Africa, where leaders

have smothered outlets that

offend them. Along with foe

blossoming ofnew radio stations,

Mali has about 60 newspapers.
For decades, only foe govern-

ment newspaper was available.

In recent months, Mali also

bas trodden on the continent’s

commandment, “Thou. Shalt Not
Criticize Thy Neighbor." blast-

ing Nigeria'? executions of nine
political activists late last year
and condemning foe recent coup
in Niger.

The moves have drawn praise

from human-rights groups such
as New York-based Freedom
House, which has added Mali to

its list of “free" nations.

Perhaps most important.
Mali's government, led by
President Alpha Oumar Konare,
has stepped away from oppres-
sive economic - policies

employed by previous regimes.
Mali has privatized mosT gov-
ernment-owned . companies,
opened itself up to foreign
investors and sought to stir more
domestic investment,
Hamadou SylJa pursued a for-

eign partner for his company for

a decade. He finally got one in

1994.

. "They did not trust the previ-

ous' regime," Sylla said. “They
.felt foe situation was unstable.

And then foe government did

not care about helping busi-

ness."

Modibo Diallo, who owns
Radio Bamakan, foe city’s most
popular station, said the

avalanche of print and broadcast

outlets has rejuvenated political

and social debate. In restaurants,

at work, sitting beneath ever-

present mango trees, Malians

appear to be perpetually argu-

ing.

“It is as if foe people have
learned to breathe.” Diallo said.

“And for the first time, the

people in power must think

before they act, because there is

now accountability that did not

exist before.”

Yet critics of Konare call for

still more openness, and they

worry that government has not

done enough to tackle major
problems, such as an 80 percent

adult-illiteracy rate.

Others worry that the govern-

ment. for all its progressive eco-
nomic policies, remains a pres-

ence in some of Mali's strongest

industries. The government, for

example, holds the controlling

stake in foe main cotton-produc-
ing company. Mali produces
400,000 tons of cotton annually.

Yet Malians shrug off such
worries, reminding visitors that

they were a nation Jong before

they embraced modern-day
democracy. They are quick to

note that their 12 ethnic groups
governed themselves for cen-
turies before French coloniza-

tion.

Each ethnic group governed a

region of foe empire. The gover-

nors of each region had to work
together to preserve economic
and political balance. The result:

one of Africa’s more stable and
powerful empires.

(The Washington Post)
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The best service award
in Tel Aviv's luxury hotels

Who
won

i« i

1st
prize9

The hotel that knows that

nothing's more important than

"Making it special for you"

Sheraton Tel Aviv
HOTEL & TOWERS
ITT Sheraton;

naturally!

IC

The first prize for best service in Tel-Aviv's

luxury hotels was awarded to the Sheraton

Tel-Aviv by the Tel-Aviv-Yafo Association

for Tourism. The award was made following

spot checks conducted by the Association's

unidentified inspectors.

In these times you cannot

AFFORD to be without
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FIBI, Aurek set up
credit card company

FIRST International Bank of Israel

(FIBI) in partnership with the

Aurek Group has established a new
credit card company that is expect-

ed to enhance the sector’s competi-

tiveness.

FIBI managing director Shlomo
Ptotitovsky said the company was

set up several weeks after the board

of directors of Visa International,

EU region, approved a principal

member status for the bank, giving

it the ability to issue cards and

acquire merchants.

Fibi has a 67 percent share in the

new company while Aurek owns
the remaining 33%. The bank
refused to reveal its investment in

the company.
Aurek Group is engaged In data

communications and media ser-

vices and includes Golden Pages,

Golden Channels and Amdocs. The
company is jointly owned by the

Kahan Group and the American
communications group SBC
Communications. previously

known as Southwestern Bell Corp.

The new company will compete
with Israel Credit Cards (ICC),

which up undl now has been the

only full licensee of Visa in Israel

and also other credit card compa-
nies such as Isracard. In many
countries there are two or more full

licensees of Visa compering among
themselves m line with Visa’s poli-

cy to encourage competition.

An ICC spokesperson said ICC
does not plan to make life easy for

its new competitor. Isracard gener-

al manager Haim Kubersky said.

GALIT LIPK1S BECK

ik of Israel “We are following developments

with the and learning the issue."

»hed a new FIBI has appointed Ya’acov Dior

: is expect- to manage the company. Dior

s competi- served as managing di rector ofICC

for more than seven years until

jr Shlomo May 1995.

ripany was The company will begin issuing

r the board Visa cards to all bank customers

emarional, during 1 997 using a new computer

.
principal system. The new cards will have

ink. giving photographs of their holders and

cards and wall probably also include an elec-

tronic chip, capable of storing

hare in the information and which will eventu-

irek owns ally become part of the future

rhe bank “electronic wallet"

jstment in “The establishment of the com-

pany is part of the preparations of

ed in data the bank toward anticipated devel-

ledia ser- .opments in the banking world in

bn Pages, the nexr century." said Piotrkovsky.

idocs. The Among the leading commercial

ed by the banks, three are already engaged in

American issuing credit cards. Bank
ip SBC Hapoalim has a 100% share in

•reviously Isracard (including Eurocard) and

Jell Corp. also has a license to issue .American

1 compete Express cards, while Bank Leumi

is (ICC), and Israel Discount Bank together

been the own ICC 65% and 35% respec-

i in Israel tively. ICC represents Visa and

d compa- Diners Club in Israel.

In many There are 2.2 million issued cred~

more full it cards in Israel, having an annual

ng among turnover of N1S 35 billion and rep-

isa’s poli- resenting about 20% of consumer

ion. expenditure. According to a market

said ICC survey recently conducted for the

e easy for new company, 29% of all adults

ird gener- hold Visa cards and 29% hold

sky said. Isracard.

South African group
signs intent to buy 52.4%
of Israel General Bank

Foreign Ministry denies link

to Turkish-Cypriot tourism
DAVID HARRIS

AN as yet unidentified Israeli businessman is being linked to a proposed

$100 million tourism venture planned for Turkish-controlled northern

Cyprus, the Cyprus Mail recently reported.

The Nicosia-based, Greek-Cypriot newspaper said the unnamed entre-

preneur is part of a consortium that intends to build a.5,000-bed facility

rit&rFamagusta, which received 60,000 tourists a year.
.

' -

« The.Israeli government dented -press reports that it is involved. -

AWearn not involved in any'Way in alleged economic and private' ini-

tiatives on northern Cyprus,” said Yigal Palmpr. the Foreign Ministry's

deputy spokesman.
Israel's involvement in such a project would undoubtedly cause ten-

sions between Jerusalem; Nicosia, and Greece. Following Cyprus’ 1974
civil war, Greece has considered the north, which is only recognized

diplomatically by Turkey, to be a no-go area.

“We don't support any investment in northern Cyprus.” said a Greek
government official yesterday. “For us it's like occupied territory.”

The Greek Embassy in Tel Aviv said it is not aware of any such plans.

Cyprus officials say any such investment is illegal and financially

futile. While Nicosia may not be able to prevent such activities, one
source said it will make it very difficult for anyone wanting to trade on
the island.

INVESTEC Group, one of the

largest banking groups in South
Africa, yesterday signed a letter

of intent to purchase Baron
Edmond de Rothschild's 52.4
percent stake in Israel General
Bank (IGB) for S4S.2 million in

the framework of its strategic

decision ro invest in Israel.

The letter of intent was signed

with Isrop Participations SA..
which is part of La Compagne
Financiere Edmond de
Rothschild Banque, a French-
Swiss financial group owned by
Baron Edmond de Rothschild.

The transaction price is based
on a bank value of $92m.
Investec is an international

group which operates commer-
cial banks and investment
banks, focusing on providing
financial services and private

banking. The group’s assets

total $13b.. while shareholders

equity is $700m.
Clal Issuing, the investment

banking arm of Clal Israel

which initialed the transaction,

said Investec intends to contin-

ue IGB's current activities

while expanding some of them.
The company said IGB will

continue to operate
autonomously and that the cur-

rent management and employ-
ees will remain.

IGB is a small commercial
bank with three branches in Tel
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Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem. The
bank's balance sheet totaled

NIS 700m. at the end of 1995.

About one month ago
Rothschild announced ptans to

sell his holdings in IGB, as part

of the family's interest in reduc-
ing its investments in Israel. It

has been reported that the baron
himself is very ill and his son
Benjamin is not interested .in

investing here.

For the purchase of IGB.
Investec competed against

Union Bank. First International

Bank. Bank of Jerusalem in

partnership with its parent com-
pany. Export Investment, the

Etgar Fund, and a group of
investors from North America.
It is reported that the other con-
sortia' initial bids ranged from
$40m. to $46m.
Supervisor of Banks Ze'ev

Abeles said, “The Bank of
Israel has always seen the

entrance of new investors into

the Israeli economy and the

Israeli banking sector as a posi-

tive development, especially if

the investors concerned are

banks. This, of course, is sub-

ject to the fact that they meet
our requirements and pass our
examinations to receive a per-

mit.**

The transaction also fits in

with the Bank of Israel's policy

co reduce the degree of concen-
tration in the banking system
and promote competition.
According to the letter of

intent, an agreement will be
signed within two weeks. The
transaction remains subjeci to
the approval of the Supervisor
of Banks, Supervisor . of
Monopolies at the Ministry of
Industry andTrade and authori-

ties in South Africa.

It will take the Bank of Israel

about two months to conduct its

examination of the group.
Daring the last few weeks
Abeles has received positive
recommendations on Investec

from the Supervisor of Banks in

South Africa and also England.
In 1986, Investec went public

on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange and since then it has
increased its operations locally

and internationally. The bank's
international acquisitions

include the British financial

group Reichmans. which is

active in the major international

financial markets and the
British Allied Trust Bank. The
company also has a significant

holding in lnsinger. a
Netherlands-based bank.
Investec's net income reached

$65m. for the year ending
March 1996.

Jewish Agency assembly
approves 1996 budget

THE Jewish Agency assembly
yesterday approved a $525 mil-

lion budget for 1996 that includes

a SI 06m. deficit, reflecting flat

fund-raising from the US.
The budget also reflects the

agency’s transfer in the Fall of its

Youth Aliya program to the gov-
ernment.

The agency has cut $50m. from
this year's programs as part of a

plan to save $500m. by the year
2000.

Agency activities in the former
Soviet Union will cost an estimat-

ed $137.Sm compared with

$148.9m. in 1995. Aliya accounts

Jerusalem Post Staff

for 40 percent of the budget with

60% for absorption. The Jewish
Agency expects another 70,000
immigrants this year, 60.000 of
them from the former Soviet
Union. The budget allocates

$6.2m. to Israeli institutions and
projects, including the Reform
and Conservative movements,
which promote religious plural-

ism in Israel.

American contributions
account for two-thirds of agency
income, and the United Jewish
Appeal is obligated next year to

FOR HOME OWNERS
CAPITALIZATION CAMPAIGN

The Israel Land Administration would like to clarify that the capitalization campaign Is still running.
Payment books and information leaflets are currently being mailed lo home owners who pay ground rent

^ ~ 10 rece[ve 30 ****. Pto"e or call in at one of the branches listed below. (NB - The

Fbr
^ indeX> 30(1 WiU i“d «ith *h“u« which« be adhered to., .

Oemral Region Hate Northern Region
53 Rehov Hamasger, 2nd floor. 72 Derech Ha'atzma'ut, 2nd floor. Kikar Man * rv,

Tel Aviv 67217, Haifa 33035.

Tel. 03-5626630, Fax. 03-5626493 _ Te>- 04-8669407. Fax. 04-8664220

• 24 Rehov Weianann. Beit Ozem. 4th "i
4 D^Aooojst floor,

floor rooms 41/42 Netanva. Kiryat Bialik 27093, Judea and SamarxMahun Jirm3
R
7T8 ' Fax' M'8700ie7 STS

* 4Rehov Binyamln, 4th floor. Retool '

Rehov HaX"ch. Oiioo Passage. Tel. 024977786

TeLtia-9459013, Fa*. 08-9459014 %£.*“**
Jerusalem Tel Aviv coordination and
5 Rehov Even Yisrael. 1st floor, 53 Rehov Hamasger. 2nd floor, P.O.8. 1 9. Mevo /

Jerusalem 94228, Jel Aviv 67217, Fax. 07-892570

Tel. 02-242177, Fax. 02-242310 _ Jjj;
03-5626630 Fax. 03-5626493 ^m r ev Ashkelon Shnonino Center

* 1 12 Derech petah Hkvo, 2nd floor, J?”0® Sun
Lev AshKeion snopping Center,

Tel Aviv 67012 Office hours (excq
40 Rehov Hahistadrut,

Tel. 03-561 0131 , Fax 03-5620236 Sun. - Thur., fi am.
2nd floor. AsWteton 75641.

Tel. 07-713034. Fax 07-6715477

To Home Owners who have joined the installments-plan campaign -

A notice giving details of an alternative cash-payment plan is currently being published in the press.

Northern Region
Kikar Magen David Adorn, ground floor.

Upper Nazareth 17257
Tel. 06-468882 Fax. 06-468810

Judea and Samaria
Civil Administration Building,

POB43. Beit 3 90631,
Tel. 02-9977786, Fax. 02-9977770,
Office hours: Sun. - Thur., 9 a.m. -

1 p.m.

Coordination and liaison Office - Hevei Azza
P.O.B. 19. Mevo Azza, Tel. 07-741629
Fax. 07-892570

Office hours: Sun.-Thur.. 9 a.m. - 1p.m.
Office hours (except where otherwise stated):

Sun. - Thur., 8am - 6 p.m.; FrL 8 am.- 1 pm.

raise its annual allocation hy,

$20m.
The US government provides

$80m. a year under a program to

resettle refugees.

UJA President Richard Wexler
of Chicago expects US fund-rais-

ing to be flat or show only a mod-
est increase this year. The agency
budget, however, calls for

$20 lm. from UJA in 1996 com-
pared with $ 198.5m. in 1995.

Keren Hayesod. the Diaspora
fund-raising organization outside

the US, is expected to
.
produce

SSOra. in contributions in 1996
versus $65.8m. in 1995.

Green light

for increased

Postal Bank
services
DAVID HARRIS

POST Office branches through-
out the country can increase

their direct banking services, if

the commercial banks agree,

following a decision by the

supervisor of banks yesterday.

Acting as representatives of
the banks, the branches will

• offer cash withdrawals and
deposits. Negotiations axe
under way as to how many:
banking facilities will be
offered to customers by the
Postal Authority.

'Initially, the additional
^
ser-

vices will be operated daring
the hours when banks are
closed. By next; year,- it ' - is

expected the banks will work
Sunday to Thursday, with post

Offices offering a selection of
services on Fridays.

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.

BUSmES^RIEFS

Electric Corp. launches 103 customer helpline: In its

campaign to improve customer relations the Electric Corp. launcneu

its 103 customer helpline yesterday. The 24-hour service includes

fault reporting line, regularly updated information on power cuts,

and a variety , of other details. A brief explanation of the 103 tele-

phone number was included on customers’ last bill.

Not all information will be available throughout the night With

some services closing ax 3:30 p.m., including requests for new con-

nections, and others at IK for example notifications of address

changes; .... David Hems

Korean car manufacturer looking for local partner: The head of

the Korean Halla Group will visit in September in an attempt ro find

Israeli partners for a carcomponents manufacturing enterprise.

Halla has two subsidiary companies listed on the Seoul stock

exchange: Halla Engineering and Construction Co. and Halla

Cement Manufacturing Corp. The former posted a net profit of S 1 3.3

billion last year, 'while the latter recorded losses of $ 13.4b.

• Halla is Korea's 15th largest corporate group with interests includ-

ing shipbuilding, industrial 'plants and aerospace, David Harris

Tadiran Communications to sell ware in Southeast Asia: Tadiran

Communications will supply $24 million worth of military equip-

ment and systems to countries in Southeast Asia, general manager

Hezi Hermont said yesterday. Since the start of the year Thdiran has

received total export orders of $170m. In 1995, its sales totaled more

tharrSlOOm.- Calit Lipkis Beck

Scottish trade mission has ideas for Israel: A Scottish trade mis-

sion visiting Israel in the second week of July will recommend com-
panies here use closed-circuit television cameras to improve produc-

tion tine efficiency. The Glasgow Chamber of Commerce group will

arrive less than a month after the second Israel-Britain Business

Council summit was held in Tel Aviv. Israel is Britain's second

largest trading partner in the region after Saudi Arabia.

David Harris

DeutscheTelekom builds stake inAsia: DeutscheTelekom yester-

day signed an agreement to buy one-fifth of Malaysia's Technology

Resources Industries Bhd, and said it wants to buikl a stake in Asia’s

huge telecommunications market. .

“Aria is going to be the most important market for telecommuni-

cations in the 2.1st century,” Deutsche Telekom's management board

chairman Ron Sommer said after signing the agreement with TRI
chairman Ihjudin Ramli. He also said the slate-owned company is

“thinking intensively” about listing on an Asian stock market
Reuter
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Andrew Peck
Associates Inc.
Reach US. markets
by phone or fax from
anywhere In the world

DirectAccess
Our telephone end lax tines arealways open.
We can assure you offast, accurate executions

performed by our knowledge*Je brokers. Join the
10,000 independent investors and money managers

'

worldwide who currently trade with Andrew Peck Associates.. . .
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Ftaetawi W — 57.125 -0375Mm 5 Hdb _ 82.75 475
Mv Muadea . 2&37S 0. 11s
Hama 2676 -0376
Moan 14J7B *0
Royal Durti 15235 *0

Tkne Warner .

Tbnai lBrRir .

Tosco Cop —

.

Tew Pal N An
Toys R Ue
Teaniamerira
TranacoEnogy
TtovoietaGrp —
Triune
TFUNOVACrap -
Traon Energy _
Tyco Labe
Tyw

UAL Cop
USGCop
UST Inc

USX UoatPon .
USX-US £haal ..

Urtcom Cop—
UBevaNV
Uhlan Camp
Union Cerbrie -
Union Beane _
UrtanPacile —
Urine COp
US® Group —
USF8C Corp „
US Hoa»—
US LMa

USFWnfca
USSurmad
US True
US Wart
UrBMTeoi
Unocel Cop—

_ 52.825 -1

_ 28375 *025- 3175 -1325
_ 2035 035
. 28325 4129

28 *0378
803 -4

- 51375 47S
- 42.75 4125
_ 38.125 *0
_ 68375 4325

835 036
165 0376

, 18.125 *0
_ 24375 <0125
_ 31328 *0125
- 0075 45
- 30325 4875
-91325 -03
- 31325 0325
- 11626 *1.129
_ 92.125 *03

HSBC (TGprtu) .

Heraon
CJ
Land Seaetiaa —
Lloyde Bank :

Maria 6 Spencer

-

UBWaa Bank 1

PruOerilrt

Rarnara -—.—
Srtiuy
SM TOnapoi
UrtMr

PARIS
Accor —
AbUqiJda —
Alcatad AUran _
BSH
Canal
Carragoe
CnamauiB
OubUBd

Euro Ctonay—
Hachem
LVUi
Udarpa Coppaa -

Lyoin Eaux —— .

MefaeinB

POrad Rkam — 3293
Pauoea - - 713
Sen Gaeeei 878
Sura (fin de) 4803
Total B 3773

FRANKFURT
MaorAG USD
BASF 4823
Bayer 6437
Comawzmnk 135
DeMer-BoB 833
oraciia Bonk 709
Dragon* 9*—, 3015
HOBdS 8344
Luflnenca 218
Uarmaamann 5313
UaaraaaaMaS 2838
Pondia 810

Caamrtock iracOng Ltd.

TASE continues

to be affected by
interest rate hike

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET
ROBERT DANIEL

20049
-060%

Ttoo-SIded index

STOCK indexes fell for a second

day after the Bank of Israel raised

interest rates.

The Maof Index fell 0.56 per-

cent to 211.8, while the Mlsh-

lanim Index fell 0.6% to 200.49,

The most active stock was Je-

rusalem Oil Exploration Ltd.,

which dropped 6.6% on NIS 4

J

million of shares traded.

Analysts held out hope for a

possible agreement on an eco-

nomic plan, including a govern-

ment-spending cut, between
Bank Governor Jacob Frenkel

and Finance Minister Dan
Meridor.

“It looks like they are cooper-

ating," said David Rosenberg,

head of research at Pacific Medi-

terranean Securities in Herzilya.

In contrast to past interest rate

increases, “the Finance Ministry

had no comment," he said. Previ-

ously, “the ministry would have

said, 'the central bank is

responsible.’
”

On Monday, the central bank

lifted the rate at which it lends to

banks for the fourth time this

year, to 17% from 15.5%. It

came after the May consumer
price index rose a higher-than-

expected 1.7%. That puts infla-

211.80
-0 .56%

Maof index

tion at an annualized 15%, com-
pared with 8% last year.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock ex-

change, some NIS 67.9m. of

shares traded, down from
NIS 78.6m. Monday, or about
3'/: issues fell for each that rose.

Israel General Bank shares did

not trade because of its an-

nouncement Baron Edmond de

Rothschild would sell his 52.78%
stake in the bank.

The shekel closed unchanged
at 3.231 to the dollar.

Teva was unchanged. Koor In-

dustries Ltd. fell 15%. The Ta-
diran Ltd. subsidiary of Koor
dropped 1.3% in Tel Aviv. Elbit

Ltd. fell 1.5%.

Banks were mixed. First Inter-

national Bank was unchanged.
Bank Hapoalim lost 0.4% while

Bank Leumi added 0.5%. Dis-

count Bank dropped 1.75%.

Among chemical companies,

Makhteshim dropped 2%, while

Dea Sea Works was unchanged.

The Gal group fell. Parent Gal
Israel fell 1J%. Subsidiaries Gal
Industries and ClaJ Electronic

dropped 1.2% and 2%'
respectively.

Osem added 0.3% and Elite

rose 1%. (Bloomberg)

FTSE drops again
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Leading
UK shares dropped to a three-

month low, depressed by a weak

futures market and once again

shrugging off firm gilts and

strength in leading European
bourses. The FTSE 100 index

chalked up its sixth straight loss,

closing down 31.3 points at

3,679.5 - its lowest since March
March 28 - after dropping
through the 3,700 level in early

trading. Losers outnumbered
gainers by some eight-to-one.

FRANKFURT - The IBIS
DAX index inched to a new all-

time high in afternoon post-

bourse trade. Hie index reach a

trading high of 2^582.79 points. It

closed at 2^7836 up 16.17 points

running out steam somewhat and

trading sideways after reaching

the record high. Earlier, the

DAX index, which gauges floor

trade in 30 blue-chip stocks,

dosed at 2^572.96 points, up 6.53

points.

PARIS - Stocks dosed almost

one percent higher, buoyed by
strong bonds and helped by firm-

ness of both the franc and the

dollar. The blue-chip CAC-40 in-

dex dosed 20.80 paints, or 0.99

percent, firmer at 2,118.43 in

heavy volume of 7.97 billion

francs, swollen by several big

block trades.

ZURICH - Shares closed
slightly easier but above the day's

lows in active trade. Dealers said

bargain hunting and growing de-

mand for Swiss Re and Nestle led

the market higher in the second

half of the session. The broad

Swiss Performance Index was
down 1.84 points at 2384.99.

TOKYO - Stocks closed a

touch weaker in subdued trading

as the market took a breather

after scoring gains for five con-

secutive trading days. , Brokers

. market was, trying, to-'get

, ip^y, to 'test a higfeer.le.yfiL.wth

backing from firm investor ' de-

mand. The key 225-share Nikkei

average ended down 6.03 points,

or 0.03 percent, at 22397.17.

HONG KONG - Stocks closed

with modest gains in range-trad-

ing, influenced by New York
stocks' strength and index tutures

transactions. The blue chip Hang
Seng Index added 23.05 points to

close at 10,982.77.

SYDNEY - Weaker metals

prices ensured the share market

ended lower, the market playing

according to script with negative

sentiment among the resources

overcoming a steady industrials

sector. The All Ordinaries index

fell 4.4 points to close at 2,2543.

JOHANNESBURG - Shares

ended firm in quiet trade ahead

of the KwaZulu-Natal local elec-

tions on Wednesday. Dealers
said industrials were boosted by

Absa Bank announcing a cut in

both its prime lending and mort-

gage rate, and golds lifted on im-

proved sentiment in bullion. The
all-share index finished up 32.7

points to 6,891.8, the industrial

index gained 34.5 points to

8,144.2 and the gold index rose

19.8 points to 1,812.

NY stocks end mixed
WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks end-

ed mixed yesterday as some signs

of weakness in consumer demand

eased some inflation worries, but

added to concerns about compa-

ny revenues. -

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age rose 1.48 to close at 5,71927,

after improving from a late deficit

of 18 points, but shedding a

morning gain of 12.

Technology shares were hit

hard again, weighing down the

Nasdaq market amid growing
worries about the prospects for

disappointing profits in the com-
puter sector.

Most broad-market indexes

also turned lower, after a strong

opening with bonds.

The pace of trading picked up

as money managers began posi-

tioning their portfolios for end-

of-quarter reports to clients.

The Nasdaq composite index

fell 10.32 to 1,17258, and the

American Stock Exchange’s mar-

ket value index fell 3.41 to

581.73.

Declining issues outnumbered
advancers by a 6-to-5 margin on

the New York Stock Exchange,

with 1,091 up, 1317 down, and

769 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 388.99

million shares vs. 333.82 million

in the previous session.

The NYSE's composite index

rose 0.02 at 358.03, and the Stan-

dard and Poor’s 500-stock index

fell 0.37 to 668.48.

[OSS-OESOC 3ATF<

MARK STERLING YEN SFr FFr

MARK — 04245/48 71.29/32 0.8244/47 O3S8S/90

STERLING 2JS43&3 — 167.84/96 1.9406/28 75775/24

YEN 1.4017/34 05052/80 - 1.1555/75 4.750W57

SFr 121.21/34 05147/53 88.44/49 — 4.1075/18

FFr 02950/52 0.1253/54 21.01/06 024SZ/35 —
Meaa tram 2*90 Mart Brat
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England out for revenge Henman upsets Kafelnikov

France prepares to battle Czech Republic
MARLOW tReuter) - Revenge
will be the driving force for the

host nation when England's fierce

soccer rivalry with Germany
resumes in their Euro 96 semifinal

tomorrow.

While their epic meeting in the

1966 World Cup final overshad-

ows all their other meetings,
uppermost in the minds of the cur-

rent squad is the 1990 World Cup
semifinal in Turin which Germany
won on penalties after the teams
finished 1-1 after extra time.

That match represents the high

point of English international soc-

cer achievement since 1966 when
England beat West Germany 4-2

in extra lime to win the World
Cup.
TTie defeat in Turin represented

something of a glorious failure for

England after a poor start to the

toumamem.
But for Stuart Pearce, in partic-

ular. and David Platt and Paul
Gascoigne, the other current

squad members who played in

• that game, victory tomorrow
would bring sweet revenge.

Pearce has lived with the mem-
ory of Turin for six years because

he missed one of England’s two
penalties in the shoot-out.

Four possible German starters

tomorrow also have first-hand

memories ofTurin - Stefan Reuter,

Thomas Hassler, Juergen Kohler
and Juergen Klinsmann, although

Klinsman’s inclusion is in grave

doubt because of a calf injuiy.

The 1990 encounter was the

third classic World Cup con-
frontation berween the two old

rivals following the 1966 final

and the 1 970 quarter-final which

ended in a dramatic 3-2 win for

the Germans in Leon, Mexico.
World champions England

looked set for a place in the semi-
finals after rushing into a 2-0 lead

with goals from Alan Mullery and
Martin Peters.

But the match switched
Germany’s way when Sir Alf
Ramsey, the architect of
England's win in 1966. made a

poor tactical substitution.

Taking off Bobby Charlton -

ostensibly to save his energy for

the semifinal - Ramsey unwit-

tingly released Franz
Beckenbauer from marking
Charlton. It save him license to

move upfield and start creating

havoc in the England defense.

The Germans fought back with

goaisA from Gerd Muller,

Beckenbauer and Uwe Seeler to

clinch Automatic 3-2 victoF^-i-

Their only previous meetings in

this championship came in a two-

leg quarter-final in 1972, the first

leg of which is remembered as the

night Gunter Netzer ruled

Wembley.
Netzer ran the entire match and

scored the third as the Germans
beat England 3-1. wrapping up
the tie two weeks later with a 0-0

draw in Berlin.

While Germany has dominated
the rivalry since 1968, England
was unbeatable in its earlier years,

winning seven and drawing one of
its first eight meetings between its

first clash in Berlin in 1930 and
the final in 1 966.

England's Steve Stone drives one in during a training session yesterday at Bisham Abbey in prepa-

ration for tonight's Euro '96 semifinal match against Germany at Wembley. Teammates (left to

right) Nick Barmby, Paul Inee, and Alan Shearer look on. tkeuieri

West Germany's first success

came in a friendly in Hannover in

1968. Beckenbauer scoring the

only goal of the game-

in the 15 matches since then.

Germany has won eight times and

England just twice.

England has not beaten the

Germans in a competitive fixture

since the World Cup final 30 years

ago. while its last win over them
was by 3-0 in a friendlv in Mexico
City in 1985.

That win was somewhat deval-

ued by the fact the Germans had
not yet acclimatized to the alti-

tude.

Following its European champi-
onship win at Wembley in 1972
and in friendlies there in 1 982 and
1991, Germany would become
the first overseas team to win at

Wembley four times if it beats its

old foes and breaks English hearts

again.

Probable-teams; - --

England - 1-David Seaman: 3-

Stuart Pearce. -5-Tony Adams. 6-

Gareth Southgate. 4-Paui Inee.’ T-
David Rati. 8-Paul Gasoigne, 17-

Steve McManaman. 11-Darren
Andertoa 9-Alan Shearer, 10-Teddy
Sheringham
Germany - 1-Andreas Kopkc: 6-

Matthias Sammer. 14-Markus
Babbel. 6-Thomas Helmer, 2-Stefon
Reuter or 19-Thomas Strunz. 17-

Christian Ziege, 8-Mebmet Scholl, 10-

Thomas Hassler, 21-Dieter EOts. 7-

Andreas Moller, U -Stefan Kuntz
Referee: Sandor Piihl (Hungary)

Franee-Czech Rep.
France visits die adopted home of

Eric Cantona today seeking final

proof their squad can win Euro 96
without the aid of the most famous
Frenchman in England.

Their semifinal against the Czech
Republic, the competition's surprise

package, is being seen as merely an

aperitif to the main attraction involv-

ing the host nation and Germany at

Wembley later in the day.

Yet both sides on view at Old
TraffonL where former French enfant

terrible Cantona has assumed god-iike

status, are well capable of ruining the

party in Sunday's final, as the fancied

Dutch. Italians and Ponuguse have
discovered to their cost

French coach Aime Jacquet. the

man who left Cantona and David
Ginola out of his squad, has guided
his team through 27 consecutive

unbeaten matches but knows the time

has come for his chosen men to show
they can rise to the big occasion.

Saturday's penalty shoot-out win
over the Netherlands deflected atten-

tion away from Fiance's poorest per-

formance'of the tournament andjhcy.’V
will be missing the suspended _>

Christian -.Karecnbcu and hasftpedrm

Christophe Dugarry against tile

Czechs.

Had Cantona been in the squad, it

would surely have presented him with

the perfect stage as France seek to

reach their first final since winning

the title on home soil in 1984.

But Jacquet. who felt Cantona's

individual talents would not fit cozily

into the settled team he has molded,
still has top-class performers in Youri
Djorkaeff and Zinedine Zidane and a

EURO ’96 ON TV
THE semifinal match between France and the Czech Republic will be
broadcast live at 6 pm today on Channel l

.

Coverage for the England-Gennany match will begin at 9 pra on
the same channel. Post Sports Staff

defence, marshalled by Marcel
Desailly, which has kept 18 clean

sheets in those 27 games.
“We’re sorry for Eric of course.”

Desailly said/ “But the coach made
his decision and that’s iL We're in the

semifinals so why are we talking

about Cantona?”
Talking instead about the Czechs,

he said: “I was very1 surprised when
they beat Italy and when they put out

Portugal. Now we’re in the same posi-

tion as the Portuguese, who were
probably better collectively and indi-

vidually, but still lost”

If the French, in some danger of
being known more for their statistical

achievements than their achievements

on the pitch are proof that non-qualtfi-

COtion for the World Cup in 1994 was
a long-term bonus, the same applies to

the Czechs.

Dusan Uhrin’s team not only sur-

vived the 'Group of Death’ but upset

Portugal 1-0 in Sunday's quarter-final,

and the SI -year-old coach is uncon-
cerned by France's recent record.

“Two years ago we played a friend-

ly in Bordeaux and were leading 2-0
with JO minutes to go, even though it

ended 2-2.” said.Uhrin. “We are in the .

same level as France.” .

Uhriri. nevertheless, was impressed

by the Freoch in the group stages and
must do without four suspended play-

ers - Radek Latal, Jan Suchoparek,
Ra'dek Bejbl and Pavel Kuka_

Probable .teams:
France - J-Bernard Lama, 12-

Bixente Lizaruzu. 5-Laurent Blanc, 8-

Marcef Desailly, IS-LHian Tfanram,
10-Zinedine Zidane, 6-Vincent
Guerin. 7-Didier Deschamps (cap-
tain), IS-Reynald Pedros, 11-Patriee

Loco, 9-Yonri Djorkaeff.

Czech Republic - 1-Petr Kouba, 15-

Michal Hornak, 5-Miroslav Kadlec
(captain), 12-Lnbos Knbik. 8-Karel
Poborsky, ) I-Martin Frydek or 7-Jiri

Neraec, 6-Vaclav Nemechek, 14-

Patrik Berger, 4Pavel Nedved, IO-

Radek Drtdak, 17-Vladimir Saucer.

WIMBLEDON .(AP) - French

Open champion Yevgeny
Kafelnikov became the latest

upset victim at Wimbledon, losing

in five sets yesterday to Britain's

Tim Henman in the first round.

Henman saved two match
points with aces at 5-3 in the fifth

set and beat the fifth-seeded

Russian 7-6(S-6), 6-3. 6-7(7-2), 4-

6, 7-5. in 3 hours. 36 minutes on

Center Cotin.

Kafelnikov joined the carnage

of seeds that had eliminated No. 3
Andre Agassi, No. 6 Michael

Chang, No. 8 Jim Courier and No.
15 Amaud Boetsch in the first

round Monday.
It’s the-first time in the Open era

that five of the top eight seeds
failed to reach the second round at

Wimbledon. Thomas Muster, the

seventh seed, withdrew before the

tournament with a thigh injury.

Kafelnikov is the first reigning

Prench Open champion to lose

here, in die first round since

Andres Gomez went out to- Jim

Grabb in-1990. "...

Henman’s victory also set

another milestone. He became the

seventh. British man to reach the

second round, matching Britain’s

previous Open era record, set in

1976.

Steffi Graf, showing no signs of

the knee injury which has trou-

bled her. opened her bid for a sev-

enth Wimbledon title with a 6-4,

6-1 win over Ludmila Richterova.
Graf’s only problem yesterday

was with her backhand service

return, which she missed repeat-

edly during the match. One of the

few which she made was on
match point.

“Graf was one of several

women's seeds advancing easily

Irvin drug trial begins
The trial of Dallas Cowboys star Michael Irvin was scheduled to

begin yesterday with jury selection.

Irvin, who faces felony cocaine possession and misdemeanor
marijuana possession charges, could receive up to 20 years in

prison if convicted. AP

Manchester Utd signs ’keeper Van Der Gouw
Manchester United yesterday signed Dutch goalkeeper Raimond
Van Der Gouw as understudy to Peter SchmeicbeL
Van Der Gouw, 32, joins the Premier League and FA. Cup

winners from Vitesse Arnhem on a three-year contract Manchester
United did not reveal the value of the deal.

The move paves the way for former Manchester City 'keeper
Tony Coton, who was signed last season for £500,000 but never
made an appearance, to leave with the blessing of manager Alex
Ferguson. Reuter

Howe now? Reliever nabbed with revolver
Former New York Yankees reliever Steve Howe, released by the

team on Saturday, was arrested on Monday for allegedly trying to

board a plane while carrying a loaded handgun.
Howe was arrested after Port Authority Police at John F. Kennedy

Airport found a loaded 357-caliber Magnum in his carry-on

luggage. Reuter

NatWest Trophy first round - yesterday’s results

At Northampton: Northamptonshire
beat Cheshire by 9 -wickets. Cheshire
135 ah oat in 503 overs (R.Hjgnett 52;
J.Embnrey 3-14). Northamptonshire
139-1 in 25 overs (R-Montgomerie 69
not oat).

At Stone: Derbyshire beat
Staffordshire by 8 wickets.

Staffordshire 178 all oat in 553 overs.

Derbyshire 180-2 in 263 overs
(CAdnms 68 not oat. T.O’Gorman 62
not out)

At Headingley: Yorkshire beat
Nottinghamshire by 205 runs.
Yorkshire 345-5 in 60 overs (M-Moxon
137, M.Bevan 69. M.Vaughan 64).

Nottinghamshire 140 all out 433 overs
(ILStemp 4-45).

At Chelmsford: Essex beat Devon
by U$~rnns: Essex 312-5 in 60 avats
rNJSussain 1 05.~G.Goocfa 5Q._R.Irani
SOk^Devon 193'ali out in 46J overs
(NJolland 64).

At Sleaford: Gloucestershire beat
Lincolnshire by 87 runs.
Gloucestershire 222 aD out in 593
overs (A-Symoods 87; N.GQ1 4-44).

Lincolnshire 135 all oat In 473 overs.

At March: Kent beat
Cambridgeshire by 93 runs. Kent 275-
5 in 60 overs (N.Llong 115 not out,
M.Ealham 51). Cambridgeshire
Cambridgeshire 182 all out in 583
overs (G-Ecdestone 92).

At The Oval: Surrey beat
Netherlands by 159 runs. Surrey 346
all oat in 60 overs (A-Brown 72.
M.Bntcber 60, AJftewart 50; S.van
Dijk 4-57). Netherlands 187 all oat in

42A overs.

At Carlisle: Middlesex beat
Cumberland by 102 runs. Middlesex
270-8 in 60 overs (M-Gatting 71,

J.Carr 62V Cumberland 168 all out in

49.4 overs.

At Aston Rowant: Lancashire beat
Oxfordshire by 109 runs. Lancashire

310-

6 in 60 overs (MAtberton 79,

N.Speak 83, M.Watkinson 62V
Oxfordshire 201-6 in 60 overs
(CVKnightley 61 not out, SJLaudat 57).

At Southampton: Hampshire beat
Norfolk by 99 runs. Hampshire 322-6
in 60 overs (J-Laney 153, J-Stepbenson
107; S-Goldsmith 4-64). Norfolk 223 aH
oat in 544 overs (NJFox68V.
At Cardiff: Worcestershire beat

Glamorgan by 43 runs.
Worcestershire 253-9 in 60 overs
(T-Moody - 123; V.Solanki 50).

Glamorgan 210 all oat in 57 overs.
At St Austell: Warwickshire beat

Cornwall by 133 runs. -Warwickshire

311-

9 in 60 overs (T.Penney
DJBrown . 67; D.Angove 4
Cornwall 178 aD oat in 503 oveir&j

(S.Williams 52V
At Leicester: Leicestershire beat

Berkshire by 106 runs. Leicestershire
406-5 in 60 overs (V.Wetls- 201,
RSimmons 82). Berkshire 300-6 in 60
overs (BLHall 108, SJWyfes81V
At Thunton: Somerset beat Suffolk

by 62 runs. Somerset 333-S in 60 overs
fS-Lee 104, K.Parsons 51). Suffolk
271-6 in 60 overs (P.Caley 88 not oat,

K-Wijesuriya 62).
At Cbester-Ie-Stract: Durham beat

Scotland by 98 runs. Durham 300-7 in

60 overs (J-Morris 109). Scotland 202-

6 in 60 overs (GJReifter 103 not Out,

G-Salmood 52).

At Belfast: Sussex 323-7 after 55
overs rain slopped play (A.Wdls 113,

WAthey 57) Ireland. Play resumes
today.

in straight sets. _ „h
Fourth-seeded Arantxa Son*, hez

Vicario swept Italy's Adnana

Sem-Zaneni 6-3. 6-4: No. J Ank.

Haber defeated Spain

Garcia 6-1. 6-1; No. 8 Lmd*i>

Davenport downed
.

Melanie

Schnell 64, 6-1: No. 9 Mar> Jo-

Fernandez blanked Jana

6-0, 6-0: No. 11 Brenda Scnultz-

McCarthy was a 6-0, 6-3 w inner

overJeannette Kruger, and N o. I »

Martina Hingis won o-~-

aeainst Jana Nejedly.

. In men’s play, ninth-seeded

Thomas Enqvist of Sweden swept

to a 6-4,. 6-1, 6-1 win over

Canada’s Albert Chang. Chang
* was a lucky loser who replaced

injured Alex O’Brien, suffering

from a sprained right shoulder.

Marc Rosset, the 14th seed,

dropped the First set but downed

Scon Draper 4-& 6-4. 6-3. 6-1

.

Knicks mull over

draft options
NEW YORK (AP) - The New
York Knicks have three first-round

draft picks and {demy of money to

spend under the salary cap.

The chance to rebuild is there,

but with this year’s NBA draft

deep with talent in the first round

and the Knicks not scheduled to

pick until No. 18, there are a lot of

possibilities for general manager
Ernie Grunfeld to consider.

Premium free agents don't

become available for another
week and there are only a few

impact players in tonight’s draft-

The Knicks must decide whether
to package their picks in a trade to

move up, or wait to see who slips

down in the order.
'

“If it presents itself, we will look

into it,” Grunfeld said. “But I feel

OK holding onto the three picks.

“We've broken this draft into

three groupings'. The first, obvi-

ously, is Allen Iverson. Marcus
Carnby,’ and Stephen Marbuiy,
and. then, there are another seven

to eight who can be impact play-

ers. Then, from 13 to 22, there's a
range ofabout 1 0 players who will

be there' for us.”

The NBA draft will be tele-

vised live at 2:30 am tonight on
Cable TV’s Sports Channel 5.

An NBA preview will be
broadcast at 2 am.

Smoltz finally

loses one
ATLANTA (AP) - Ron Gant

. homeanedxpn Join Smolrz's open-.
mgpitcKBrianfaffdan drove

-high six runs ami ihe^Sl^
iis Cardinals roughed upThe

'

Atlanta Braves 9-2 Monday night
Smoltz (14-2), who had not lost -

since April 4, was trying to match
the longest winning streak in the

majcrssinceGaylord Perry's 15-

game string in 1974.

MONDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Montreal 11, Pittsburgh 3
Florida 2, San Francisco 1

Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 0
New York 2, Colorado 1

SL Louis 9, Atlanta 2

MONDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Chicago 4; California 2 (1st)

California 6, Chicago 4 (2nd)
Minnesota 3, New York 0
Baltimore 8, Texas 3
Oakland 4, Detroit 2

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rales
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 ID words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 lor 10 words
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
23.40.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.35.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
lor 10 words {minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 1 2 noon the day
before publication; tor Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv anti Halla - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday m Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

FOR TOURISTS PLEASANT apart-
ment in fol Aviv or Jerusalem. Best loca-
tions. Immediate. Tel. 03-966-2070, 03-
969-8915.

RENTALS
SHORT/LONG TERM, QUALITY
tounst apartmems in Israel and London.
Attractive rates. Tel. 03-5105342, Friends
International.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ' Short
lean rentals ' Bed and breakfast ' P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-811745,
Fax- 02-81654).

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

45 ROOMS + GARDEN - Si ,400. July 5-
25, Baka, vegetarian kitchen. Tel. 02-
716539.

E. TALPIOT - AVAILABLE Sept. 1 - Dec.
31-5 room l urnShed apanment + adj. effi-
ciency. Tel. or Fax 02-733951

,

i DWELLINGS 19 DWELLINGS 1

Jerusalem Tel Aviv

RENTALS HOUDAY RENTALS
GIVAT MORDACHAI, 3, beautifully fur-

nished. near, air-conditioned, high, eJeva-
lor, for Sjngle/coupte. Tel 03-5225935.

KIRYAT MOSHE, 3, ATTRACTIVE,
FURNISHED for July, long term from Sep-
tember. Tel. 02-416453.

OLD TALPIOT, 6, PENTHOUSE, par-
tlyfurnished. terrace, storage, 4 bed-
rooms, renovated. SI 500. Tel. 02-
6490649, Dave.

RAMAT ESHKOL, 1 bedroom, fur-
nished apartment. Short or long lerm,
available Immediately. Tel. 02-322522.
(NS).

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUH-
NISHED, great location tor 2-4 guests.
Tel/Fax 02-288881.

SALES

FOR TOURISTS, ROOM + salon with
high standards. Tel. 03-5239022.

RENTALS

3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,
storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.

KAVHAYAMTel 03-5239988

For Rent
Suitable for Embassy

New building with 4 apartments,
|

Tel Aviv center

Tel. 03-5223438,05-5404134, evenings

NEAR SEA, PRIVATE house, Tel Aviv,

July - September. S2.000 monthly. Tel. 03-

6049463.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground- J

ung. Immediata 'ISRABUILD* Tel 02-
571

GERMAN COLONY. 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parking, balconies. Im-
mediate. 'ISRABUILD- Tel 02-666571.

GERMAN COLONY 2.5 rooms, ground
floor w/2 balconies. Tel. 02-715067.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. 'ISRABUILD' Tel 02-666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-
age, parking, $495,000.' ISRABUILD', Tel.

02-666-571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth floor, view of Knesseu stor-

age. parking, S495,000.’ ISRABUILD", Tel.

02-686-571.

KIRJYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM), 3.
large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

TAG. Tel. 02-631764.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM, B&B.guest house, sin-
gles. couples, families & groups, central,

aleasant Tel. 02-819944. Fax: 02-

THE JERUSALEM inn arme City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, prlv.

bathroom, T.V/Tel, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297,

NEVE ZEDEK, VERY luxurious hous
completely furnished, S3, 300, KA
HAYAM, Tel. 03-523-9988

SALES
4 IN NORTH TEL AVIV, special + lerrac

and view to nearby Park Hayarkon. T

t

03-6041863.

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment and variety of dwellings. Tel.

03-6639652. 03-5184368.

BREATH-TAKING COTTAGE. Shikun
Dan. G rooms, 240 SQJU built. + view.'AA
EXPRESS'. Tel 03-5733737.

DAVID HAMELECH, ROOF apartment.
4 rooms, facing garden, 6th floor, eleva-

tor, parking, Tel. 03-6955515.

EXCLUSIVE ZAHALA! BEAUTIFUL vil-

la, about 1000 sq.m. plot, about 160 sq.m.
built. Si .200.000 built. Kav Hayam, 03-

5239988.

FROM ARCHITECT! 2.NEAR sea. 1st

fioor/potential for 3 + around floor, reno-

vated and special. Tel. 03-642-2926.

DWELLINGS
Dan Region

RENTALS

PETAH TIKVAH, 5 rooms on Ben Ye-
huda. 2nd floor *• elevator! immediate.
5750. EZAK REALTIES. Tel. 03*303494.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SERVICES
General

SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

RENTALS EDUCATION
HERZUYA PITUAH FOR rent, 5 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, tong
leave. MORAN REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).
Tel. 09-572759.

RAMAT HASHARON, BEAUTIFUL vil-

la. 250 sq.m, built, 1,000 sqjn. plot, excel-
lent locaron, high standard, KAV HAYAM,
Tel. 03-523-996

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming pool. + sea view! air condition-

+ healing * central vacuum unrt. Tel
1-231725. 06-363261.(^D-2

HERZUYA PITUAH, PRIME location!
Spacious villa & swimming pool.
SI 500.000. ILTAM R/E Tel. (09) 589-.
611.

NETANYA, COTTAGE, IMPROVED,
wus neighborhood, no agents. S420
Tel. 09-840123.

PRIVATE, HERZLIYA PITUAH! Luxu-
rious apt in complex for sale + pool, ex-
clusive -tor serious! Tel. 09-587-343, 050-
350-002.

REALTY
Southern Coast

HOLIDAY RENTALS
ASHKELON, BY SEA, 4 rooms, lar
balcony, well arranged, sea view. Tel. t

735101.

REALTY
Sharon Area

SALES
FOR SALE BY the sea. ground-floor, no
agents, immediate. Reasonable price.
Tel. 07-711948.

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-

ons in all languages. Also preparation tor

Psychometrics. Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haila.

Tel. 050-291460. 03-9627210.(Math,
Engflsh teachers needed).

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

HEALTH
FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
have a professional massage or shiatsu.
Tel 03-5602328.

SERVICES
Sharon Area

GARDENING
GARDENING: EVERYTHING YOU
reed; Garden pianning/Computertzed wa-
ter systems/Roof gardens/Maintanance.
Professional. Daniel TeL 052-564161, 09-
461-982.

COMPUTERS
Sharon Area

FOR SALE

COMPUTERS FOR SALE: Macintosh
LC ID. 8 MB. HD. TeL 09-422427.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

CAMP STAFF

SUMMER CAMP HIRING experienced
counselors, aged 18-25, fluent English.
TeL 08-9281718.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

OFFICE STAFF
HIGH-TECH COMPANY SEEKS exec-
utive secretary, proficient in Word6, full

tone, TeL 02-436195.

SALES PERSONNEL
SALESPERSON FOR GALLERY, lan-

g^^ee^good^^earance, over 35, rfillt-

SEEKfNG HEBREW-ENGLISH
SPEAKING experienced salesperson for

Jerusalem art gallery, Hebrew & English
speaking. TeL 03-5220635.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE RESTU We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency In
Israel. For ihe highest quality five-in fobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call
Hllmam 03-9659937. .

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
pair

'.
Iiw^in

' central Tel Aviv,
S750 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. Tbl. 03-
6201195, 052-452002-Jackie.

FILIPINO MAID, HOUSEWORK &
childcare of 7-year-oW gW, five-in. TeL 03-
6470925, 6494417, evenings. •

HOUSEKEEPER, EXPERIENCED,
live-in, Tel Aviv, excellent conditions,
references. Tef. 050-332589

,
052-

538491.

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR toddler &

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
HOUSEKEEPER - COUPLE, FOR" excellent cc

, 09-481540.
famfl^; excellent conditions. Tel. 050-

OFFCE STAFF
ENGLISH TYPIST, 5 days, word/wind-
ows. Tel. 03-5239072.

PURCHASE/SALES
General

GENERAL
FOR CASH - BUYING\PAWNING gold,
diamonds, coins, watches, antiques. Tel.

03-5106769, 052-502809.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
DELICIOUS "LOX" (SALMON OFF
CUTS) at below wholesale prices. "Daaie-
tesse", TeL 02-611-468, Tel/fax 02-
5670908. •

VEHICLES
General

PASSPORT
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE SE 199?

VEHICLES

1 BUSINESS OFFERS
,

HniTCFHni n hfi p ? filipino/thai gin,nUUotnUIJJ ntLr live in/out. 6 davs. in Tet Aviu .t«i tia.
PASSPORT

i

Jerusalem 1W. * 1

BUSINESS PREMISES

MUST HURRY, URGENT sale Of tourist

business restaurant TeL 02-795711,02-
795712.

month baby, good conditions. Tel. 02-
334649-

WARM FAMILY SEEKS a u pair for
children and house..S700 4-. Tel. 02-
769389.

Pan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER
UVEjN, good conditions; ato nSBSi
forekterfy. Tkl. 03-888-9863/9.
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
THEATER
Helen Kaye

WHEELCHAIR vets swim, pJay bas-
ketball, fly planes and aci too. IDF
veterans, in and out of wheelchairs,
will perform Hanoch Levin’s early
classic. The Suitcase Pocters, direct-
ed by Hanan Yavin at Beit Halohem in
Tel Aviv, The actors all belong to the
Beit Halohem drama workshop and
this is their second production. At Beit
Halohem tomorrow and Saturday at 9
p.tn. Info (03 ) 646 1 600

ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

NEIL Simon's Pulitzer prize-winning,
1991 Broadway hit. Lost in Yonkers,
is the Jerusalem English-Speaking
Theater’s new show. It features Judith
Ben-Susan as rigid Grandma Kumitz
and young JEST newcomers Gershon
Fischer and Elisha Jacobsen as her
grandsons. Jay and Arty.

It’s 1942 in Yonkers,. New York, and
nobody, not even Grandma, realizes

the effect the boys will have on this

loveless family. Directed by Leah
Stoller at Gerard Behar tonight and
tomorrow at 8.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

MUSIC, theater and dance all combine
in the final concert of Musica Nova
tonight (8:30) at the Gesber Theater

Hall in Jaffa. Jerusalem's dance duo Vertigo per-

form excerpts from their roost successful and
invigorating Vertigo and Limbus while the

Musica Nova Ensemble performs Stravinsky's

captivating fairy tale cum morality play

L'histoire du Soldat with Gil Alon as narrator.

BALLET

Michael Ajzenstadt

THERE are only two more opportunities to see

England’s Royal Ballet’s stunning production of

the magical Swan Lake at the Roman amphithe-

ater in Caesarea. The entire company performs

tonight (S:30) and Saturday (9) accompanied by
the Ra’anana Symphonette Orchestra. Tonight

Stuart Cassidy is the prince while Miyako
Yoshida portrays the dual role of his lover and

her nemesis. Saturday die lead roles are por-

trayed by Viviana Durante and Irek

The Royal Ballet’s performances of ‘Swan Lake* con-

tinue in Caesarea tonight and Saturday.

Mukhamedo

TELEVISION

RUTH KERN
TORREMOLINOS, Spain, was the focus of

James Michener's typically ham-handed but

encyclopedic treatment of international disaf-

fected youth in his 1971 novel The Drifters.

It has been a long time since individuals drift-

ed into Torremolinos and other towns on the

Costa del Sol. They now pour in by the jetload

on package holidays, nearly driving out the

local fisherman who helped make it a pic-

turesque destination in the first place.

The transformation of Torremolinos by mass
tourism was explored last week in part 2 of the

BBC series The Tourist. Tune in tonight to the

Beeb at 10:05 for a look at another aspect of the
world's biggest industry.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1

Footballer’s recent
transfer to benefit division

16-7)

7 Rondo movement for a
benefactor (5)

8 Small parts father
exercises? (9)

9 Profile of Conservative
leader visiting
constituencies? (7)

10 High on joints' in riotous

party l5-2>

11 Poet of uncertain
response? 15)

12 Most attractive woman
carrying a gun forgame 19)

14

Its scaly leaves produce a

sugar-sap that is runny (9)

17 Live in vehicle (trunk part)

(5t

19

Popular routes for drives

17)

21 Full extent of it, say, in

cocktails? (7)

22 Letting oneselfdown as big

line is thrown out (9)

23 Low joint as part of
riverbenk lease (5)

24 Awareness of thin, gentle

men on - the move (13)

DOWN
1 Clergyman’s office—call

round socnj (7)

2 Windy over sun breaking

out (7)

3 Sincere fellow an the level

(5)
•

4 Flight departure (7)

5 Awakening from drinking-

Spree, having lost head (7)

6 Girl’s bearing in flight (13)

7 Remove harmful parts of

meat, contained badly (13)

8 Dismiss obsessive idea of

arsonist (7)

13

Delightful person to call for

a simple cooking-device

(3.4)

15 Country girl of 16? (7)

16 Rl?{7)

17 Had race abandoned in

absurd act (7)

18 Piece of beef, crisp—and in

the French style (7)

20

Amount of work allotted

for a small wading bird (5)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday’s Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Ancient. 5 Galls. 8 tater,

9 Stoical, 10 Santeraes. 12 Aim, 13

Astute, 14 Simian, 17 Dam. 18

Roughneck, 20 Rotator, 21 Boast,

23 Nomad, 24 Satisfy.

DOWN: L Alios, 2 Cot, 3 Earnest, 4

Tisane, S Gloss, 6 Lucrative, 7

Solomon. 22 Ultimatum, 13

Andiron, IS Inhibit, 16 Hubris, 18

Bated, 19 Kitty. 22 Ass.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Irish eiil (7)

5 Slow down (5V
8 Thespian (5)

9 Side by side(7)

10 Saying (7)

11 Grey (5)

12 Unmarried (6)

14Make certain (6)

17 Appropriate
Without
ranmssion(5)

19 Good wishes (7)

22 Bird with pouched
bilH7)

23 Soothsayer (5)

24 Russian Marxist
• statesman (5)

25 Wait beyond a
limit (7)

DOWN
1 Embrace (5)

2 Disappoint (3,4)

3 Weird,ghostly (5)

4 Close at hand (6)

5 Good buy (7)

6 Smbarrass,
shams (5)

7 Compact, treaty
(7)

12 Surgeon’s blade (7)

13 Dictionary (7)

15 Erect (7)
'

16 Wild mustang 1

6

)

18 Synthetic yam (5)

20 Permit, bestow (5)

21 Wander off(5)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7.-00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Evolution 8:30 Looking at
Arithmetic 8:50 Stories of the Ytshuv
9:10 English 9:30 Programs for chil-

dren 9:50 Right Here 10:00 Morning
Conversations 10:30 A Matter of Time
11:25 Science Library 12:05 Judaism
12:30 Ufe Sciences 12:50 Welcome to
France 13:05 Science and Technology
13:30 Scary Tales 13:40 Our Friends
13:45 Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:00
Shaltie! Quack 14:25 Amico and his

friends 14:40 Dar the Postman 15:00
Animated series on Shakespeare -
Ham/ef

CHANNEL 1

15:31 Friends of Shush 15:50
Timeless Land 16:00 Heartbreak High

16:45 Zap to Dovete 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
17:50 European
Championships

Soccer

15:00 his the Happy Professor 15:30
Flmtstones 15:50 Bill Nye, Science
Guy 16:20 Kelly 17:01 French
Programs 18:00 European
Championship 20:10 Chancer 21:10
Hunter 22:00 News in English 22:35
Bold and the Beautiful 23:10 AirwoH

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop 14.00 The 700 Club
14:30 Trade Winds (1933) - A
debonair detective goes after a murder
suspect Starring Frederic March and
Joan Bennett. (90 mins.) 16:05 Urban
Peasants 16:30 Dennis the Menace
16:55 Mask 17:20 Happiness 17:45
Hart to Hart 18:40 The A-Team 19:30
World News Tonight 20:00 CNN 20:30
Coach 20:55 Sliders 21:45 Sea Quest
22:35 The 700 Club 23:05 Larry King

Live 00:00 TV shop 2ft0 Quantum
Shopping 3:00 TV Shop

CABLE

HEBREW PROGRAMS
20tf0 Mabat News 21:00 European
Cup Soccer Championships 23:30

News 00:00 European Cup Soccer
championship 00:20 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Halfway Across the Galaxy -
sci-fi drama lor children 13:30 Power
Rangers 14:00 Star Trek 15:00 My
Sea 15:30 Dave’s World 16:00 The
Bold and the Beautiful 17:00 News
magazine with Rati Reshef 17:30
SporTV IBrOOSenora 18£8 The Crew
- new comedy series about an airfine

company 19:25 Blind Date <20:00

News 20:45 Wheel of Fortune 21:20
Working Gkl (1983) - comedy about a
naive but ambitious secretary. Starring

Harrison Ford. Sigourney Weaver and
Melanie Griffith. (113 mins.) 23:40

NYPD 00:00 News 00:05 NYPD, con-

tinued 00:45 AHaiena - documentary
commemorating the 48th anniversary

of the blasting of the AMatena. The inci-

dent, which cost the fives of many
Holocaust survivors on board, resulted

in clashes between the IZLand the IDF.

1:40 Giflette World of Sports Special

2:10 Grandview USA 0984) - parallel

stories about a young woman who’s

trying to mate it on her own in her

father's demolition-derby business,

and a young boy with a college schol-

arship. Starring Jamie Lee Curtis, C.

Thomas Howell and Patrick Swayze.
(97 mins. 4:45 On the Edge of the

Shelf

JORDAN TV

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

NIS28.Q8 per line, including VAT. insertion

every day ol the month costs NIS520-65
per line, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours Of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, dafly

Sun.-Thur.. 11 a.m. from .Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Adminisradon BMP. Buses 4a. 9, 23,26,
28. For info, calf 882819.HADASSAH.
Visit the Kadassah installations. Chagall
Windows. TeL 02416333. 02-776271.

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Rosenberg Collection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild

Beasts. Joset Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:

Blocked Wed Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. t

Am You Anists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Tue. 10 a.m.-lO pjn. Fri. 10 am-2 p.m.

Sal. 10 3 p.m. Meyertioff Art Education

Center, TeL 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: ClaJ Pharm, 22 Kantel

Nesharim, 65l-<K85; Balsam; Salati e-

Din, 272315; Shuafat, Shualat Road,

810108; Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate,
282058.
Tel Aviv: Briut, 28 King George. 528-3731;
Kupat HoHm Claiit, 7-9 Amsterdam, 523-
2383. Till 3 a-m. Thursday: Jabotinsky. 125
Ibn Gvirol, 546-2040. Tin midnight:

SMWfpharm Ramaf Aw, 40 Einstein, 641-

3730; London Ministore Superpharm, 4
Shaui Hametech. 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Shor-Tabachnik.
Hatzomei Malt, Kfar Save. 425850.
Netanya: Porat, 76 Petah Tikva, 340967.
Krayot area: Oflr, B0 HaMtzmaul, Kiryat

Ata. 844-6763.
Haifa: Balfour, 1 Massada. 862-2289.

Hentiiya: CEal Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6

Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herzliya

Pltuah. 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: CJal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mall, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem (internal,

surgery, obstetrics, ophthalmology, ENT):
Hadassah ML Scopus (orthopedics);

Shaare Zedek (pediatrics).

Tel Aviv: Tfel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: lamado.
POLICE 100
FIRE 102
RRSTAID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or gil

Saleh) in most parts of the country. In

lion:

AshOotT 551333 Kfar Sava’ 902222
AshKelon 551332 Nahariya' 912333
Beersheba

- 274767 Netanya’ 604444
Beit Shemesh 523133 Petah Tikva'
9311111
Dan Redon" 5793333 Rehavot" 451333
Eilar 332444
RiShon" 9642333
Haifa" 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem' 523133 Tbl Aviv' 5480111
Kamnier 9985444 Tfcerias' 792444
' Mobile intensive Care Unit (MICU) ser-

vice in the area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. for emer-
gency calls 24 hours a day. tor information
in case of poisoning.
Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 610303, TefAvN 548iiti (chfl-

dran/youth 69611 13), Haifa 8672222)3,
Beersheba 494333, Netanya 825110.
Karmiei 9888770, Kfar Sava 7674555,
Hadera 346783.
Wizo hotlines for bartered women 02-

6514111, 03-5481133 (also tn Russian),

07-376310, 08-5505Q6 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5234B19, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558. Haita 8530533, Eilat 31977-
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

CancerAssociation telephone support ser-

vice 02-247576).

rrv 3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 On the Side of

Justice 18:30 Discussion in Arabic

19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Documentary in Russian on the town
of Shtomi 20:00 Mabat News 20:45 If

You Change Your Mind*- documentary
dealing with the ways in which drugs

affect the mind 21:15 Overdose -

tsraefi feature film about the deteriora-

tion of a young woman from a good
family, whose Trie goes on a downward
spiral once she becomes addicted to

drugs. Starring Amon Tzadok, Doran
Aran, Ad Topol and Yoav Tsafir 22:45

Special on Zahar Argov whose career

was cut short by Itis dug habit

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Haydaze 16:00 With an
Investigative Eye 16:20 Mathematics

it dai/v fife 16:35 Great Inventors 1 7:35

The Human Animal 18:30 Family

Relations 19:00 Everything's Open
19:30 A Matter of Time 20:00 A New
Evening (with Russian subtitles} 20:30

Basic Arabic 21:00 Zero Hour 21:30

Mozart on Tour 22:30 History in the

Making

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Days ofOur Lives

(rpt) 11:20 Perla Negra (rpt) 12:10

Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 21 Jump
Street 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days
of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10

Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live 18:45

The Young and the Restless 19:30

Local broadcast 20:00 Perla Negra
20:50 Mefrose Place 21:40 Sisters

22:30 Under Suspicion 23:20 Wings
23:45 Melrose Place 00:35 Babylon 5

1:20 Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Like Father and Son (1983) - an
elderly man invites a motherless boy
hone (rpt) 12:20 The Little Princess

(1939) - Shirley Temple stars in this

children's classic, (rpt) 13:50 Seeing

Stars 14:05 Last Wish (1991)- a dying

woman asks her daughter to help her

commit suicide. With Maureen
Stapleton and Patty Duke (rpt) 15:40’

Les Ritals <1991, French) - ttafian

Immigrants in France struggletomake
ends meet 18:55 Special about the

Disney movie The Hunchback o!Notre
Dame 19:15 Romero (1989) -
Biography of Oscar Romero, archbish-

op of B Salvador. With Raul Julia.

Directed by John Duigan (100 mins.)

21:00 Terminal Bliss (1990) - Luke
Perry stars ki this teen drama of bored

JERUSALEM
ONEMATHEQUE Home for the Hotidays

5 * Animation Films: Shakespeare 7 *
The MAiriage of Maria Braun 930 GlG.

GIL Jerusalem Mall (Maiha; « 788448

Grumpier Old Mar*«While
SquaMAmerican Quit 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *
Secret ol Roan Irtish 4:45, 7:15 *
Executive Decision 9:45 * Fargo 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The Birdcage 4:45, 7:15. 9:45

* Strange Days 430, 7:15. 10 * Primal

F6w 430, 7:15, 10 JERUSALEM THE-

ATER 20 Marcus St « 6 1 7167 Nelty et M.

Amaud 7. 930 * Before the Rain 7, 930
RAV CHEN 1-7» 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mreher

Bintong. 19 Ha’oman SL. Talpiot Now and
ThenSGM BmDevii in a Blue DrassteThe

Juror 5. 7:30. 9*5 Toy Story (Engfish

dialogue) 730 + City HaD 9:45 + Bed of

Roses 5. 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Eng&sh dtetogue)5. 7-20, 9:45

* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE2 SprtnzakSL ^5772000

Heavenly Creatures 5, 7:45. 9:45 + In the

Bleak Midwinter 7 * The Httcftiker ID

DiZENGOFF » 5172923 White

SquaMLeavbig Las Vtegas 11 am.. 1.3. 5.

7:45. 10 The Monster 1. 5. ID DRIVE N
Executive Decision 10 * Sex Film 12 imd-

nigrt GAN HAIR * 5279215 71 Ibn Gabiml

SL Priscilla 2:30. 3:45 * Dead Man
WaHdng 5, 7-80 GAT Last Dance 5. 7:30,

9:45 GORDON Eat. Drink, Mm, Woman
530. 7:45, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 * 5228226

Hod Passage. iQl D*zengofl SL The
Birdcage*American QuiltteGrumpter

Men 5, 730. 10 * Fargo 5. 10 LEV 1-4 »
5288288 Shanghai Triad 12:15, 230. 5:15,

7:45, 10 Antonia'S Line 12 noon. 2, 4:45,

730. 9:45 * Le Hussard sur la Tort 12

noon * Secret of Roan Eriish 12:T5. 2:15.

5:15. 7:45. 10 Strange Days 2, 430, 7:15,

10 GLG. PE’ER American QuiMGrumpter
ManteFargo 5. 730, 10 Strange Days 430.
7:15. 10 The Birdcage 5. 7:30 RAV-
CHEN« 5282283 Dizengofl Center The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dia-

logue) 730, 9:45 * 7he Juror 5. 730, 9:45

+ Now and Then 5. 730, 9:45 * City Hall

1130 auiL, 230, 5. 730. 9:45 * Bed of

Roses 11:30 am., 230. 5. 730, 9:45 * Toy
Story (Engbsh dialogue) 1130 am. 2:30,

730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (Hebrew dclogue) 230. 5 Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-OR 1-5 »
5102674 Opera House Mighty
AphrodlteteStar Mantel! Postino •Girl

BteDevR in a Blue Dress 5, 730, 9:45 GXL
TAYELET 1-3 * 51 779S2 2 Ybna Hanavi SL
Sense and Sensibility#Executive

Decision 7:15. ID* Twelve Monkeys 7:30.

10 GLG-TELAVIVw52811Bl 65 PmskerSL
Twelve Monkeys 5, 730, i0* Primal Fear

5. 7:30. 10 * Barb Wire 5. 730, 10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM v 6961297 27 Shaui
Hametekh Boutevanl Nelly etM-Amaud 5.

8,10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAF£ AMAMI > 8325755

Shanghai Trod*Star Man 7-15, 9:15 ATZ-

MON 1-5 »8673003 BarbWIre«Grumpier
Men 430, 7, 930 + Primal FeartKStraoge

Days#WWteSqwtfl 4:15, 6:45, 9:15 CINE-

MATHEQUE « 8383424 The Usual

Suspects 7 * Le Pas Suspendu de la

Clgogene 930 ORLr= 6361668 sense
And SenabUHy 630. 9:15 PANORAMA 1-

3 a 8382020 The BirdcageMmsrican
Quttt 43a 7. 930 * Fargo 430, 7, 930
RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8674311 [OS] The Juror

4-46, 7. 9:15 * The Hunchback oi Notre

rich youngsters. Directed by Jordan
Alan (91 'mins.) 22:35 The Turning

(1992) - a disturbed young man tries to

prevent his parents' divorce. With

Karen Allen. Raymond J. Barry and
Michael Dolan. (87 mins.) 00:05
Obsessed (1991) - a 21 -year-oW fate

in love with a man ol 50. When he tries

to get nd of her unwanted attentions,

she sets out lo get revenge. With
William Dwayne and Shannon Doherty

(87 mins.) 1:35 Trigger Fast (1994) -
Martin Sheen leads a group of lawmen
after the Civil War. who want to bring

the rebels home (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 Popcomia 8:30

Spiderman 93)5 Alice in Wonderland
(rpt) 9:35 N3s Hdgerson (rpt) 10:05

Hangm’ with Mr. Cooper (rpt) 10:35

CaTnomia Dreams (rpt) 10:55 Saved
By the Bell (rpt) 11:30 Wild Nature

12:00 Hard Times on Plane* Earth

12:45 Alvin and the Chipmunks 13:00

Surprise Garden 13:35 Draculto Mon
Seigneur 14:00 Blinky Bill 14:35 Alice

hi Wonderland 15:05 Nils Hdgerson
15:35 Weird Science 16:05 California

Dreams 16:30 Saved By the Ben 17:05

Beakman’s World 17:30 Hard Times
on Planet Earth 18:15 Alvin and the

Chipmunks 18:35 Popcomia (rpt)

19:00 Spiderman (rpt) 19:30 Three’s

Company 20ri» Mamed with Children

20:25 Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake
21:30 Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22.-00 Scenes from a Marriage - part 5
22:50 Eva (1962) - Eva seduces an
unsuccessful Welsh writer, and this

causes his wile’s tragic death. With

Jean Moreau and Stanley Baker.

Directed by Joseph Losey (104 mins.)

00:40 Norwood (1970) - a termer

Marines officer discovers the world out-

side the army in a series of adventures.

With Glen Campbell. Directed by Jack

Haley (94 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 National

Geographic Explorer (foO 13:00

Combat at Sea (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 National Geographic

Explorer (rpt) 17:00 Combat at Sea
(rpt) 18:00 Open University 20:00 The
WDd South 21 :00 A Whale’s Tate 22:00

Future Quest 22:30 Ancient Warriors

23:00 The Wild South (rpt) 23:50 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00 NBC
News 7:30 (TN News 8:00 Today
10:00 Supershop 11:00 European
Money Wheel 16:00 fWall Street - five

17:00 US Money Wheel 18:30 FT
Business Tonight 19:00 ITN News
19:30 Portraits of fee Century 20:00

Europe 2000 20:30 The Selina Scott

Show 21:30 Dateline 22:30 ITN News
23:00 PGA Golf 00:00 The Tonight

Show wife Jay Leno 1:00 Late Night

with Conan O’Brien 2:00 Later wife

Greg Ktenear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and fee

Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30
Simply Delicious 8:00 E TV 8:30
Gabriefle 9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30

Bold and the Beautiful -.11:00 -Oprah
Wmfrey 12:00 Remington Steele 1 3:00

Simply Delicious 13:30 E TV 14:00
Teenage Mutant Nirqa Turlies 14:30
The Black Staffion 15:00 Lost in Space
16:00 Home and Away 16:30
Entertainment Tonight 17:00 M'A"S*H
17:30 Golden Girts 18.-00 Empty Nest

18:30 NYPD Blue 19:30 Bold and fee

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
Hard Copy 21:30 The Extraordinary

22:30 Picket Fences 23:30

CINEMA
Dame (English dalogue) 5. 7, 9:15 RAV-

MOR 1-7 * 8416896 fOS] Bed of Rosas
4:45, 7, 9:15 * Devil in a Blue Dress 4:45.

7. 9:15 * Now and Then 4:45, 7, 9.15

Trie Juror 4:45. 7, 9:15 * Toy Story

(English dialogue} 7. 3:15 * Toy Story

(Hebrew daiogue} 4:45 * Girl 6 4:45, 7.

9:15 RAVOR 1-3 » 8246553 (OSI Now and
Then 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Devil in a Blue Dress

4:45. 7, 9:1 5 *GW 67. 9:1 5 * Dracub 4:45

AFULA
RAV CHEN IT 6424047 Birds to Neutral 7.

930 * While SquaMMlghty Aphrodte 7.

930
ARAD
STAR » 950904 Sense and Sensfbffity

730 * Barb Wire 10 * The Last Danes
730,

10

* Shanghai triad 730. 10

ASHDOD
G.G. GIL = 8647202 An Eye for an
EyeASarb WireOWhite SqualieTwetve

Monkeys 5, 730, 10 * Executive Decision

430, 7:15. 10 G.G. ORI 1-3* 711223 The
Birdcage 5. 730. 10 * Sense and
SensIbOitybPrims! Fear 430. 7:15. 10

ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White SqualiCThe
Bkdcage*An Eye for an Bye 5, 730, 10 *
Primal FbarMExecuftra Decision 4:30,

7:15, 10 RAV CHEN * 711223 Now said

TherVThe JuroriSDevil in a Blue Dress 5.

730. 9.45 * Dracub 5. 7:30. 9.45 * The
Last Dance 5. 730. 9:45

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The
BlrticageONow and Then#Tfte Juror 5.

730. 945 * White Squall 5, 730. 9:45 +
Primal Fear 4:45. 7:15. 945 * Up Close

and Personal 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * II Postino

.5. 730. 9:45

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Primal FearteTwetve Monkeys
4:30, 7:15. 10 * Twelve Monkeys 4:30,

7:15. 10 * White Squall 5. 73Q, 10 RAV-

NEGEV 1-4 * 235278 Now and Then 5.

730. 945 * Devil In a Blue Dress 5, 7:30,

9:45 * Last Dance 5. 7-30. 945 * Dracub
Dead and Loving US* The Juror 730,

9:45

DJMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Executive

Decisions
SLAT
KOLNOA BLATTWefve Monkeys 730. 10

* Barb Wire 730. 10 * White Squall 730.

10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Sense and SensfaBlty 4:45, 7:15.

9:45 * Primal FtiarbAntanb's Line 5.

7:30, 10 * Shanghai Triad 5. 730. 10

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN; =
6902666 Devil in Blue DressteStar Man 6,

8. 10 + Primal Ftear 7:30, 10 * Antonia's

Line 7:3a 9:45 * Fargo 10 * Dracub 730
DANIEL HOTEL The Birdcage 7:15. 9.45

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Lasl Dance 7, 930
* Devil ki Blue Dress 7, 930 * Eecutive

Decision 7,930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL*7677370 Grumpier MenbWhfie
Squall 5. 730. 10 * Primal Fear 430. 7:15.

10 * American QuIltteFargobTha
Birdcages. 730, 10 * Strange Days 4:30.

7:15, 10

KIRYAT BIAUK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 Barb

Wlre#The Birdcage*Wh/ta

SqualMtiGrumpier Men 4>15. 7. 930 *
Primal Fear 4:45, 7. 9:30 -* II

Postinoasenseand Sensaimy 7, 9.30 *
Strange Days 7, 9:30 + Executive

Entertainment Tonight 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The SuSvans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:30

European Soccer 17:15 European

Cup magazine (rpt) 17:45 Iceskating

18:30 The Extreme Olympics 20:00

WWF 23:30 The Extreme Olympics

1:00 American Pro Football 2:00 NBA
Basketball: preview of the draft

EUROSPORT

9:30 Parachuting 10:00 Triathlon:

World Cup, France (rpt) 11:00 Soccer.

European Cup (rpt) 13:00 The Olympic

Games - Atlanta Preview (rpt) 13:30

Athletics: IAAF Grand Prix. Finland

(rpt) 15:00 Triathlon: Pro Tour, Canary

Islands 16:00 Truck Racing 17:00
Soccer European Cup - semi-finals

21:30 Body building; European
Championships, Romania 22:30 Truck

Raang 23:00 Soccer: European Cup -

semi-finals (rpt) 00:30 Soccer
European Cup - semi-finals 2:00 The
Olympic Games - Atlanta Preview (rpt)

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 WWF 6:30 Futbol Mondial 7:00

Tennis - Wimbledon (rpt) 13:00 Cricket

16:00 Tennis: Wrobledon - live 22:00
International Motor Sport Mac
23:00 Thai Boxing 00:00 Car
Formula Nippon, Japan (rpt) 1:30

Coflege League Baseball

BBC WORLD

News on fee hour 6:05 Under fee Sun
(rpt) 10:05 Horizon (rpt) 11:30 Holiday

(rpt) 12&0 Time Out Film "96 (rpt)

15:15 Panorama (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 16:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour 17:30 Auction - documen-
tary on Sotheby's (rpt) 18:05 Under fee

Sun (rot) 19:30 Top Gear (rpt) 22:05

The Tourist 23:30 Time Out: More
Rhodes Around Britain 00:00 World
Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Brah. y.

Sextet no 2 in G for strings op 36;

Mozart: Flute and harp concerto
K299; Schumann: Cello concerto in A
minor; Dvorak; Symphony no 8;

Copland: Appalachian Spring ballet

music in chamber arrangement 12:00

Light Classical - film music by Bach,

Mozart, Schubert, Ravel, Satie,

Gershwin 13:00 Violinist Yehudi
Menuhin - Beethoven: Sonata no 9 in

A for violin and piano op 47 “KreutzeO
Mozart Violin concerto in D 14:06

Keys 16:00 Pianist Art Tatum in jazz

pieces; classic jazz wife bands of

Benny Goodman, Duke Ellington,

Harry James. Ray Anthony, Count
Basie and others 18:00 M. Haydn:
Symphony no 26: Mozart Serenade
in C minor K388; Brahms: Violin con-

cert in D; Nielsen: Symphony no 5
20:05 Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra-IBA - live from Henry
Crown Auditorium. Conductor Sergiu

Comissiona, soloist Lucero Tena, cas-

tanets. Rossini: The Barber of Seville

overture; Scarlatti/Albeniz; Sonatas

wife castanets; Granados: Intermezzo

from Goyescas; Regcilr. Fantasy for

castanets and arch;
1 Rimsky-

Korsakov: Capricdo Espagnole; Falla:

Dance from La Via Breve; Chabrier.

Esparia; Gonenez: La Boda del Don
Alonso 23:00 Golden Generation -
Schubert Winterreise, comparisons

ol singers Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau,

Hans Hotter, Richard Tauber and oth-

ers (part 3)

Decision 7, 920 * Ace Ventura 4:45

KIRYAT ONO
MATNAS Copycat 930
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL v 6905060 Write Squall 4:30. 7.

930 * Bare Wire 4-30. 7. 930 * Sense
and SensfbHtty 430. 7, 930
LOO
STAR Barb WtareWU Postino 730. 10 *
Sense and Sens&fltty 7:15, 10

MEVASSERET ZION
G.G. GlL Primal Fear 430, 7:15, 10 * The
Birdcage 5. 730. 10

NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Cfty Hat! 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL The BirdcagebBarb

Wlre#TWetve Monkeys 430. 7, 930 *
Primal FearbExecutive

Decision•Antonia's LmeteWrirte Squall

430, 7. 930
NESS ZJONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 » 404729 FargobAmerican
QuaibWriite Squall 5, 730. 10 * Primal

Fear 430. 7:15. 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 626452 Primal Ftear 430.

7:15. 10 FagoterAmerican OullWTrie

BirdcegeMVhlte Quilt 5. 730. 10 RAV
CHEN Now and Than*Devil in Blue

Dress 5, 730, 945 * The Juror 5. 730,

945 * The Last Dance 5, 730, 9:45

ORAKIVA
RAV CHEN Executive Dedsion«The Last

DanceteCopycat 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL An Eye tor an EyeteThte

BirdcagebBarb WtretePrimal Fear 5.

730. 10

PETAH TIKVA
08
ON-MOFET Antonb's Line 8:30 PARK
Now and TrienaPrimal Fear 5. 7:30. 1915
* White Squall 5. 7:30 * Trie Birdcage 5.

730 * The Juror 10:15 * Fargo 10.15 *
Star Man 5. 730
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4*6197121 Now and Then 5.

730. 945 * Trie BirdcagebBed ol Roses

5. 7.30, 9.45 * The Last Dance 9:45 * Toy

Story fEhgfcft dialogue} 730 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue

>

5 RAVOASlS 1-3 *
6730687 The JurorbWhlte Squall 5, 730,

9:45 * Primal Ftear 4:45. 7:15. 9.45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV « 5491979 II Postino 7:30. 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362864 Sense and
SenstoffityteThe BirdcagebWhtte Squall

7:15. 945 Grumpier Old Men 7:30, 9.45

RISHON LEZfON
GAL 1-5 ® 9619669 Primal FtearteStrange

DaysVTwetve Monkeys 4:30. 7:i5. 10 *
White ScpjaDWI Poatino 5. 7:30. 1DHAZA-
HAVTrie Birdcage 5. 730. 10* American

Quilt 5. 730. 10 * Grumpier CHd Men 5.

730, 10 RAV CHEN * 9670503 Devil in a

Blue DressteThe Juror 5. 730, 945 *
Now teid Then 5. 7:30, 9.45 * Bed of

Roses 5. 7:30. 9;45 RON Twelve

MonkeysCExecutive DedSionWSense
and Sensibility 7:30. W STAR 1-4 *
9619985-7 27 Ustwvsky St Fargo•Barb
WireteBlrds In Neutral*Dev|i in Blue

Dress 730. 10
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonm Now and Then 5.

730. 9:45 * Devil in a Blue Dress 5. 730.

9:45 * Bed Of Roses 5. 7-30, 9.45 * The

JUrix 5, 7:30, 9.45

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244

,

Haifa 728878 AH times are pjn. unless

otherwise indicated.
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Kfar Sava man
tries to kill

daughters, then

lulls himself
PAINE MARCUS

A KFAR Sava man committed
suicide yesterday after attempting

to murder his two teenage daugh-
ters. The girU. 14 and 17. suffered

light neck wounds.

Early yesterday morning, the

man's neighbors heard screams

coming from his apartment. A
neighbor broke in and found the

girls in bed choking, with plastic

cuffs tied around their necks. The
neighbor succeeded in releasing

the cuffs, and the girls were
brought to Meir Hospital.

Residents called police, who
launched a search for the father,

who had fled. His body was found
hanging in a nearby field by his

21 -year-old son.

The father, publication of whose

name is banned since the girls are

minors, worked as a guaid in the

city's shopping mall, and was in

the process of getting a divorce.

Neighbors said the man “reached

the end of his tether" when he dis-

covered that his daughters had

been seeing Arabs.

The older had fought with her

father in the past, and had even

lodged a complaint with police.

The man reportedly told neigh-

bors that he would kill himself,

but had not threatened to murder
his daughters.

The attempted double murder

and subsequent suicide was also

believed to be the result of con-

stant quarreling between him and

his estranged wife, police said.

“The whole incident is tragic."

said Sharon police chief Dep.-

Cmdr. Benny Kaniyak. “The son

who found his father's body is in a

deep state of shock and is under-

going psychiatric treatment." His
wife was also in a “terrible state.”

The man left a suicide note say-

ing he could not stand the shame of

his daughters hanging around with

Arabs and that he could not see an

end to the disputes with his wife.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, wearing a flak jacket and carrying an M-16 assault rifle, visits a forward position in the secu-
rity’ zone yesterday. Next to him is OC Northern Command Maj.-Gen. Amiram Levine, and Deputy Chid

1

of General Staff Mai.-
Gen. Matan Vilna'i is second from left

(Defense Ministry)

Bills call for

abolishment of direct

election of PM
LIAT COLLINS

Mordechai: IDF will stay in zone
as long as is necessary

TWO private member's bills

calling for the abolishment of

the system of direct election of

the prime minister have been

submitted to the Knesset.

One was submitted jointly by
Uzi Landau (Likud) and Yossi

Beilin (Labor), who worked
together to try to reform the sys-

tem before the elections, despite

belonging to rival parties. The
other is by Moshe Shahai
(Labor). The bills call for

repealing or amending the direct

election clauses of the Basic
Law: The Government.

The Beilin-Landau bill pre-

sents two options: one is that the

leader of the party which wins
the largest number of votes will

be prime minister - basically

the old system: the other is to

elect the prime minister within

the -Knesset, much as the

Speaker is chosen, with each
faction presenting its candidate

and a general vote in the

plenum.
"The law has been tried and

exactly what we warned would
happen, happened." Beilin said

yesterday. "The major panics

were cut by a third: ideology

became a joke: and party con-
ventions were just shows. It

makes no difference who won.
The question is whether the sys-

tem is a good one or not and we
have seen even more serious

problems than we predicted.”

He said the reform had wide
support from NIKs from differ-

ent parties, but it is not clear

how the smaller parties would
vote on such a bill, as Lhey

gained the most from the new
s> stem.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu is in favor of the new
system and reportedly has told

Landau he will do everything

possible to preserve it. But
Landau criticized the current

system for giving the prime
minister and the small parties

more power and destabilizing

the Knesset. Shahai also said

that instead of realizing its aim
of reducing the amount of polit-

ical bargaining by smaller par-

ties. the direct election system
has increased their power.

THE IDF will remain in the security zone
as long as it is necessary to protect north-

ern communities and “our friends in the

zone," Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai said yesterday during a visit to

south Lebanon.
"If the Lebanese government and those

behind it demonstrate the ability to prevent

terror activities against the IDF and South

Lebanese Army, then it would certainly be

possible to sit together and reach agree-

ments,” said Mordechai.
"If only the Lebanese government was

independent and showed ability to deal with

the problems, then we could enter negotia-

tions and find many solutions." he told

reporters during a visit to the IDF and SLA's
command headquarters in Maijayoun.

It was perhaps symbolic as well as signif-

icant that Mordechai made his First visit in

the Field as Defense Minister to Northern

Command which he commanded for over

four years, until 48- months ago-

DAVID RUDGE

His first stop was at Northern Command
headquarters were he was greeted by honor
guard. From there be flew by helicopter
with Deputy Chief of Staff Maj.Gen. Matan
Viina’i and OC Northern Command Maj.-
Gen. Amiram Levine to a front-line IDF
outpost in the eastern sector of the zone -
not far from the spot where five Nahal sol-

diers were killed and eight others were
wounded in a recent Hizbullah ambush.

Mordechai. armed with an M-16 assault

rifle, then flew to Maijayoun to continue his

review of the situation in the region in the

wake of Operation Grapes of Wrath and
Hizbullah's intensified operations against

the IDF and SLA.
He was briefed about the latest situation

by senior officers at an observation post on
the roof of the Marjayoun.^n^ai^jgost, as

the blast of outgoing artillery fire reverber-

ated in the background.
Mordechai made it clear that Israel would

closely examine any breaches by Hizbullah
of the Grapes of Wrath understandings.
“We will find the right ways to deal with

Hizbullah and the other elements behind it.

That’sour task and mission to provide secu-
rity to northern communities, while also

minimizing risks to the IDF and SLA,” said

Mordechai.

He was asked whether the IDF would be
given more freedom of action against
Hizbullah. "My visit here is mainly to learn

and understand the situation in the field,

after Grapes of Wrath,” said Mordechai.
"General Staff is drawing up recommen-

dations and 1 expect thai most of these will

be approved. Everything will be done in this

area to give maximum protection to the IDF
and SLA and residents of the region, and
especially to residents of northern commu-
nities,” said Mordechai.
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Ministry to probe leading hematologist

accused of withholding transfusion

Police seeking to hire more Arabs
BILL HUTMAN

THE police force is seeking to hire more Arabs to serve in east

Jerusalem, to improve police operations and relations with the commu-
nity, Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani said yesterday, during

a tour of the police station near the Old City. But he was unable to say
how he was going to convince Arabs to join the police force.

Nearly all the city's Arab policemen resigned at the start of the intifada,

and few have joined since.

THE Health Ministry is investi-

gating accusations that the chief

of hematology at Jerusalem's

Hadassah-University Hospital

refused to grant treatment to a 19-

year-old woman with lymphoma
w'ho needed a blood transfusion.

Ironically. Prof. Eliezer

Rachmilevich, one ofthe country's
leading experts in blood diseases,

has also became the investigative

target of Ma'am* reporter Ronel

Fisher. The hematologist is a mem-
ber of the Navon Commission
established as a result of Fisher’s

report on the Magen David Adom-
Ethiopian immigrant blood affair

of a few months ago.

JUDY SIEGEL

The latest Fisher report involves

Dassy Rabinowitz, a 19-year-old

Efrat resident suffering from a

severe case of non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma. Her cancer of the lymph
glands was discovered by
Rachmilevich and she was treated at

Hadassah for 18 months, undergo-

ing chemotherapy and a bone-mar-
row transplant The cancer returned,

however, and her doctors told her

parents the prognosis was poor.

The religious family then con-
sulted with rabbis, who recom-

mmwmL

Saadta Gelbfe new book provides a
sometimes funny, sometimes sad but

always honest perspective of life in the

kibbutz. Creative Hustraflons drawn by
Mow members of Kibbutz Kfar Blum

and by relatives and Wands from Israel

and abroad, add a special dimension

to the anecdotes which only a long-

time member of a kibbutz could tefl.
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mended that “changing place

changes fortune" and urged them
to move her to another hospital.

Rabinowitz was transferred to

Haifa’s Rambam Hospital, where

she was treated for several weeks
by Prof. Ya'acov Rao, head of

hematology, and his staff. -But in

mid-May, back in Efrat, she took a

turn for the worse. Relatives called

Hadassah and asked Rachmilevich
to admit her for an urgent blood
transfusion, because it was too far

to go to Haifa in her condition.

According to Fisher and quoted
yesterday by Rabinowitz’s moth-
er, Bniria. the Hadassah doctors

and nurses said they had "strict

orders” from Rachmilevich not to

admit her, "because she had gone
to Rambam for a second opinion."
The young woman received a

transfusion at Jerusalem's Shaare
Zedek Hospital the next day.

On Sunday, - Rachmilevich
wrote a letter denying the charges

to Amnon Rabi of Ma 'any. In the

letter, Rachmilevich said that Rao
— his former student - did provide
him with Rabinowiiz's latest med-
ical information. He wrote that on
May 2, Rabinowitz arrived at his

department unannounced to

receive antibiotics and a blood
transfusion.. She was treated, even
though Rambam had not trans-
ferred to Hadassah a report of
how she had been treated since
leaving Hadassah.

. On May 14, Rachmilevich
wrote, he got a call from a “man
who identified himself as Dassy’s
father." The man said the young
woman had a very low thrombo-

cyte count and asked it she could
come in for a transfusion.

Rachmilevich said,he referred the

man to Rao, since he lacked the

latest medical information about

her case and might be endanger-

ing her ifshe received inappropri-

ate treatment.

Rachmilevich said die callerthen

“told me ajoke and closed the con-

versation saying, “You’ll hear from
me again" - and abruptly hung up
the phone. “He did not give me the

opportunity to explain the impor-

tance of orderly medical referrals.

Presenting the. story as if we had
refused her medical treatment at

Hadassah is ugly and untrue."

Rachmilevicb said he learned

the man who called “was not

Dassy’s father,” and believes the

conversation was recorded with-

out his knowledge. The hematolo-

gist said - he does not know
whether the caller was the

Ma'ariv investigative reporter,

bat that .“misquotes" of his com- .

ments had later been used by
Fisher in his report

Rachmilevich told his staff after

the May 2 oansfusion that it could

be dangerous if ’ another were
given without the necessary med-
ical information from Rambam,
and that ifRabinowitz appeared in

the hospital again, they should
first consult with him. But he

- stressed that if she had turned up
asking for an urgent transfusion -
instead of someone else calling

before - site would have gotten
one despite the possible risk.

Going to another hospital for a
second opinion is. every patient’s-

“legitimate right," hfeaddetL - .

The ministry’s investigating
committee is to presenr its find-

'
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Winning cards

and numbers
IN yestaday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Chance card draw, . the lucky

cards were the 8 of spades, ace of

hearts, 9 of diamonds, and 8 of

dobs.

In last night's weekly Lotto
drawing, , the winning numbers
were 3, 4» 7, 29, 34, 36 and the

additional number was 48.

Bereaved

appointment
L ofnew
IDF officers’

school chief

EVELYN GORDON

AN officer who is under indict-

ment for negligence in the death
of one of his soldiers should not

be the new head of the IDF’s

officer training school, a peti-

tion to the High Court of Justice

said yesterday.

The petition was Filed by
Masoud -and Aliza Shushan.
whose son Yanai was killed in a
training accident In Givat Adar
rwo.years ago. Yanai was killed

when a grenade he was carrying

in his kit exploded during an
exercise. The army appointed an
.investigating judge to look into

the affair, and the judge con-
cluded that had the army applied
the lessons learned from another
accident a few months earlier,

Yanai might not have been
killed.

On the basis of this report, the
Judge Advocate-General’s
.Office decided to indict five
officers, including Col. Horev,
who commanded Yanai 's

brigade. The trial is due to begin
shortly.

A few days ago, however,
Horev was appointed ’to head
the .IDFs officer training
school.

The petition aigued that it is

inconcay&ble- to. entrust some-
one charged with negligently
causing .the death of one of his
•men- with the -job of training
other young officers.

It noted that according to the
investigating judge’s findings,
Horev never instructed his offi-
cers and men on the proper pro-
cedures for exercises with live
-grenades. According to Horev,
this oversight occurred because
he did not. even know that such
instructions existed.
When told that soldiers are

supposed to inspect their
grenades daily, however he
responded that in his opinion,
this« not practical, and once aweek is sufficient.
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